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SPIRITUAL PHENOMENA.
Pan, Pan, is Dead—A Wonderful Story of
Spirit manifestations at Moravia, N. X.
—Xl>e Mecca of Spiritualism—Soft Voices
Whisper—Spirits Kiss Tlielr Friends—
White and Purple Clouds—A Materialist Returns—Ghosts In the Rural Districts—An Invisible Railway Train—
Grim and Ghastly Spectres—Rural vs.
City Ghosts—The Brick-yard Spooks
Outdone—A Hard Nut for Professor Dilllngtou— An Egg Placed In a Medium's
Mouth—An Inebriate Reproved—The
Guitar Hits Him.
"

Pan, Pan, is dead !"—K. B. Browning.

The broken wine cups of the Gods
\
Lie scattered in the waters deep,
Where the tali sea blows and nods
Over the shipwreck'd seaman's sleep ;
The Gods, like phantoms, come and go
Over the wave-washed ocean hall;
Above their heads the wild winds blow;
They groan ; they shiver to and fro—
"
Pan, Pan !" those phantoms call.

seems to me downright stupidity. I say this
without any wish to cast unkind reflections
upon the good people, and certain clerical gen-

propose to give more closely. Of course I can
not set down all, nor even half, in an article like
this, intended to be brief, which was elicited
tlemen who have counseled silence with regard during an investigation kept up day after day
to what I elicited, saw and heard during my for three weeks.
three weeks' investigation of the new phase of
1 saw many strange faces at the aperture;
the occult science. They no doubt have rea- some days from ten to fifteen or twenty, the
sons satisfactory to themselves for offering such most of whom were recognized by some one or
more present in the circle. It was near a week
counsel.
Now for the facts. Kind reader, imagine after the appearance of the sister just alluded
yourself at a country house, and in a plain to, before I recognized another face, yet a
room, about large enough to seat comfortably number of apparitions professed to recognize
twenty-fiveor thirty people. As it happens, me. At length two other sisters succeeded in
there are now just seven persons present to materializingthemselves, and appeared side by
form a circle. Only three of these are stran- side at the aperture. The recognition was
gers to me; the rest my relatives, who accom- undoubted, my sister at my side recognizing
panied me hither. We form a semi-circle and them at the same moment I did. And stranjoin hands. The medium, Mrs. Andrews, sits gers present remarked upon the family resemfacing us. I can easily touch her with my cane. blance. But the certainty was made doubly
My right arm rests on a piano-forte. A lamp certain when the apparition mentioned inciis burning brightly. It is nine o'clock in the dents in their earth-life and ours which we
morning, but we need the lamp, because the readily and vividly remembered.
only window of the apartment is darkened, and
A few days subsequent, our mother appeared,
the only door bolted.
The medium now remarks: "We first sit in
the dark, and continue till the spirits call for a

threw open the door of the cabinet, and showed

herself to us from head to foot.
Six times during the three weeks an old ac-

light. The light is now extinguished. The quaintance, who died a materialist, appeared
piano begins to play. It is not the medium, to me, looked and talked naturally; referred
for I am conversing with her. Passing my repeatedly to his materialistic notions, and how
cane along the keys I feel no one; still the unhappy they made him. Said much about
playing goes on, and is directly assisted by his present condition, and its advantages over
voices, seemingly in the air above us, that join the former; tried to give me an idea of spiritin with great power and sweetness. Mysteri- life, the pursuits, pleasures and amusements of
ous lights are beginning to dance before us, spirits, as well as their institutions for doing
describing curve lines and circles, and playing good, educating the ignorant, and lifting higher
around each other in a way that makes it clear the low and debased.
they are guided by intelligence. While this
I must give one more instance of recognibeautiful display is going on, soft voices whis- tion, and close my story, already, perhaps too
per startling things in our ears, and delicate long.
hands thrill us by gentle touches and affectionA few days before I left the place a gentleate caresses. A familiar voice, long silent in man came there, bringing with him two little
death, as I had thought, said to me: "Dear girls—his own daughters—the elder perhaps
brother, I come to greet you! Believe me, eight years old, the younger about six. Before
this is your own sister Nancy. A fortnight going into the seance room he said, to me:
ago you visited my grave. I stood by your " When about leaving home my wife observed,
side, though you saw me not, my spirit body ' I would go too if I thought mother would
being invisible as the viewless air. How I show herself there; but as she was always opwanted to speak to you! Thanks to Heaven posed to Spiritualism, I'm sure she'l have no
for the present opportunity!"
Tender lips desire to make any manifestation.' " The last
now kissed mine. I sat speechless, my heart one I should look for," he rejoined; "she was
swelling and throbbing, but directly found re- so bitter against everything of the kind." But
lief in gushing tears.
lo! after the light seance began, who should apDuring the dark seance white and purple pear first at the aperture but this same old
clouds gathered above our heads and seemed grandmother. She bent hertzes affectionately
in commotion. Their crimson edges now and upon the children. The little girls gazed a
then shed such light as enabled us to see one moment in mute astonishment; then both at
another, and every object in the room. Out of once clapping their hands in ecstacy, exthe clouds came, at one time, a little dash of laimed: " Grandma! Grandma!"
"
rain, accompanied by wind and the rich perKeep still," said the father in a low tone
fume of flowers. Immediately after this, a of voice; and evidently much moved; then to
white figure that seemed a column of cloud, the apparition said, " you didn't believe in this
snowy, yet tinged with something bright and a few weeks ago."
luminous, came down and sat before me.
"No," replied the spirit, "but thank God it
While I gazed, wondering what it might be, is true!" These words were uttered very disthe figure bent toward me, and out came a lu- tinctly and with a peculiar stress of voice, inminous hand, which was gently laid upon my dicating earnestness and deep feeling. The
forehead. It remained but for a moment, old lady had been dead but three weeks.
touching my temple and cheek affectionately.
I could give many more remarkable tests
It disappeared in the fleecy folds enveloping through recognition, but must close here.
the mysterious figure, which now ascended and
Isaac Kelso, Alton, 111.
was lost to my view amid the moving clouds

O Pan, great Pan, thou art not dead,

Nor dost thou haunt that woody place,
Tho' blowing winds hear not thy tread,
And silver runlets miss thy face ;
Where ripe nuts fall thou hast no state,
Where deep glens murmur, thou art dumb,
By lonely meres thou dost not wait;—
Where roll the living waves of fate
I feel thee go and come !
O piteous one !—in wintry days
Over the city falls the snow,
Then, where it whitens smoky ways,
I see a Shade flit to and fro ;
Over the dull street hangs a cloud—
It parts, an ancient Face flits by,
'Tis thine ! 'tis thou ! nor stern, nor proud,
Dimly thou flutterest o'er the crowd,
With a thin human cry.
Ghost-like, O Pan, thou hoverest still,
An old, old Face, with dull, dumb stare ;
On moonless nights thy breath blows chill
In the street-walker's dripping hair!
Thy ragged woe, from street to street,
Goes mist-like, constant day and night!

But often, where the black waves beat,

Thou hast a smile most strangely sweet
For honest hearts and light!

Where'er thy shadowy vestments fly
There comes across the waves of strife,
Across the souls of all close by,
The gleam of some forgotten life.
There is a sense of waters clear—
A scent like flowers in forest nooks;
Strange plumaged birds seem flitting near,
The cold brain blossoms, lives that hear
Murmur like running brooks.
And when thou passest, human eyes
Look in each other and are wet—
Simple or gentle, weak or wise,
Alike are full of tender fret;
And then the noble and the base
Raise common glances to the sky ;
And lo ! the phantom of thy Face,
While sad and low thro' all the place
Thrills thy thin human cry !

overhead.

After about thirty-five minutes of darkness,
a voice in the air said: "Please strike a light."
Being nearest the light, I complied with the request. The medium, now rising from her
chair, went into the cabinet, which is a thing
looking not unlike a common wardrobe. It is
made of plain, thin boards, and has folding
doors about three feet and a half high. Above
the door hangs a black velvet curtain reaching
down to the top of the shutters when closed.
Upon entering the cabinet, the medium re[Prom the St. Louis (Mo.) Democrat.]
quested me to close and latch the door after
Editor Democrat :—Having recently visited her. As I did so, I was surprised to see an
Moravia, N. Y., for the purpose of investigat- armless hand, white as snow, come out from
under the curtain and tap me on the hand and
ing the new and marvelous phase of "Spiritual
manifestations," so called, now being made in arm, which it did quickly and several times,
the vicinity of that village, to the amazement then darted back into the cabinet. Resuming
of so many people, I have been requested by my seat in the circle, we waited a few minutes,
several intelligent readers of the Democrat in and the curtain of the aperture slowly moved
this community to give to the public, through aside while the face of a man appeared. There
its columns, a statement of the result of my was nothing ghostly in the look or action of
investigations. So, if you find room for such the apparition. Countenance, feature, coma statement briefly made, I have no objection plexion, and every movement of muscle, and
motion of head, hand and lip were perfectly
to its being published.
Allow me first to say that it was not alone to natural. He bent his gaze steadfastly upon a
gratify my own curiosity I consented to visit middle-aged man in the circle, who was a stranthe Mecca of Spiritualists, but also to satisfy ger to me, and evidently made an effort to
numerous friends who could not themselves speak, but failing, waved his hand and drew
go. It seems to be a matter of some astonish- back from the light, letting the curtain drop.
ment to many pious people that I should think The gentleman at whom the apparition had
it worth while to travel a thousand miles, wast- looked so earnestly, now exclaimed: "That
ing time and money, besides leaving my little was my father! Oh, will he not speak to me?"
comer of the Lord's vineyard to grow up in Immediatelythe Curtain went aside again, and
weeds, if nothing worse, in order to look after the same face presented itself, and another efthings so new and strange, not to say diabol- fort—I thought a painful one—was made
ical. Now these same pious people are ready to speak. The mouth opened, the lips moved,
to applaud the great naturalist of New Eng- but no sound of voice was heard. With a slight
land when lie goes to the end of the world, shade of disappointment on his countenance,
braving the perils of land and sea, to find a the old man bowed his head twice, and putting
forth his hand, waved an adieu in a most feelnew lizard, fish or crab.
I would not pluck a single laurel from the ing manner. In a few seconds afterward, the
brow of so enterprising a man, yet I can not curtain was put back by a hand resembling
see that bis zeal to find something novel in the very much the armless one which had caressed
animal kingdom should be counted any more me at the aperture. And now a face, fac simpraiseworthy than is the spending of time and ile of one I had seen coffined years gone by.
money to find a new power in the human Without speaking, I turned a glance upon my
mind, an additional argument for immortality, sister in the flesh, sitting by my side. She was
and fresh hopes and diviner aspirations for trembling and weeping, so I felt sure she was
not behind me in the recognition of the face at
poor humanity. .. ,
Learning, as I had, that thousands^ of intelli- the aperture. It was our dear departed sister,
gent men and women were making pilgrimages the same who had spoken to us in the dark a
minutes before. She now uttered her own
to the house of an old farmer in the neighbor- few
name in her own clear, familiar tone. How
hood of Moravia, where, according to report,
blood tingled in my veins as her well-rethe returning spirits of the departed were daily the
making themselves visible by putting on tangi- membered gray eyes met mine! Nor seemed
by she less moved than I. I could not keep my
ble forms, and walking and talking, taking
but glided up to the aperture, when she,
the hand their old friends in the flesh, looking seat,
lovingly into their eyes, and assuring them with manifest emotion, threw her arms around
neck. It was but for a moment. Releasthat they never were more alive, I could not my
possibly regard the affair, whether true or false, ing me, she quickly disappeared behind the
as unworthy of investigation. To feel, or af- curtain.
But I must crowd the facts and incidents I
feet to feel,no interest in phenomena so strange,

Christ help thee, Paul canst thou not go,
Now all the other Gods are fled?
Why dost thou flutter to and fro
When all the sages deem thee dead ?
Or, if thou wilt live and dream,
Why leave the vales of harvest fair—
Why quit the glades of wood and stream—
And haunt the streets with eyes that gleam
Thro' white and holy hair ?
—Robert Buchanan, in St. Paul's.

...

He seemed a good deal impressed with my account, and at his suggestion we visited the

scene of the railway disaster on the following
night. Just about the hour of the casualty,

there was the same sound of the trains thundering over the rails, the same trembling of the
earth and rush of air, the crash and groans
that had startled me, and then as before all
was still. I was about to speak to my companion when he touched my arm and pointed to
an object at the side of the low embankment.
I looked, and saw seated within a few rods of
me an elderly gentleman, seemingly about
seventy years of age. His clothes were torn
and dusty; long white hair fell from his uncovered head, and across his forehead was a deep
wound, from which the blood trickled fast.
Near by at his right lay a young girl neatly
dressed; still and dead, holding in one hand a
little traveling bag, and in the other a nosegay
of withered flowers, while almost at her feet
were prone a mother and infant, both sleeping
the last sleep together, and bearing few external marks of a violent death upon them. Behind this ghostly scene, like the prospective
in a well executed painting, was a shadowy
picture, that apparently represented the after-

part to the tragedy. There was the family
circle just overwhelmed by the telegraph dispatch, giving information of the death of

some loved one; the newly made widow bowed

down with grief; the group of horror-stricken
orphan children; the lonely husband with the
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tleman who had just taken a "nip," entered
the room, and at once a guitar flew through

the air so violently as to cause considerable

concern for the safety of visitor's head, and at
the same time, in raised tones, the voice expressed great dissatisfaction at the habits and
presence of any one addicted to the ardent.
The medium explained that such demonstrations had happened before.
After various tests of a similar kind, the medium was unbound, the room lighted, and the
presence of " Old Kenesaw invoked:" Very
soon "Old Kenesaw," as he calls himself,
took control of the medium, caused him to
dance, and talk in broken English, and give
descriptions of persons and places with such
accuracy as to astonish and bewilder those
present,
''
Kenesaw " represents himself as an Indian,
who left the body many years ago, at the age
of eighty. He claims to be the guardian and
controlling spirit of this particular medium,

and ceitainly reads character with wonderful
ability for an Indian.
Mr. Sherman is here on a short visit to Mr.
G. W. Dalle and other friends, who wished to
have occular proof of the power reported as belonging to him and displayed in other places.
He leaves next Monday to visit Indianapolis,
but promises to return, and be present with
"
Kenesaw," Miss Leece, and many other communicatingspirits, at the basket n eeting of
the Liberal Religionists, next month, at the
Fair Grounds.

little ones who would never again know a
mother's care, clinging about his knee; the
broken-heartedlover bending over the coffin
Almond Items.
of his beloved ; J;he slowly-moving funeral procession, and finally the graveyard and its monMany of the readers of the Express have seen
uments to mortality. For ten minutes, per- the pretty valley at the head of fhe Canisteo
haps longer, this phantasmagoria continued, river, called North
Vailey. 'Tis a
and then another strange concourse made its lovely place. Those Almond
that see it" a thousand
appearance. There were young and old, men years from now will see
some
and women, beauty and deformity, budding without doubt; yet, still it is improvements,
a pretty place.
youth and hopeless infancy. There were The people have a Union
church, where they
about thirty altogether, who bore every de- can "worship God according
to the dictates
scription of wound that would naturally be of their conscience." We believe
they never
inflicted at a great railway slaughter. Crushed, had but one fight in the pulpit, and that was
bruised and bleeding, they stood for a little by an (now) ex-Judge and the (now) Sheriff,—
time grouped together, and then raised their
hands and eyes towards heaven as though im-

ploring mercy in some hour of supreme peril,
the ghostly conclave vanished into thin air.

Since then, the same apparitions have been
witnessed by seven or eight perfectly reliable
persons. The invisible trains crashing together

is an affair of almost nightly occurrence, and
about the full of the moon, any curious person
can witness the spectral party haunting the
scene of the great disaster.
If your Professor can explain this, we
should like to hear from him, or, if he is still
in LaFayette, and would take the trouble, we
should be pleased to see him,
I have not forgotton by any means, that you
declined to publish a brief and rather vague
communication from me on this subject some
time since, but since the supernatural agencies
have located in LaFayette, and you reported
their doings, I venture to hope that I may be
favored with a hearing.
It is, perhaps, not improper to add, that I
am a plain, unimaginative farmer, more famil[From the Lafayette (Ind.) Courier.]
iar with wheat and corn growing than with any
Editor Courier:—Your journal for the last of the modern mysteries of Spiritualism and
few days has contained accounts of some clairvoyance, whieh I have never for a mostrange apparitions at a deserted dwelling in ment believed, nor have I ever read—save an
or near your city, which have been read with occasional newspaper sketch—anything of a
more ghostly nature than the old "Arabian
much interest by myself and neighbors.
The matter especially attracted the attention Nights " and " Clarke's Life of Wesley," which
of residents in this vicinity, from the fact that latter work, however, as you are doubtless
for three months or more we have been favor- aware, claims pretty broadly that the house in
ed by some extraordinary nocturnal visitors, which the great Methodist divine lived for
as well as with lights and sounds which might years, was actually haunted, and that this cirhave been imported straight from pandemo- cumstance threw a shade of melancholy over
nium. Up to this time no one has cared to Mr. Wesley's life, although out of deference to
speak of it very freely beyond the neighbor- this intelligent sentiment of the country, he
hood, for fear of being laughed at as a credu- seldom, if ever, admitted his belief in superlous fool, or regarded suspiciously as the orig- natural manifestations.
Respectfully yours,
inator of a foundationless humbug, but since
Faust.
ghosts, or spirits, or whatever they are, have
invaded the orderly city of Lafayette, a seques[From the Springfield (Ohio) Advertiser.]
tred rural district like this may perhaps be perWe were afforded the opportunity last night
mitted to speak on and relate its experience.
You will undoubtedly remember that some of attending a Spiritual seance in this city,
time since one of those railway accidents that conducted by the celebrated physical and test
horrify the nation, occurred in our immediate medium, Mr. R. M. Sherman, of Galiana,
vicinity. The event must be so fresh in the Ohio. Most of the persons present were of a
minds of your readers that it will only be ne- practical turn, and very little time was spent
cessary for the purpose of this communica- in preliminaries.
The medium with his coat on, and his hands
tion, to state that a freight and passenger, train
under full headway, came together in a curve tightly tied behind him with linen handkerof the road, and resulted in the death of about chiefs, the ends of which were sewed together
thirty people. I reached the wreck shortly after the knots were tied, was seated in a
after the disaster, and hope never to look upon chair, and asked to lean back, and the rounds
of the back of the chair were snugly insertedanother such sight.
About the middle of March, last, I was re- under his armpits. The light was then re
turning from a neighbor's at a late hour. The moved, and instantly the, coat was tpken off,
night was clear, starlight and cool, and it and thrown across the roqjpc The melodeon
chanced to be more convenient for me to fol- in the room was played
in, a pair of guitars
low the railroad track for something more than sounded and sent flying through the air; hands
a mile. As I neared the scene of the accident were placed upon the heads and arms of many
I was suddenly startled by the sound of a rail- present, and one gentleman's spectacles were
way train approaching just behind me, and removed and carefully laid away at some disanother from the other direction, both appar- tance from where he was sitting.
Voices being heard, an egg was placed in
ently at full speed. I instinctively stepped
from the track, and as I did so the train rushed the medium's mouth, and the writer took a
by. I say rushed by, for I distinctly heard it seat immediately in his front, placed his feet
thunder past, and felt the current of air, upon the medium's, took hold of his knees
which, indeed, nearly lifted my hat from my with his hands, and expressed a wish to know
head, but, Mr. Editor, the tram was invisable! what was up. A voice at his side expressed
I believe I am not wanting in physical courage, pleasure at seeing him, asked him to observe
but I am frank to confess that for a moment I closely, that there might be no room to aver
was as badlv frightened as I ever care or ex- deception, and asked that the medium receive
pect to be. I could scarcely draw my breath, proper credit if all were satisfied after thorand the next instant every hair stood on end, ough examination.
An extended conversation was carried on,
when I heard a crash, followed by such groans
and cries for help, as I had listened to at almost the voice announcing itself as belonging to the
that identical spot in solemn reality once be- spirit of Anna Leece (spelling the name), a
Quakeress, and occasional preacher, formerly
fore, and then all was quiet.
I made the best of my way home, and the of Madison, Wisconsin, originally of Hartford,
next morning related my adventure with affect- Connecticut, and last public appearance at Raed nonchalence to a gentleman from Boston, cine, Wisconsin.
A singular occurrence took place while Miss
a relative of my wife, who happened to be
spending a few months with me for his health. Anna was entertaining the company. A gen-

but there was nobody hurt.

It was given out that a Mr. Beals (from
somewhere) would speak to the people in a
trance state, and likewise play on the organ
and sing. The trustees of the Union are as
blind as Balaam, the son of Beor, who could
not see what M* ass sav, % .^were led up by a
spirit to shut off this great light. The high
deacon of the order by chance had the keys

(although the house is always unlocked), and
refused to surrender, being himself a stockholder in the institution. At length Mr. Beals
was led up (half a mile) by the spirit, and we
doubt if Jesus with his whip drove the moneychangers out of the house that Herod built
any quicker than Mr. Beals silenced the three
trustees; yet one of them, who thinks himself
(but other people differ with him) a Paul, at
least, seemed to linger with an argument;
when the Monitor with one of his ponderous
shots (truths), sent him reeling to post. The
result was a crowded house, both evening and
Sunday, when the audience were treated with
sweet music, and two as high-toned discourses
as can well be imagined, on the teachings of
Jesus of Nazareth.
Mr. Beals is a host in himself, and was followed by the editor of the Hornellsville Tribune, Mr. Greenhow, who put in some tremendous peace-makers between wind and water;
"
and the sea, there was h calm."

This man, Beals, we don't know from
whence he came nor whither he goeth, but
this we know, it is a rare treat to hear one of
his beautiful discourses, which would astonish
any extempore orator in the world. His music is worth going miles to hear.— Scio (III.)
Express.
Commencement Week.
Last week was the general " commencement
week" (why do peeple call the closing of
schools "commencement?") for a large number
of schools and colleges throughout the country. It was our fortune to be present at the
interesting exercises at the Belvidere Seminary,
located at the beautiful and quiet little city of
Belvidere, New Jersey.
The ceremonies opened on Tuesday evening
by the exercises of the Adelphian Society,
which consisted of dramatic representations,
music, tableaux, &c. These were highly creditable to all who took part in them. The dramatic exercises were arranged in a way to
point amoral lesson in each one. We can not
particularize, but we regard the tableau,' 'Truth
Unveiling Error," as one of the finest and
most significant we ever witnessed, and the
"
Hymn to Night," deserves special mention,
being sung in connection with a tableau of
great beauty and significance.
On Wednesday afternoon the regular exercises were such as to show the progress in
the more substantial department of intellectual
training.
The whole proceeding exhibited a training
on the part of the teachers and talents on the
part of the students, highly creditable to the
institution, which is rapidly increasing in popularity and usefulness.
Among the most important features of this
institution is the Gymnastic department, in
which Dr. Dio Lewis' system is taught by a
graduate of his celebrated school. The very
perceptable effect of these exercises on the
health of the pupils, is a consideration which
all parents ougSt to take into account in selecting a school for their daughters. The exhibition in this department was one of the most
attractive of the occasion.—The Weekly Em.
tomist.
A wit once asked a peasant what part he per.
formed in the great drama of life ."I mind my

own business," was the reply.
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The Devil figures quite extensively in the A
a flaming cherub). Hercules, in his character
Ahriman formed the same number of maligof
ol god-man (Xheanthropos), tjie offspring 0f a book of Revelations, sometimes as a beast
nant spirits, who were always engaged in a vicelestial
ct
father, and a terrestial mother, after aagain as a Dragon. Theologians have a and n:
olent contention for pre eminence. The

shining sun didn't the Lord want us to know

right from wrong? Did he want us to be in
such a condition that his delusion would be

evil
verv o!
hi voluntary death, was received into heaven, a
his
accommodating way of disposing of liis Satanic
spirits at length succeeded in gaining dominion
ei
Majesty; of making Pagan, and Papal Rome st
encountered
and slew the serpent and took It
o- one-half of the year which the celestial
represent him or call him the Devil—which- over
away
the precious fruit"—[Ibid. p. 340. r
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THE DEVIL.
di
were contented to resign to their superfit their theory the best Thus deities
Here, reader, is our theology again stolen eever happens to
the Devil for it, for the Lord had determined
ir
intendance,
which was experienced by a referus before we had it. The Israelites had tthey tells us: " The beast with seven heads and ence
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«
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Moses got his of the Egyptians; for the very vwhilst the Dragon had reference to Pasan was
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w governed by the successive recurrence of
Tort of the Hebrews.-TheDevilBailing
I
fa that we find the Egyptians with a priest- Rome,
The Devil was supposed to be the author of fact
Acc-ations
and the 1260 days mean 1260 years
si
summer
and winter, or light and darkness; the
I
the Dragon that was to persecute
hi
in the time of Moses' advent, proves But
by a Snake. The all evil, as God was supposed to be the author hood
si summer and the like number of winter
the six
aeainst the Devil.-GodOutwitted
tl never could have received their ophiolatry vwoman who brought forth the man-child 1260 months,
all good. But in our text, it is not the Devil, they
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and Seraph.
rr
pointing also to the twelve signs of
Serpent an Object ol Worship.-Serpent in Heath- but a serpent that does the mischief How- from
the Hebrews. y years, only continued 530 years after he was the
fr
tl zodiac, which were emblazoned on the
-The Serpent
-The Term Devil; its Origin.
Peter tells us that God cast the sinning tborn till he was compelled to give place to roof
ever, we will not be little over the matter, but
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from the
of the Mythrolic cavern."—Hist, of Initiaen Mythology.—Hebrew Ophiolatry Stolen
ai
down to Tartarus (translated hell in IPapal Rome, or the beast with seven heads tion,
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will admit that the terms serpent and Devil angels
i
Persia, p. 70.
Egyptians.—War in Heaven.—Tartarus.—Typho
till the aand ten horns. If these Dragons and Devils
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James'version),
supKing
person.
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have
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same
"Thus
every month was under the peculiar
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g
of the great day. A theory has been c
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we
have
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then
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authority,
Devil
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Belial.
Devil ; for ceived
c
extant in all Pagan religions, that the
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from
handwriting of her mother
post-office—^whether directed to his name or another's, or
as the party was about to retire, sev- But go your way. The "raptures" you generhour,
late
a
same
a
whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible for the
the
at
slate
000,000,000,000, ooo, ooo, ooo, ooo, ooo, ooo, oooj- others which appeared on the
payment.
eral hats were found to be missing. A search ate are only as enduring as your presence in a
time. This was really a convincing test, a e
2. If any person orders his paper discontinued, he must
000,000,000,000,
000,000,000,000,
ooo,
ooo,
ooo',
instituted, and on going into a small community. When you leave your converts
was
all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send
Miles,
'
Mr.
burst of sunlight into the heart of
1>ay
000,000,000,
ooo,
ooo,
ooo,
ooo,
ooo,
ooo,
ooo,
ooo[
t, until payment is made, and collect the whole amount—
off the front parlor, Mr. Miles was they subside—backslide, in fact, make about
bed-room
his
whether the paper is taken from the office or not.
000,000,000,000,000, 000, 000, 000, 000,000, 000,- and his soul went forth lovingly toward
in an audible voice by his deceased the worst of society.
addressed
knew
a
interiorly,
3. The co *ts have decided that refusing to take news- spirit wife. We felt him
papers and periodicals from the post-office, or removing 000,000,000, 000, 000, 000, 000,000,000,000,000,
who desired that he and his little daughWould it not be well for Mr. Hammond, inhe loved her; and as he talked of her, the lit- vwife,
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima facie evidence of
years.
000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
intentional fraud.
showing tter should remain all night, in order that she stead of putting forth such incessant exertions
We are searching for a God whose action is tie child's eyes glistened with tears,
intelligence,
to convert sinners to God, convert God to
communicate important
angel might
r
In making remittances for subscription, always procure
as eternal as his own existence. How would that she felt the loving presence of her
materialize sufficiently to show him humanity, and learn him to respect their
a draft on New York, or Post-Office Money Order, if
also
and
noa
holy,
sweet,
is
possible. When neither of these can be procured, send
it be possible to connect a first remit with a be- mother. Such communion
face and be recognized. While in this rights. The following speaks for itself:
1
the money, but always in a Registered Letter. The regiswritten by a her
ing whose labors had no beginning—the same ble! A single name, "Martha,"
tration fee has been reduced to fifteen cents, and the
his hat was taken forcibly from his
A few days ago,—no nights; for it was
present registration system has been found, by the postal
loved companion, sends forth into the soul a cdark room,
as his existence?
up into a ball, and surrounded by done in the dark,—a streak of lightning was
authorities, to be virtually an absolute protection against
rolled
hand,
purer,
1
glorious halo of light, that makes one
losses by mail. All Post-masters are obliged to register
It was carried directly through sent—of course—struck the Methodist Church
(to be continued.)
letters when requested to do so.
better. But that single name was all he could 8a bright light.
83f~Those sending money to this office for the Journal !
the blinds closed and curtain in this place and riddled the cupola in a mincwith
window,
the
spirit,
t
in
gi
get.
ing manner. One of another sect thought
Bhould be careful to state whether it be for a renewal, or
Nineteen others were present
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subscription,
and
With
and
An
new
write
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the
all
down,
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proper names plainly.
reason was, God wanted a new house. One
anxious to send a message of love to some dear i
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re
the
with
of another sect still, thought that, as the lightChildren.
Q.
by the publisher for their discontinuance, and until payof the requi- iformed that unless he complied
disturbance
one
in
a
earth-life;
ment of all arrearages is made, as required by law.
quest of his wife to remain, his hat would not ning rod tumbled within six or eight feet of
No names entered on the subscription books, without
Ministers of the Gospel denounce Spiritual- site conditions, however, soon prevented oth- <
roof, the Methodist God did it to learn
returned for a long time. Saturday morn- the
be
the first payment in advance.
that
ers from communicating. Then
them sense; while a saucy Spiritualist standing
ism, send forth the venom of their souls to el
Miles' hat, by,
Mr.
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ing,
thought that he (God) was tired having his
MYSTERIOUS CHAIR
beat back the pulsating tide that it is grandly
Subscribers are particularly requested to note the exwith that of his daughter and others, church run little end up, and that if they ret
of their subscriptions, and to forward what is
commenced to dance. Having one game foot, together
raising,
and
sweat
profusely
these
sumCl
hot
1
ue for the ensuing year, without further reminder from
discovered in the center of a straw bed in versed it, by running the steeple in the ground
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mer Sundays, in expatiating on the divine w
this office.
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the adjoining rooms. Every person in would
of
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one
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better
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but that chair could dance
not only be an improvement of their
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lights,
spirit
J. P. E. Whiden.
and saw
1 Dec. 1871, it will be mailed, "J. Smith 1 Dec 1." If he
'
more gracefully, than we ever thought of do- tinctly,
"atoningblood," which is more potent, they n
has only paid to 1 Dec. 1870, it will stand thus:
J.
"Winterset, Iowa, July 10th, 1872.
> the shape of a heart, moving upon the winin
religa
Smith 1 Dec 0."
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It might be well for this distinguished reviious dance or otherwise we did not ask, nor dow
its effects, than Dr. Foster's vermifuge is in re- I lc
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efficacious, they certainly have a mission. But aaccordance with the
A SEARCH AFTER GOD.
is not something radically wrong with God, who
too intent on watching its motions, as it
'
V
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think the vermifugehas more saving quali-were
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being
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earthly
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God,
"Who've courage enough to laugh with me,
There seems to be a natural tendency of
it not be well for him to denounce him for
A hundred yeas ago, had that piece of furni- At a bigoted church that fain would bind "
child, we should administer it instead of
s
matter to geometrize, and so stating, we mean sick
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Though some might have heard it, to others tis
fined result, that follows as correct as the answer Pilgrim's
and shatters therewith a church edifice, and
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new,
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bangs family. h
the
to the solution of any mathematical problem.
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Now, while ministers are praying, old men 1
With a wonderful cheek," and a wonderful fame,
1. Drops of water always assume a globutouched, as he has done in several cases, it is
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to
shouting
glory
women
God,
and
lar, spherical form. 8
capture their gold. S1
sufficient evidence that he frowns on the former
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oflense against high Heaven, and when that At Leavenworth first he entered the State, aand smiles graciously on the latter. How is
and
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and
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terrible fate. tl
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So he left and to Lawrence came
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John
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water, melted lead dropped from a tower, the
And there all the people had heard of his fame—
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Your readers know that the '' Heathen Chi1rested for violating the Sabbath law. The Of his red-hot religion and terrible name,
any other tune, and who evidently compendant dewdrop, always resemble the perfect or
,
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nnee," " Ah Sin," who played that little game
So they welcomed his coming like Israel of old
menced existence in the other world just where
sphere.
vwith " Bill Nye," possesses in this country the
the young bovine of gold.
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first
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When
and
boy
little
One
interesting.
was
especially
left ofl here. 1
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The first thing he did was to open the fight, pprivileges and benefits of his religious worship,
6. Each flower has a certain number of they
securely
with
tied
were
one
bright-eyed
girl
FREAKS OF THE SPIRITS. C
By attacking the printers both left and right. aand has his native temple and Joss house to go
stamens, and its corol a certain number of
1
rendering it impossiblefor them to ex- He caught a young editor, festive and gay,
as they did[ ropes,
laugh
to and his idols to bow down before, but perthey
there
Spirits
enjoy
fun,
parts.
tamed Mm so well that for many a day
'
themselves without assistance. Large And
tricate
haps it is not known to any of them in New
who
accushas
one
that
been
No
doubt
1
pet.
favorite
here!
a
with
him
him,
He
carried
7. All the planetary orbits are perfectly deYork City there is a Heathen temple of stran"
.
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of
the
yet.
1
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caressing
are
of
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And
Fling,"
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Highland
to dancing the
'
ger idolatry than even those of Chinese. This
fined ellipses, in the lower focus of which the tomed
(
any "fancy jig" here, will equally as muchL cabinet, and one was extended far enough to But soon he bade Lawrence a mournful good-by,
temple is dedicated to the Egyptian worship of
sun is placed.
1
the guitar strings. This was sta rtling With the cash in his purse and a tear in his eye,
(
crocodiles, cats, dogs and other deities of the
to do the same there, until he steps onj thrum
delight
8. The tall mountain represents the cone.
land of the pyramids and sphynx. The gods
[ —especially so. And then a partially-devel - And came to Topeka with countenance bold
will
here
philosopher
the
plane,
and
1
higher
a
9. The earth is a perfect sphere, moving in
and reptile
in the gold.
bright-eyed, sweet little girl, six years of
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an elliptic orbit, and performs its journey in
the heavens with mathematical precision.

In the material world we see certain forces
unite their power, and form the mountain;
others the towering oak; others the pine;

philosophize
there; the mechanic here will1
1
take especial delights in mechanical pursuitsj
'
in fact, dying don't change the nature>
there;
' any one,—don't convert a sinner to a saint,
of
' a silly, unsophistocated nincompoop into a
or
wise man. But spirits return,—they did at the;

J,

oped
face appeared at the aperture,
'

To whip out the Devil and rake
"And now," cried the warrior, "I'll make a big

and we

the name, "Bennie," distinctly lisped.
1
I heard
It
^ must be rememberedthat these mediums are
children. There is not a particle of deI young
2

spread
That will make Infidelity stand on its head ;
I'll open the churches and shut up the schools,

the entire exclusion of unbelievers from a
presence at these Heathen ceremonies, your
readers must draw upon their imaginations and
knowledge of Egyptian antiquities for their
ideas of how the worship is conducted.
Then he called a big meeting and waded right in
Perhaps they have a secret font filled with
And quickly created a terrible din ;
tears, for baptismal purposes, as
crocodile
He captured the lawyers and some of the thieves,— those tears are supposed to be quite common
Made some of the gamblers turn over new leaves,— now-a-days, and many persons in the hollow,
The rowdies came in with a terrible rush
fashionable world receive the baptism of the
To pick up religion then while it was flush,
And swore when they'd get it they never would marble heart in them. At any rate, the ceremonies would present a strange contrast to the
leave it,
And caned everybody who didn't believe it.
divine worship of our churches, and not only
And so the excitement rose higher and higher, ,strange but sad, and in the words of Tom
Each convert increasing the Orthodox fire,
Hood
like the dryest of birch

I'll startle the wise men and frighten the fools,
And I'll stir up the biggest religious sensation
That ever was seen since the days of creation.

in their nature. Their hearts are free
ception
'
i
from
guile, and in all their actions they ex-

others the beautiful flower, and so on through
the ]hibit the innocence pf their nature. No one
the animal kingdom. 1residence of Mr. Bangs, and took
I would accuse them of deception. But the
piano,
There never was a time when these same
1
I most
forces were not at work. Eternal,—it is a which was badly out of order, all apart, and1 I MYSTERIOUS
J
accomplished,
was
a
task
when
that
arduous
meaning word! Now pause a moment. This
of the seance remains to be told. At the
I
!
with long flowing beard and stately; 1 part
natural tendency of matter is the controlling spirit
'
. I conclusion
of the manifestations around the
with
a
distinct
voice:
1
remarked
clear,
tread,
influence of it. Though it can not apparently "
;
table,
the
following
was written on the slate:
I must go and get the instruments necessary
see, hear or feel, yet it is constantly moving.
"We want you to go into the cabinet again."
1
did
off
he
he
tune
it."
And
to
went,—where
"Within this Ocean of Life that moves matter
to form the flower, the tree, the mountain, the not say,—whether to a piano manufacturer in5 They did so, and then the spirit stated: "Do as
i
did the other time, or nothing can be actornado, the raindrop and hailstone, is the the Summer-land, or to his own private3 you
complished." After some little £elay, the digerm of every living being. There is no more work-shop,—but he returned and put theB
rections, as previously given, were complied
matter to-day than untold ages ago, nor are piano, which was so badly out of tune, in thee with. When conducting this experiment, it
say
without
He
then
left
there more germs of human beings in existence most perfect order.
ing whether he wanted to establish a work- was proposed by the spirits to exhibit at the
now than there were millions of years ago.
a
The germ of each animal is acted on by shop or manufacturing establishment in thee aperture, the hand ofNEGRO,
work
well.
But
he
did
his
not.
or
parlor,
certain forces which it attracts, and which
and in order to accomplish this feat two tumoperates in a peculiar, definite, way! There is Soon after, however, a
blers of water would be required in the cablamp chimney,
the'germ of the lower order of animals, which,
I inet, containing some gold. We hesitated in
when so acted upon, gives to the crocodile, for sitting on the piano, burst, and a fragmentt furnishing our quantum of gold. This was a
j
secluded
sought
a
therefrom,
flying
of
glass
example, its well defined proportions. Again,
new exercise! We were skeptical,—somewhat
another germ is acted upon differently, and a place somewhere,—nobody knew where,—and3
snake is the result. Here is the embryotic nobody could find it, until that venerablee nervous, and could not conjecture the result.
human germ.
Certain conditions invite or spirit returned again, and took it from thee What could be the object? We knew that the
spirit negro who proposed to show his brawny
draw to that germ the elements that should-. piano, where it was beyond the reach of morhand, if like other sons of Africa, loved gold,
cluster only around that of the snake, and the tal eyes.
we were fearful that he had his covetous
and
I
[
At times the denizens of the spirit-world,
result is, a child is born with a head and body
eye on a six-feet gold chain that was dangling
or
to
exstrength,
their
to
manifest
delighting
that bears close resemblance to that of a snake.
we didn't know but he
Again, there is another human embryotic periment,—who cares which,—will cause thee about our neck, and
had some process whereby he could translate
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germ; certain conditions act upon the mind
f.- it to the spirit-world, and use it himself. Fiof the mother, and there is attracted to that to exchange places. They are situated in dif
,t nally we reluctantly put it into the tumbler,
cabinet
and
large
parts
a
room,
Jhe
of
ferent
germ those elements that should only mould
,e never expecting to gee it again on this munthe embryotic germ of the Negro, and the re- is too heavy for one man to lift; but these
y dane sphere, but in that we were happily disway
walk
one
to
piano
will
cause
the
spirits
sult is, her child is born resembling in every
all was ready, the cabinet
particular a native of Africa. Again, the and the cabinet the other, until they gracefully appointed. "When
for twenty minutes, at the
closed
were
doors
is
place.
This
accustomed
others
occupy
each
mother loves music, and by so doing, she in"
,0
expiration of which time the mediums step in,
vites to that germ, from the ocean of animated they do just for the fun of the thing," or to
j
and at once a large black hand was presented,
soul
skeptics"
liveth.
that
the
"ye
convince
life around us, those elements that stamp the
n together with two white ones. These rechild as a musician. These forces are obedi- Just think of it,—a large piano, taking an
ft mained for several seconds at a time, and taken1
ent to the children of earth, furnishing them evening promenade, passing along with a sort
"
j.- together, the three presented a really strange3
that
a
Broad
would honor
just what they desire. This germ, this littlei of Grecian Bend,"
"
A. appearance.
embryotic germ in the womb of the mother, way belle. But you may say impossible! A
What part the gold acted in this important1
Morse
when
declared
id
fools
said
that
thousand
has centered upon it just what she wishes.
experiment,
we are unable to say. Undoubtif
The reservoir of supply is infinite in extent. that he could convey news with the speed of
edly
chemist who had charge off
the
skillful
,d
yet
as
are
and
the
fools
dead
thought,
not
all
Bhe can make her child what she desires.
seance
the
could
tell, if the proper conditions8
The mother of Blind Tom was a nervous, yet, we expect the same obsolete, defunct;t
for
his
doing
so
were made.
a
with
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word
will
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sort
was
all
whose
soul
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sensitive creature,
One of the little bright-eyed mediums, theB
in
Such being the case, she centered on thatt twang from many lips, and will die oft in
ie youngest girl, then brought us the
germ an influence that attracted those ele-- echoes as solemn as the hoot of an owl, or the
pass
we
along. "We
ments of beauty, harmony and melody, thatt braying of an ass. But
Te SPIRIT KITTEN.
ts
exist only in this Ocean of Life. From thatt have other things to mention; other incidents
We took it in our lap, we stroked its back,
to narrate, therefore can't moralize much on
source we get a supply.
>n we caressed it (we have no babies), we feltt
Again, the mother is deeply engrossed inl the skeptical nature of man; but parentheticc- of its back, its limbs; examined it carefully,
mathematics, and this Ocean of Life responds3 ally would remark, that man is a microcosm
m It was composed of flesh and bones. The litt-by centering upon it those elements that build1 of the universe, and that as all things are con
n-- tie girl told us in explanation that it was,s
centrated in him, so shall all things be subject
up the mathematician.
ct brought there by the spirits, but still belongedd
These forces in the raindrop, dewdrop, and1 to him.
to the earth-sphere, and in her innocent, childL-When we took our seat at the table, with two
hailstone, form the perfect sphere; in thee
ro like style, rehearsed to us, how the spirits;s
water-spout a pyramidal cone; in the mount- young girls, and one little boy, we were much would take it to a tub of water, wash it, andd
:e
ain a cone, and when they center around thee amused at the readiness with which the spirits
its play with it, and how she fixed a nice place
Id for it to sleep, and how she played with it, andd
l^man germ, they form fiye fingers on eachti used the pencil. It is true the messages would
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worshiped under these animal
forms are: Osirs, Isis, Horus, Typhon, Serappis,
Anubus, and Harpocrates, and on account of

Till the fuel burned out
And the ashes were left for the "earns" of the
church.
And Hammond soon left, with a wave of his hand,
To stir up a muss in the rest of the land.
Topeka, Kan., July 8th.

We regard this ubiquitous Hammond as
the most unscrupulous spiritual quack that
has entered the fold of Orthodoxy to obtain
devotees for the system of pernicious lies that
he is daily inculcating. "While he is fierce in
his denunciations of sin in some respects,
when one of his own "reformed sinners"
leaves his religion at home, in order to assassinate a respectable man, he is as silent as a
stone in reference thereto. The fact of it is,
this Hammond is inflated with vanity,—a sort
of blow-pipe for a vast amount of precept and
no practice, and he is as selfish with his ill-gotten gains, wrung from silly religious nincompoops, as a prairie wolf which has in his jaws a
fat shanghai rooster, and which shirks away
from Ms companions as rapidly as his legs will
carry him. His conversions are about as durable as the horse that Mark Twain tired out in
attempting to mount. People flock to hear
him out of pure curiosity, just the same aslhey
would to see the double-headed calf, an anaconda, or the "happy family." His voice is
regarded as Heaven's artillery, going forth to
hit sinners and demolish the fortresses of the

"
Oh! it is pitiful,
Of Christians a city full,"

that the darkness of Heathenism should establish its way in our midst. And yet, while our
own civilization has its heathenish free-loveism
and kindred fanaticisms, we'd better not judge
the poor worshipers of Osyris too harshly.
"We would call the attention of Brother Hammond's God to this edifice! If he has any
"bottled lightning," he may shatter that.
Trouble in Church.

There is a speck of war in Connecticut Congregationalism. That denomination,—practically the State Church,—has paid the usual
penalty of great growth in many schisms. The
several churches have split and re-split, and
"
each division has been the signal f or excom"
memTwo
persons.
municating refractory
bers of the First Church in Bridgeport were
recently expelled, because they refused to love
their pastor. They appealed to the Fairfield
County Association. Their second trial also
resulted in a verdict of "guilty," and out they
went. This time, however, they were received into the sheltering arms of an illegal
Council, presided over by Dr. Woolsey. This
body pronouncedthem blameless. The First
Church protests vigorously, and threatens to
bring every member of the Council before an
Devil. His teachings may be regarded as a Ecclesiastical Court for trial, on a charge of
physic, which, when its power is exhausted on violating Congregational laws and usages. It
is certainly refreshing to know that the Con-

the mind, leaves the morals in a constipated

condition. The fact is, this Hammond is a gregationalists consider love to be under the
greater humbug than Barnum; he is con- exclusive control of the will, to be showered
stantly injuring society with his nauseous doses down on an unwholesome pastor, with the
of Hell-fire and brimstone. His converts, after same potency as on one that the human
he leaves, as a general thing, consider them- nature within does not dislike. The same puselves as having been badly hit by the Fool- gilistic nature that animates the prize-fighters
killer, and it is some time before they can of to-day, is quietly slumbering in the bosom
smile naturally, or give expression to a sen- of many a Christian, and though it manifests
tence that is full of sunshine. His conversions its inherent tendencies quite differently, nevmay be compared to old rancid lard, "made ertheless it is the same in quality—in fact, it
pure" by poisonous chemicals, and his efforts is the knock-down-drag-out argument, and alto reform the world are an insult to common- though it don't strike out straight from the
place intelligence. He converted several ed- shoulder, it insidiously tries to reduce others
itors in Kansas, since which time it is said to submission. All honor, then, to the two
they are better experts than ever in telling po- Congregationalists, who couldn't love their
litical falsehoods. Their conversion was a pastor!
preparatory step to still greater meanness and
The American Spiritualist, during the warm
depravity.
congregation;
he
will only be published semi-monthly.
weather,
to
his
goes
This Hammond
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A Child Shot and Killed by a MinisA Species of "Bore."
SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY
gMaMjmw
|
ter of the Gospel.
The Editor of the Medium and Daybreak, a

AUGUST 8,

IS

A shocking tragedy was enacted in CincinSpiritual paper published in London, is occa"
sionally afflicted with a species of bore" that nati, Ohio, July 7th, in which a boy 12 years
likes to " rule or ruin." The Journal has a old, named Frank Schickk, the son of a widow,
few of the same species over the country, was shot and killed by the Rev. Samuel J.
"
who continually see ruin" prepared, for it Browne, an aged local minister of the Metho" shapes" its policy differently ; how
- dist Church. It appears that Mr. Browne has
unless it
ever, they are of the harmless, inoffensive been for some time greatly annoyed by boys
kind, and only about three a year stop their who, in spite of repeated remonstrances, have
paper, because " their policy" is not adopted. entered his premises to take his fruit and comBut here is a strange case. A man wants God mit other depredations. At the time above
demolished. Not able to do it himself, he mentioned, a number of boys were playing
seeks all the able exponents in the country to ball outside, when the ball was thrown into
assist him. He writes as follows to the Medium Mr. Browne's yard. Young Schickk entered
and Daybreak:"
the premises to recover the ball, when the old
man fired at him with slugs, one of the pieces
"No. 957, Queen Square, Bloomsbury.
wound
To the Editor of the Medium and Day- striking in the breast and inflicting a
break : I am a student of the transcendental
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[For the week ending July 27th.]

GATES OF
THAT UNLOCKS THE GOLDEN

Globe
Theater.—No. 56 and 58 Desplaines
G
stre
Col. J. H. Wood, proprietor. Hooley's
tained, at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St., Philadelphia, street,
:
Mir
Minstrels are now at the Globe, entertaining the
lovers of amusement in a style that will make the
Immortality,
The Evidence of
sides ache from laughter. The Burlesque, DIVO
is received with great applause.
Spiritualists are sometimes disposed, in the joy VORCED,
anbaerfotlons will be received and papers may be ob-

j

which comes to them from the absolute conscious- AAcademy

op Music.—No.

the future.

existence beyond
It demonstrates the fact of a future
to one
appealing
by
doubt,
a
of
the possibility

of^tho

strongest of all our senses-that of sight. The "".estt
last

during the
gation to which it has been submitted

159 and 161 South

as
Ha]
ness of continued existence revealed by spirits Halsted
street, near Madison, C. R. Gardner, sole
ma]
who return and identify themeelver, to speak of manager.
The management take especial pleasure
immortality and eternal life as a demonstrated in announcing an engagement, at great expense,
fact. This is not so. One of the essentials for
with the popular and justly celebrated American
proof of anything is that it must have
tragedian, Edwin Adams, who will personate his
yet
been
com- great
Unending, immortal life has Uever
character, ENOCH ARDEN, as dramatized,
pleted, and hence there can be no positive proof of frQ]
from Tennyson's exqisite poem, by Mile Jule de
it. There is, however, positive and
Marguerites.
evidence of continued existence, which satisfies
Nixon's Amphitheater.—Clinton street, behave
which
we
death,
been
the human soul that
tween
Washington and Randolph. This is the
taught to look upon with so much dread, is but an third week of Tony Pastor's Popular Troupe. Asitself.
1
life
in
change
incident,—a
sisted by new Stars, the entertainment can not fail
This is a grand result, worth all that it has cost to interest everybody.
spiritual
phenomena
of
in the investigation of the
the day.
LITERARYNOTICES.
We have no doubt of the identity of our spirit —
us
time
to
from
to
time.
Th
The
Marriage,
Law
of
and Other Essays on the Social
come
friends who have
very ancient spirits and IProblem. By C. L. James. Third edition.
"We also recognize many
This work is deservedly popular, the author being one
are willing to take their word for it, that they of1the most comprehensive thinkers of the age.
of
of
called
death,—some
change
the
have outlived
The
Nature and Relations: an elucidation of
them longer than the period that the Christian Th Child—Its
Froebels Principles of Education. By Matilda H. Kreig.
world is disposed to admit of the existence of man IE. Steiger, New York, publisher.
on this earth. It is very comforting to know this; *This work treats in an able manner the following topthe fact of their continued existence is strong .ics: The New Education; The Child's Being; Its Kelapresumptive evidence, but iiot absolute proof of tion to Nature, Man and God; The Child's Manifestaimmortality. First, the indestructibilityof matter. flo
tions; The Child's Education; Froebel's "Mother Cosseting Song;" Fundamental Forms; Reading.
According to Prof. Hare's theory, which we in^
have presented to our readers, matter is the result rThe Spiritual Magazine, Freelight, and Human
of force, and it is his opinion that whenever matter Nature, published by James Burns, London, are doing
<:
good work. Mr. Burns is an ardent Spiritualist,
has been formed it can not be destroyed; so that aa grand,
and although Freelight and Human Nature are not devowhile there is a continuous formation of matter, an
ted exclusively to Spiritualism, yet they favor it in a vathere is an accumulation, as all that ever has been tec
riety of ways, always containing something of great interof
existence
ri«
the
consciousness
Our
remains.
still
c st to every reformatory mind.

,

the wit
existed. t

unmistakable Ma

the boy died.

LEGAL totwelve years, BOTH SCIENTIFIC AND respectable
gether with the endorsement of thousands ofspirit friends
people who have had pictures taken of their
stamps
that they fully and .unquestionably recognize,
as a truth, and gives us a

MOST POWERFUL ARGUMENT

in favor of our beautiful philosophy.
througl
Mr. W. H. MumXer, of Boston, is the medium
given.
whom these beautiful manifestations were first
taking
His arrest, a few years since, in New York, for
acquitthese pictures, his subsequent trial and honorable
tal rendered him at once famous. Consequently hiB pictures have been sought for from every quarter of the
civilized world. Thus he is scattering broadcast "seed
that shall spring up and bear fruit," and doing an
amount of good which is incalculable.

philosophy of Atheism, and having accident- Browne was arrested by two officers, and was
ally heard from a neighbor that he was going
on $50,000 bail.
to give up your paper on account of its athe- subsequently released
The terrible affair has created great exciteistic tendencies, I said to myself, ' A cheap
Mr. Mumler has made us SPECIAL AGENTS
godless paper is the want of the age.' And ment in the neighborhood of the Brighton
for the sale of his interesting pictures.
forthwith I came to your office and solicited house, near which it occurred. A large crowd
As many who have pictures taken do not care to give
a six-month's subscription, which I paid in ad- assembled in the vicinity of Browne's house,
publicity to them, Mr. M. is somewhat limited In the
vance. But as number after number of your
OI
number of specimens; but we append a description
Medium has come to hand, and I perceiv which was guarded by a detachment of police,
some of those which he thinks the parties will not object
to being distributed.
with unutterable disgust that not a word of and there was danger from their temper that
demolition of God is contained in them, but, they would take the law into their own hands.
This is a beautiful picture,
on the contrary, I read of creation, which im- It is a most remarkable case, and appears hard
and shows his spirit daughplies a Creator, and of spirits, which implies a
picture is fully
Father-Spirit, I consider myself to have been to account for, save upon the presumption that
recognized, and was the
86
is
He
mind.
of Hod.gd.ons mills, means of converting him
taken in by you and your friend, and beg, Browne is not in his right
and his family to the Spinttherefore, that you will not give yourself the years old, one of the oldest citizens, and has
MAINE.
ual faith.
is
which
trouple of sending me the Medium,
For
reproach.
above
only fit for old washerwomen. Let me add been considered hitherto
The spirit form represents
that I shall come to-morrowfor the return of some time he has been quite childish. He
mr i "Mabel Warren."
my money, which you must refund or take the owns property to the amount of several hunconsequences. " U. MacDtjpf."
dred thousand dollars.
Ed. Waverly Magazine,
May 1st, 1872.
Mr. D. is a gentle man of
1,1,811'
Atheists, generally, are a sensible class, but
wealth and high social posiH. A. Streight, the Spirit Artist,
u,ca
tion,
and his full endorseMacDuff exhibits in his note too much bile,
MAb
ment of this picture, makes
to say
it complete and satisfactoand too little sense. Editors are generally an Has arrived in Chicago, and desires us
ry. A picture of "Mabel
not affect it in any manner. <sl
independent set of fellows, and while they that he will extend the time for receiving or- of matter does
Warren," taken while in the
The Modern Ulysses, LL. D.: his Political Record.
a vast difference between Tl
however,
is,
at
There
paintings
landscape
oil
beautiful
for
ders
form,
and kindly furnished
By Nelson Cross, Counsellor at Law. New York: J. S.
strain every nerve to make their papers acceptimmortality
of
conscious
an
by Mr. Dow, for compariand
indestructibility
the
until
actual
value,
of
their
News
by
one-fourth
the
Western
sale
publisher.
For
Redfield,
son,
be had if desired.
some
of
their
readers
can
aware
that
they
are
able,
are such that we ;
the identity. The changes of matter
Company, Chicago.
our
are crotchety and angular, and by no possible fifteenth day of September next, provided
consciousness,
[
from
it
losing
here representspirit
The
constantly
are
This work is a campaign documeat, gotten up by a gened is Mr. Glover's mother,
means can they make a paper to suit them in orders are accompanied with the money.
with our identity. We believe in the tleman who evidently not only has no love for Mr. Grant,
so
not
by all
recognized
fully
Tflhn T fllnVPT1 and
He requests us further to say that he will re- immortality of plants and animals, but we can find bl,
all respects. Such letters assist somewhat in
but an intense hater of his political course. It is a book J Ullll Ji UlUfUli thatknew her. In comparof
picture
a
this
with
under
this
ing
paintings
ceive orders and execute
that will probably find many buyers among the oppofilling up a waste basket.
no evidence of their conscious identity. The th
Quincy,
can
j^rs.

Caiit.R. Montgomery, faceh°Thil

I0S0S A, DOW,

*

G., which parties
have if desired, the like-

proposition of four times the value of the

Snail-like Progress.
The Commonwealth gives the following:
"
At a meeting of the Essex North Congregational Association, at Newburyport, on Friday, the 15th, it was unanimouslyvoted that a
vote whereby the Reverend Charles Beecher
[passed some ten years since] was suspended
from the association for the crime of heresy,

be hereby revoked, repudiated, and disannulled, and that the same be expunged from
the records."
This is snail-like progress! Ten years of
growth in a nutshell! This association should
be voted a leather medal, with Balaam's Ass
engraved on one side, and an obstreperous
donkey on the other. We think an intractable, impenitent mule would progress as rapidly as the Essex North Congregational Association.
Mr. Beecher's heresy consisted in differing
with the association on some minor point of
doctrine, and that was considered a " crime,"
for which he was suspended, and the curtain
between him and God partially dropped (?).
He still
But he paid no attention thereto.

continued to progress, and finally, when ten
years had been numbered with the past, his
old enemies relented, their virulent natures became softened, and they tried to expunge their
own foolishness! The Commonwealth says,
"
that most of his church sustained him, and
we think the association withdrew its fellowship from the church. Whatever it did
seemed to agree with the censured organization, for it grew and prospered. Charles
Beecher preached, and the people listened,
and men and women lived better, happier, nobler lives; came nearer to God as they gave
heed to the earnest words of the good heretic.
But somehow the Lord didn't seem to agree
with the Essex North CongregationalAssociation, and had not suspended the Rev. Charles
Beecher at all! In fact, it really seemed as if
he was passed on to higher usefulness by the
push from his ministerial brethren. Did it
take ten years for them to see it? "
"

nents of the present administration.
phenomena of Spiritualism have furnished absolute ne
proof of man's continued conscious identity; —
Spiritual Conventions.
lars accompanies the orders.
the oldest spirit we have ever conversed with has _
He is in need of ready means to enable him had no hesitation on this point, and there is an
The Northern Illinois Association of Spiritualists will
hold their second quarterly convention at the Universalto fit up a studio, as well as a home for his absolute increase of this consciousness as the h(
higher
to
degrees
unfolded
spirit becomes
of isist meeting-house, in St. Charles, Kane county, 111.,
family; hence his liberal offer.
thirty-five miles due west of Chicago, commencing on
progression.
tb
to
We venture again to urge upon all friends
immortality, which places it F:
Friday, August 16th, 1872, at 2 o'clock p. m., and continue
of
proof
a
is
There
our best mediums, to give Bro. Streight a trial beyond the possibility of doubt to the individual oi
over Saturday and Sunday, the 17th and 18th. Arrangements have been made for free entertainment for
in this most beautiful phase of mediumship, who recognizes it. Physical consciousness is ™
general invitation is extended to

markable and satisfactory.
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Spirit form of a young
whom Mr. W. wa*
. tit-i ladyto

r

sFsa-ja*

Herbert Wilson,

Boston,
„.oa
mass,

emblem of hope, in the cross
bar Qf which i8 her Correcl
name. This picture is full}
recognized, and a beautifu

test.

all who may at' end. A
with the assurance that both spirit likeness1 evanescent and temporary; mental consciousness al
and others throughout the conntry. E. V.
and landscape painting will be highly prized is subject to aberrations which may break the line Spiritualists
|
Lyman C. Howe, Dr. Kayner, Mrs. Lord, and
Wilson,
by them, when once obtained. Address him, entirely, so that immortality or continued con- 1 other
prominent speakers and mediums will be in attend^
care of this office until further notice.
scious identity do not belong to either or both of a]ance.

hit™ TTT-ln
MP

Spirit cousin and brother.
rt-rrr This picture is fully recogand is certainly a very
J remarkable one. Over the
head of the lady appears a
itnHtnn '
crown of light which Mr. W.
w-ARa
says is a fitting emblem, as
she was a very spiritual

W1I1S OW zed»

D. P. Kayner, M. D.,
By order of the board.
these, but to the interior nature of man which we
woman.
C. K. W. Howard, President.
call soul, using the term spirit for all except the
Secretary.
body which exists within the
Spirit child, fully recogphysical
external
A collection of articles in prose and poetry,'
nized- This picture is a resenses. We recognize as
Rf Tin fPinVhQTTl
one, inasmuch as
comprising a short essay on " Origin and Des- domain of the physical passed from this stage of
Jill
dill
i
markable
111
1
LlLlui
The Spiritualists of Clinton county, Michigan, will hold
' it shows the power of spirits
spirits, beings who have
tiny," given through the mediumship of Mrs.
Saturday
grove,
near
St.
moving
Johns,
meeting
a
two-days'
in
tangible objects,
a
in
Lowell.
a
as
M. J. Wilcoxson,is the title of a neat littlei existence, and who have, they tell us, three- aand Sunday, August 3rd and 4th, 1872.
the child having raised a
of
the
sitter's dress.
portion
book of nearly fifty pages, issued from thei fold nature, namely, a physical-spiritual body, the a
MASS.
Also, in a grove, near Maple Rapids, another meeting,
Publishing House,
Religio-Philosophical,
counterpart of the physical body which they had August
,
sitting in its
1872.
Spirit
child
and
10th
11th,
Chicago. Mrs. Wilcoxson, the author, is well on earth, only of a finer material; a mental nature
lap. This picture
Our iegular speaker who "travels" the "circuit" will, HIT Tin flnfhtnll mother'sa mest
test,
known all over the country where she has lec- corresponding to that which they had on earth
excellent
uOlirBll,
isalso
Mrs.
with
other good lecturers from abroad, entertain the auj not only from its being readv
tured, as one of the best inspirational and
nature. This soul dience
a distance will be3 Boston,
soul
from
the
from
but
Friends
interior
or
places.
recognized,
both
an
ily
at
and
^
also;
1
and
ranks;
trance mediums in the spiritualistic
correct name of the child,
with homes during the meetings.
j
appears in a
this is a collection of some of the finestt nature is the only thing which really has a percep- I provided
plainly
which
MASS.
S. W. Davis, Secretary.
wreath of flowers in its lap.
{ tion of an immortal conscious identity.
thoughtsthat have been given mediumistically
;
through her brain. Thousands will peruseB
There is a power within the soul which realizes
This is certainly a most
them with pleasure and profit; and we com- this, and it becomes to it absolute proof of immorwonderful picture The sit.
CjQWWP
MPO H Jji
mend " The Vestal" to the attention of all ourr tality. Hence the poet says :
nil Si ill 13 WuYY Jul.' ter was impressed to place
her arms in the attitude of
readers.—Banner of Light.
ho ding a child, while behind
Winona,
"It must be so, Plato, thou reasonest well,
stands the spirit husband,
Else, whence this fond desire,
places the spirit babe in
and
D. W. Hull has been lecturing at WyanL_BOARDING SCHOOL FOR BOTH SEXES.
JVlllN
Thi6 longing after immortality."
its mother's arms.
dotte, Kansas. He is to hold a discussion
When the soul nature is freed from the tramThis young man is a mediwith Elder C. C. Marston, at Rochelle, 111.,' mels of materiality, and unfettered from the
September
1872.
18£7i,
Begins
Term
Autumn
September
evening,
three spirits offered
picture
Tuesday
r
commencing
influences of mind, it asserts its own true character,
' to show themselves, repre17th, and continuing a week or more, on thee and it soars aloft into those regions where it can
Europe, Africa, and
senting
N« Bridgwater,
America. As will be seen
following proposition:
This Institution has been in successful operation for six
drink from the pure fountains of knowledge, and
picture,
the promise
by
the
tit a a a
jyLAoo.
years, and will be re-opened under the most favorable auAlso a pictiiEre
"1. The spirit of man is consciousafter thee thus he fully satisfied of its immortality.
wa8 fulfilled
year,
past
in
the
while
have
entranced,
been
made
taken
Improvements
was
y
death of the body, and possesses the capacity
The soul, thus freed, has a realizing eonecious- spices.
and shows his double.
of making revelations from the spirit-land,(' ness,—first, of its own existence ; second, of the the Literary and Scientific departments, and the facilities
to per ons now living on the earth.—D. W. existence of God; and third, of the immortality of for acquiring a practical knowledge of Chemistry and
This lady is a very excellent
spirit is her
other physical sciences, have been increased by the addiMTinn+mnYi
medium. The
Hull, affirmative; C. C. Marston, negative.
guide, and is reL&StlM,
controlling
identity.
Analyt
conscious
of
Becker's
(including
one
apparatus
11110i uuuimuuj markable for
tion of new
its plainness
"2 Modern Spiritualism is a Satanic deluBeing itself a portion of God,—in the image ical Balances) and the adoption of a New System of Insion.—C, C. Marston, affirmative; D. W.r
New York, and the manner of coming.
thereof, there is for it such a realizing sense that struction.
Hull, negative."
Spirit Child.
it knows there is a God, as it knows its own
The Accommodations for Students will be increased
Picknell's Village Builder is a valuable
le existence and also its immortal destiny. It is this Fall by the opening of another Boarding Department,
I dium. The articles belong
work for all interested in building. It contains
ls through this knowledge, more or less perfectly to be under the supervision of Mrs. George Ewell, of
tog to the child were place(
E. Boston,
places
boarding
pleasant
find
also
Pupils
can
ages
Boston.
all
and
countries
on the table, while the sitte:
over fifty plates, drawn by some of the best realized, that mankind in

The Vestal.
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BELVIDERE SEMINARY.

.

Blaster Herroi

MrS.

Irs. Charter,

known artists in the country. The designs are
re
,
principally for buildings of moderate cost, and
1
addopted to all sections of the country. For
full particulars and information, send with a
postage stamp, to A. J. Picknell & Co., 27
U
Warren Street, New York.

The celebrated gas well at Newton, Pennsylvania, in the oil region, is not a popular institution there. The gas continues to rush
forth with a noise like that of a tornado, and the people in the vicinity are greatly alarmed, believing the well to have a direct
connection with the infernal regions. A
school, three-quarters of a mile away, has been
suspended, and the cattle run about the fields,
wild with fright. One distinguished divine
locates Hell in the center of the earth, and we
presume this gas well is one of the apertures
thereof. Could some one follow the current
to its source, we presume a sentry of the Devil
would stand there, with horns on his head,
and with that " cloven foot" to adorn one of
his pedal extremities. We can raise no objection to having it located there, but, if such is
the case, the "Hollow Globe" theory will
vanish like a pleasant dream. We don't feel
like arguing the question now as to the existence of a Hell, as we have before us several
cases of ministerial defection, that have occurred during the past week, and as we read
an account .where one minister in Southern Illinois ruined four young girls, we do not wish
to say much in this article in opposition to the
hottest kind of a Hell. Under the circumstances, we could not do the question justice.

•

MASS. ness is seen to be every re-

money sent him, provided not less than ten dol-

Hell Found."

Mrb. Geo. W. Ewell, who has lately become connected with that flourishing school,
the Belvidere Seminary, is well-known as a
fine clairvoyant physician and test medium.
The Misses Bush spare no effort or expense to
draw around them the most progressive and
efficient assistants, to aid them in their worthy enterprise.
See advertisement of Belvidere Seminary in
our advertising columns.

JSeS^hllpapTr

^^m'fs^'ffatS

at moderate rates in private famines.
Students are here offered every opportunity for obtaining a Liberal Education, and a moral and spiritual growth
in harmony with the laws of nature. They can pursue a
Full Collegiate Course, or the Special Courses, preparatory to entering the Counting Room, Institutes of Techno ghosts."
nology, or Universities.
We know there has been a disposition to ignore I Music and Painting receive particular attention, and
these interior feelings, and never before has there each department is in charge of Experienced Instructors.
been so general a recognition of them. The growth I Pupils who graduate in Gymnastics, and in the TeachSpecial Diplomas.
of man's spiritual nature, in the last quarter of a ers' Class, receive
A Literary Society is connected with the school, whose
century has given an impetus to this which will
weekly sessions are enlivened by music, recitations, plaj s
never be arrested. Its movements may be in waves, and scientific experiments.

have had some kind of a belief of a future state
and a God,—hence the universality of this belief.
Some one has well said—"There maybe tribes
and nations who have no Bible, and but little
conception of God, but there are none who have

J. Steele will answer calls to lecture on
ln I
the Spiritual philosophy, and aid in the devel
-1-opment of mediums, after the middle of Auugust next. Address him until that time, at
Green Garden, Will county, Illinois.
sometimes more rapid than others, but its onward
Rev. J. H. Harter, formerly a Universalist
st
clergyman, whose burning words of eloquence
ce
r
we have often heard, is now at Auburn, N. Y.,
'
and will lecture on all reformatorysubjects.
Frank Thayer, the excellent medium for
or
physical manifestations, will soon appear before the public again. He is now stopping
with Dr. J. W. Field, at Galesburg, 111.
Mrs. M. J. Wilcoxson is stopping temporarily with her relatives, at Milford, Connecticut,
Now is the time for the friends in the East to
engage the services of this earnest worker.
Dr. Fellows writing from Hammonton,
New Jersey, says that he is meeting with great
success as a healer.

•

Connecticut has a beneficent institution at
Middletown, in the shape of an industrial
school for girls. It takes young girls who
would almost certainly lead a life of vice if left
to themselves, and reforms and educates them.
While there they do all their own work, study
three hour each day, help manufacture boxes,
ana are allowed suitable hours for recreation.
They are under no more restriction than ordinary children, yet all are so well satisfied that
they never attempt to escape. During the three
years of its existenc, eighty-five girls have been
received in all, of whom twelve have been discharged, fitted for the duties of life. The total
cost of the property was $81,200, and it is now
valued at $200,000.

*

course is established and no power can stay it.
Man, and especially woman, have felt the kindling
fires upon the altars of intuition burning in their
souls, and as we come together and compare
these, we shall learn to appreciate them better,
and thus will mankind march on to higher and
collectively.
holier conditions individually and

j

THE LOCATION

Is all that can be desired in point of healthfulness and
"beauty of scenery.
PRINCIPALS:
E. L. Bush, Belle Bush, A. F. Ewell, H. B. Ewell.
REFERENCES :
Prof. S. B. Brittan, Newark, N. J.; Luther Colby,
Theo. D. Weld, E. E. Plimpton, Albert Plimpton, Lyman
Hapgood (Mercantile Savings Bank), Anson J. Stone,
Passed to Spirit
S. D. Smith (American Organ Co.), Boston, Mass.;
te charged cU the Benjamin Starbuck, Troy, N. Y.; Mrs. Elizabeth
[Notion for this Department willevery
line
rate of twenty cents per line for
Cady Stanton, Tenafly, N. J.; John Gage, Vineland,
twenty. Notices not exceeding twenty lines published
gratuitously.] _____ N. J.; E. W. Capron, Williamsport, Pa.; A. J. Davis,
Orange, N. J.; Dr. Henry T. Child, Philadelphia,
Passed to spirit-life, from St. James, Mo., July 10th,
Pa.; Sea Pusey, Wilmington, Del.; Thomas Gales
Damon
week,
one
of
illness
an
1872, at 10:40, r. M., after
Forster, Washington, D. C.
eight
Aged
Edwards.
F.
Mary
T., son of Dan T. and
For Catalogues, address E. L. BUSH,
months and four days.
Vl2n20t8 Belvidere,
N. J.
by
the
the
funeral
at
spoken
Words of consolation were
sung
from
Songs
were
Eev. Mr. Williams, a Methodist.
the Spiritual Harp; first, "Ring the Bell Softly;" second,
"An Angel Born To-day," and last, "She Sleeps her Last
For
Sleep," changed to "He Sleeps his Last Sleep."
among
angels.
the
We know our baby lives

held in one hand a bouquet a
flowers, requestingmentallj
that the spirit would rest its
hand on it. As will be seen
the request was granted.
Beethoven.

This is a very beaatifnl
rini+tnn
picture, and shows the spirit
Britten,
mm nH.iii
Sf

n

imuuu
the great German compos,
formerly erstanding behind the sitter
and bending over her. He

(«™fcmo?mS!itcjcompo5se<i
Emma Hardinie.
o o{ fl0wer8iniierlap.
Equally as Interesting
CHARLES

Father and Mother.

Banner of Light please copy.
Passed on to the higher life, from Fruitland, Calhoun
county, Illinois, July 3rd, 1873, Mrs. Elvira Kelly,
wife of J. T. Kelly, after a severe struggle of typhoid

fever.
The deceased was a firm and consistent believer in Modern Spiritualism, as is also her bereaved husband.
She leaves a husband alone at this place to lament over
the loss (to him) of his dearly beloved companion. May
the good angels guard and watch over his lonely condition until the time arrives for the happy union in the

Summer-land.

Services were held at the grave. An appropriate adD. W.
dress was delivered by J. E. Willit*, Bsq.

Our National Constitution:
a lecture,

ARE

FOSTOE, OF New Yobk,

AND SPIRIT OP ADA ISAACS MENKEN.

8. A. BIGELOW, Boston,
SHOWING SPIRIT OP PRANKLIN, WITH THE ELECTRICAL
KEY.

SAMUEL CARTER, Boston,
WITH SPIRIT WIPE AND SONS.

MRS. FRENCH\ Boston,

.Life.

THE GOD PROPOSED

n.

AND SPIRIT SON.

COL. CUSHMAN, Chicago,
SHOWING SPIRIT PRIEND, WITH QUAKER BONNET A
PACKAGE OP HAIR.

ANNIE LORD CHAMBERLAIN, musical medium,
SHOWING SPIRIT HANDS, INSTUMENTS,ETC.
DEAN CLARK, speaker,
AND SPIRIT MOTHER.

SARAH A FLOYD,
ATTENDEDBY HER INDIAN GUIDE, HAR-WEE-NE-HA.

HATTIE ROBINSON, Philadelphia,
SHOWING SPIRIT PRIEND, PULLY RECOGNIZED.

"LAST, BIJTlvbT LEAST,"
THREE VERY WONDERFUL PICTURE!

By William. Denton.

OF MRS. FANNIE CONANT,

PRICE TEN CENTS; POSTAGE 2 CENTS.
%* For sale, wholesale and retail, by theReligio-Philoiophlcal Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.
•

THE CJSUBBATED MEDIUM 7"OR THE BANNER OF LISHT.

of the above pictures sent by mail on receipt
of 30 cents; or four to one address for $1. Address
Either
HeBgio-Philoeophical Publishing House, ISO Fourth Ave..
Chicago.

PHILADELPHIA SPIRITUALISTS'HOME.
NORTH ELEVENTH STREET has
CIA 1 been
opened for the accommodation of transient
X

and other boarders.

Reformers
Visiting the city will find this a congenial home by the
day or week. [vlSnl6eow8t]

McFadden & Cook's Boarding House.
148 Wist Washington St.

The above-namedparties have as nice a boarding house

as there is in the city of Chicago, and solicit Spiritualists
and others who may visit the city to patronize their

house. They board by the day or week.

„ RELIGIO-FHILOSOFHIOAL
will have as much effect in curing evil as the

Indian who stood before the approachinglocomotive, tomahawk in hand, threatening to
split the "fire-lioss" in pieces if it didn't halt
and pay tribute for passing through his coun
try. A badly damaged breech-clout and a tuft
of hair, are all that an Indian's friends have to
remember him by.
Evil, though general, is only felt individually, and individually it must be handled.
Like charity, the cure must commence at

Complimentary.
At the close of
ciety

otKansas

^J^jfe^rs^SpLTtuaLfso-

City, the following resolutions

« entitled
WZrrT°h"lySistS- Wiic°xson
ior
warm

home.

to our sincere thanks andmanner in
gratitude
which she
very able and lucid
the

presJnted

all her subjects; they being pre-

and scientific
sented from a philosophical
her lectures have been to us
and
as an oasis in the desert to the weary
thirsty traveler, a fountain of truth, pure, and
invigorating, and that we shall joyfully anticipate her future return to labor among us.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
forwarded to the Religio-Philosophical
Journal and Banner of Light, for publication.
Mrs. 8. J. Crawford, Sec.
Kansas City, Mo.

S'te5''That

is

reform themselves! Ah, that's it. Idlers must

become industrious; the ignorant seek knowledge; the vicious clothe themselves in the
white robe of virtue; the evil-minded and
criminal assert their manhood and walk with
manly dignity the thorny paths of life. There
is no other cure for evil. Priests may sermonize, and reformers may write theories until the
crack o' doom, but neither will stay the surging, seething whirlpool of evil. Men and
women must begin universally to lead better
lives—to reform themselves. More practice
and less theory is what, the world wants for its
salvation. As long as individuals cast their
evils upon society, and society thrusts its falsehoods on other shoulders, no good can be accomplished. Human regeneration is an individual work, and there is no power to reform
the man but himself. Man must be his own
savior, his own reformer. The world will be
better when the people come to learn this.
Evil will perceptibly banish when mankind
comes to understand there can be no forgiveness
for sin, and that all sins, whether against the
moral or physical law, will meet with certain
punishment from which there is no escape!
This is the law of nature, and the law of nature is the law of God.
Reformers can make little progress toward
the world's millennium, while they teach the
doctrine of forgiveness for evil. Human wisdom, philosophy and science combined, can
make no headway against the current of evil
while they teach remission of sin.
Let each one work for his own salvation, for
his own reformation, and leave the world to
take care of itself. There is no theory about
this; it's all fact, and the best cure for evil that
I know of.
St. Joseph, Mo.

Waco, Texas.
Bro. Jones:—We have been greatly blessed
lately with one of the best picnics we ever had.
We listened to an able lecture in the morning
from our brother, Dr. II. C. Pierce, whom we
would commend to our friends throughout the
State. We believe he intends to travel with
his wife, who is an excellent trance and test
medium. In the evening our meeting was cut
short by a rain, just as our speaker, Bro. Wilkerson, was getting into the merits of his subject. He was alluding to our political condition and the necessity of radical reform. We
have had three large circles in the neighborhood in which Mrs. P. gave several wonderful
and soul convincing tests, which made some of
the skeptics yield. Our meeting was some
twelve miles from the town of Waco, in a
neighborhood whose atmosphere is becoming

very much spiritualized.
Go ahead with your brave paper, and be assured that the Spiritualistshere enjoy and patronize it above all others, though there are several other good Spiritual papers taken in this
county.
Fraternally Yours,
J. S. Haley.

July 12, 1872.
Spirit Pictures.
S. S. Jokes—Dear Sir:—In company with
Mr. Rose, of Rose Brothers, photographers, of
this city, I visited Mr. Allen, of Dunton, 111.,
and, according to my promise, will give you
the details developed in the investigation.
We arrived there at 11 o'clock a. m., and
found Mr. Allen at his rooms, but feeling very
much reduced in strength from over work and
a bilious attack. I made my wants known to
him as a representative on the part of the Re-

Is Spiritualism Superior to Christianity ?
BY ASA FORREST.
'
The disciple is not above his master, nor the servant
above his lord."—Matt, x, 34.

ligio-Philosophical Journal, with a desire

to give him and his rooms a thorough investigation in reference to spirit likenesses, so called
by him. He at first partly declined to take any,
as he was feeling so badly, but finally told us
to come in about two o'clock, and he would
try then. At the appointed time we were on
hand. He ushered us in the operating rooms,
and said: "Here are my fixtures, and there are
my chemicals. Make yourselves at home."
This we most assuredly did. I coated and
bathed the first plate, and executed a picture
of my friend Rose, but without any favorable
result. The second plate I coated and put in

"Our opponents are wont to say of us that
we seek to substitute Spiritualism for Christianity. I do not believe, except of a small minority, daily diminishing, there is any truth in
this."—It. D. Owen.
If Spiritualism is better than Christianity,
will Mr. Owen tell us that it should not be substituted as quickly as possible for it? Well, he
read the history of Christianityfrom the time
when Christ said: "Suppose ye that I came to
give peace on earth? I tell you, nay; but
rather division;" when Luke said: "There was
strife amongst them,which should be greatest;"

the bath, Mr. Allen taking it from the bath
&nd placing it in the camera, executed a pic-

when Paul said: "It is reputed (their reputation) commonly that there is fornication among
you, and such fornication as is not named

ture of my friend Rose. It was then taken
from the camera by myself into the dark room
and developed,

Though society in the aggregate

blamable for evil, individually we must cease
to condemn society, and begin to amend our
own lives. Then we strike at the root of evil,
and a radical cure commences. No religion or
ism of itself is powerful enough to check the
growth of evil. The combined religions of
the world have miserably failed in this one
thing. Evil has fattened and grown insolent
under priestly teaching. Reformers must first

amongst the Gentiles, even that one should
have his father's wife." Will Mr. O. care-

it then having on it a spirit

likeness, very plain, of a man six feet high,
and weighingabout two hundred pounds, rec-

fully review the record of Christianity, from
that day to this, and tell us that by the fruit

ognized afterward by Mrs. Allen as her cousin,

we may judge—know the tree, and, at the same
time, or within ten years of the same time, tell
us that he hopes for no better fruits, after eighteen hundred years of trial, from Spiritualism?
Will Mr. Owen let Christians tell us what
Christianity is, and what their sacred books
teach, and Spiritualists define what Spiritualism is, and what their philosophy teaches?
Whether he will or not, Christians will define
their own teachings, and interpret their own
sacred books.
Will Mr. Owen take Christianity, as defined
and represented by Spurgeon, and Spiritualism, as represented by the author of "Man,
Know Thyself," which appeared in the Jour-

who passed away about one year and a half
ago.
The third, plate was coated, bathed, and on
it a picture executed of myself, by Mr. Allen.
It was then taken from the camera and developed by my friend Rose, it also having a
bright spirit likeness on it of a little girl, some
eight years old.
We did not allow Mr. Allen to handle the
plates scarcely any. By this time he was so
"Weakened that he was barely able to stand up
from the effects of the influence.

Fourth plate I coated, bathed, and on it exe-

cuted a picture of Mr. Allen and Mr. Rose sitting together, however with no unusual result.
Fifth plate was coated, bathed, and placed
in camera by friend Rose, and exposed by Mr.
Allen, Mrs. Allen as subject. It was taken
fr<Jm the camera into the darkroom and developed by friend Rose, and it contained a spirit
likeness of a little girl in a cloud, the best, Mr.
Allen says, that has been taken of her.
Sixth plate was coated and bathed by myself,
and taken from the bath by Mr. Allen in my
presence, and a picture executed and developed
by Mr. Allen, without any favorable result,
which he predicted before I sat, as he was too
much exhausted for further work during the
day. I gave him a treatment before leaving,
as I thought he needed it very much, and
which filled him with new life and strength.
Now, in conclusion, I would say, injustice
to Mr. Allen, that he gave us every chance to
make a thorough trial; and I, as a photographer, pronounce hi mi a true and honest man,
and a genuine spirit artist—one that every

nal, and say that "a small minority, daily di-

minishing," wish to substitute Spiritualism for
Christianity? Would not the weary traveler,
far from his home, wish to substitute, if he
could, the glorious sunlight of the morning for
the midnight gloom around his pathway?

Now, Bro. Jones, taking the fruits of Chris-

tianity for eighteen hundred years (would anybody ask a longer time or probation?)to establish its character and influence in the world, if
Spiritualism is really inferior to it, and should
not be substituted for it, in the name and for
the sake of dear humanity, put out the bright
eyes of the Journal, throw Spiritualism to the
dogs, flee "the wrath to come," and be a Chris-

tian!"Christianity
.
has been

But Mr. Owen says:
so [ouch!] perverted from its original simplicity by dogmatic commentary."
Yes, I think I have read, sometime, some of
these dogmatic commentaries; yet they are not
such as would pervert "the original simplicity."
Spiritualist should esle'em and encourage in "For I have come to set a man at variance
the good and noble work, of which the kind with his father, and the daughter against her
spirits have endowed him with, as I consider mother." "Whosoever, therefore, shall conit the strongest possible test that can be given fess me [only a man—not God, as Mr. O. bethrough any medium.
lieves], him will I confess before my Father;
Yours in Justice,
but whosoever shall deny me before [my felH. E. Ballard. ; low] men, him will I also [therefor] deny before
Chicago, June 28, 1872.
my Father which is in heaven." "As we said
before, so say I now again: If any man preach
any other gospel unto you than that which ye
Evil—Its Cause and Cure. ?have
received [from me], let him be accursed!"
1
There, now, if that is not "dogmatic" enough
BY EDWIN ABNER

DAVIS. ^to prove

I do not intend to attempt a philosophical
dissertation on the cause and cure of evil. I
am no society-tinker, with a pet theory or
hobby on which I propose to ride humanity
out of all the ruts and sloughs of life. I see
that evil exists, always has existed, always will
exist. Wherefore, I can not tell any more than
I can solve the problem of the existence of
good. One.sees the cause of evil nowhere but
in drunkenness; another beholds it in badly
executed laws; another sees it in our present
system of marriage; another tries to make the
world believe that evil would cease entirely if
everybody, both great and small, would become members of his particular church; another is loud in denunciation of paper money
as a fruitful source of evil; another thinks
when God is put in the constitution, and Jesijsj
Christ recognized as the rightful ruler of nations, evil will melt away like pearly dew-drops
before the morning sun. And thus through an
almost endless diversity of ideas, practices and
customs, these would-be philosophers look,
each at some single thing, ror the cause arid
cure of evil. Poor, dreamy enthusiasts! Your
patches will never make a respectable showing
on society's coat. You are using your time,
talent and brains in the foolish endeavor to
bail the Atlantic dry.
Theories, resolutions, conventions, or God
in the Constitution of Governments or States,
'

that Christianity
perverted (?) by "dogmatic
|its "original simplicity," I
much nearer, in time,
how
L

has been fearfully
commentary" from
would like to know
could we get to the

original simplicity of a thing.
When I was a thoughtless boy, I went to a
circus, and I saw a man ride four horses at
once; that is, it was called riding four horses,
but
1 he only straddled two and rode two, and-I

£

thought what a nice thing it would be to be

Jable to ride—really
ride—four horses at once,
painful exhibition of straddling.
that
without
,
What a pet I would be amongst showmen! I
never practiced it, however, but I always think
of that showman when I see men trying to
(scientific) "beauty" to the (theological)
wed
,
"beast."
Do you suppose. flint if 01 riftiaafty only had
one advocate

,.*jj

c-'H now has thousands, and

those few were poor, and without influent e
if
<
in society, there would be a Spiritualist in the

world who could see any affinity .between
Christianity (as it is, not as it might have been)
and Spiritualism? I think not.
m

1

—

1

^

—

Testimonial of Cure.
The following correspondence shows the
propower of spirits to cure disease, through
per
1 media:
Avenue,
Mrs. A. H. Robinson, 148 Fourth

JOURNAL,

Chicago—Dear Madam:—Being a subscriber

fjixm the

of the Religio-Philosophical Journal, and
reading with much interest the cures therein
performed through you, I call on you to
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.-A. M. Lyman
aid my little boy. I will give you some decause of free thought is steadily
scription of his disease, and also a lock of his writes.—The
increase here, and is yielding its fruits of
on
hair. He is four years old and has been joy the
to emancipated souls.
troubled for two years, at intervals, with what
PORTLAND, MICH.—J. Boswell writes.—If
physicians term stoppage of the Bronchial some
good speaker and test medium would
tubes. It begins with a slight cold, and lasts here I think much good might be done income
this
from three to five days, sometimes longer at benighted land.
least, it wears out before he is free from it.
Elmendorf
LANSING, IOWA.—S.
writes.—1,
His breath comes very short—sometimes lie for one, could not do without the Journal, even

August

3

mis.

from West to East. I prevailed on them to call on
me. They lectured in Coshocton, Port Washington and New Philadelphia. Helen is a good
lecturer. The Religio-Philosophical Journal

is much esteemed by those who read it hereabouts.

,,or

twenty years past I have taken from one to
three spiritual papers, and think that now there is
no one equal to your Journal, for independence,
talent, and usefulness.
RUTLAND, O.—J. B. Holt writes. Does Mr.
umler claim to take pictures of departed friends
or spirits ? If he does, will I have
to go there ?
You can send your photograph to Mr. Mumler,
which will answer the purpose that your presence
will almost stop breathing, if asleep, and spring if it cost six dollars. I consider it one of the best would.
He will return a photograph, with your
up quickly as if to regain it. There is also a papers I ever read.
miniature copied from the photograph you send,
strange whistling sound in his throat, and at
OSSEO, MINN.—C. Ellsworth writes.—There
time's, more or less fever. Hoping to hear are a few earnest workers here. We have lost one and such spirit likeness or likenesses as present
from you soon, I am,
hall by lire, and our lyeeum books. We now have themselves for that purpose. He know3 not, nor
Yery Respectfully Yours,
another hall, not yet finished,—only inclosed, but has he any control over the spirits who may
cast their shadows over the negative. Send $5 to
Mrs. S. S. Nutting.
we can use it for the summer.
Elgin, 111., March 10th, 1872.
GRANT'S HILL, MO.—W. M. McElvain writes. compensate the artist.
If you send to Streight or Fayette for oil paintWe need a lecturer here, but are not able to pay
The medium diagnosed and prescribed for the
amount necessary to procure one. If any ings of your friends in spirit-life, give their names,
folthe
the patient, and in due time received
lecturer should come this way, we will pay all that ages at death and length
of time since death ; and
we are able to.
lowing:
be sure and inclose ten dollars. If they do not
writes.—Our
MILWAUKEE} WIS.—G. Danford
Mns A. H. Robinson—Dear Madam:—I repaint you a spirit portrait, they will refund the
of Milwaukee is gaining ground steadily in the
ceived your prescription, and followed the city
1. money. Both are men of strict integrity. Both
religion.
natural
only
Mrs._
true
and
true
directions to the letter. Of course, I can not Wright is opening the eyes of many unbelieving, are mediums for spirit portraiture. Prof. Streight
say that my little boy is cured, but 1 think he and giving them pure light from the spirit-world. will expect a further compensation if his portraits
is better than when I began the treatment. I
IOWA.—T. Wardall writes.— are recognized, as his work is highly artistic and
have been waiting for him to have another at- E.STACYVILLE,
and gave a new not excelled by any portrait-painter in America.
Wilson has been among us
V.
never
hope
he
I
and
yet,
tack, but he has not as
impetus to many who were " hanging on the
you
he
told
I
that
will again. You recollect
fence," and strengthened the hands of many who [Ed. Journal.
MARYVILLE, MO.—A. A. Noe writes.—On
had the trouble at intervals; but I will send are doing battle for liberal ideas and universal
you another lock of his hair, and if he needs liberty, of both male and female. God and the the 5th day of December last, I left Ohio for this
humanity.
to
better
(Maryville, Mo.,) and since my departurj,
point
your
efforts
bless
angels
another prescription, please send it. I hope
my friend Percy and myself, have kept up a conthat you can cure him. I do not think any
ASHLAND, NEB.—H. A. Watlis writes. We stant correspondence. Since my arrival here, I
doctor can, and if you succeed it will truly be shall organize here this fall, and shall want to have been shut out from all spirit communications,
a miracle. May Heaven and the angels bless employ lecturers and test mediums. If any such and my anxiety to hear from the other shore
should pass along this way they will find my induced me to ask my friend Percy if he could not
you, is the sincere wishes of a friend,
house forty rods East of the depot. It is open get a communication for me at some of their
Mrs. S. S. Nutting.
and free to all mediums.
subsequent sittings and report to me. Shortly
a
for
fever
P. S.:—He has had considerable
after receiving my request, he had a sitting with
MECHANICSBURG, PA.—A. Seifert writes.—I
few days, and complains of pain in his side feel
I
and
my
the
medium, at which time an Indian spirit, by the
brother,
present to
sending
a
like
preanother
this morning. Now, if he needs
nothing that may be of more lasting good name of Kenesaw, (with whom 1 have had many
know
of
the
forward
scription please send it and I will
than a knowledge of the laws of life and immor- interesting conversations,) entranced his medium
- (R. M. Sherman), add, on being questioned conmoney to you.
tality of the soul, as taught in the Religio-Philo
sophical Journal.
He will read it, and lend it cerning me, he (the spirit) told Percy he would
Elgin, 111., June 29th, 1872.
good
more
relate to him what he saw in Missouri a few days
paper
do
will
to his neighbors, and the
A second diagnosis and prescription resulted than
previous. He said he saw me (the writer) on
a missionary.
Thursday) the 9th day of last May in a log cabin,
in a cure, as appears from the following
GRAND JUNCTION, IOWA.—Mrs. Copeland with one window in it, and that it was raining at
letter:
writes.—The Journal is still appreciated here by the time. Now, sir, 1 wish to say to the believers
many readers, who seem to be rapidly increas- of our heaven-born philosophy, and to all skeptics
Mrs. Robinson—Dear Madam:—Please ex- its
ing. Lang may you live, through the columns of that may chance to see this, that J. M. Dyer,
cuse my delay in writing about my little boy. the Journal
who is not a Spiritualist, and myself, will state at
He seems very well, and I hope he may con- " To shout the glad tidings, to exultingly sing,
any time and place, that there is a cabin on the
tinue so. I am, Respectfully,
That truth shall prevail, that truth shall be king." premises, and that it has but one window, and a
Mrs. S. S. Nutting.
WESTFORD, MASS.—J. W. Fletcher writes.—I poor roof, needing more shingles, and that I was
Elgin, July 4th, 1872.
wish to thank Judge E. S. Holbrook for that letter in the cabin that very identical day.
of his which appearedin July 13th of the ReligioLOS ANGELOS, CAL.—Dr. D. W. C. Franklin
Philosophical Journal, and 1 believe he but writes.—It
is wrong to be too exacting in demandTHOMPSON'S WEAKNESS.
expressed the opinion of every true Spiritualist in ing an unreasonable amount of proof when coming
praised
everywhere
the country. Your paper is
Second and Final Fall from Grace of a for the course it has taken,—and f believe justly from the Divine law of nature. Investigate—that
is what modern spiritual philosophy demands,
Prominent Clergyman.
praised, as I know that it has no superior and few and through that only shall we find wisdom. 1
equals,—go on in well doing.
will
not tax your precious time further now, only
[From the Buffalo Courier, June 21.]
to ask Bro. Francis a question or two concerning
want
writes.—We
B.
Green
ILL.—E.
VARNA,
pos
days
the
in
several
for
We have been
Christians' vicious,
some
more of your papers to come to our place. the late dealings of the
i
late slaughter of men,
session of facts which we now feel called Those
we have are doing a good work. Infidelity murderous God, in the
great thunder and
the
by
has
painful
subject
children,
since
and
the
upon to relate,
will give way to Spiritual Philosophy, with the women
passed over the
become common talk, and some of the details aid
s
of your Journal. To destroy the accursed lightning storm that recently
N. Y., on June ISth, and
(
have been given in country papers. They in- dogmas
of the Christian Religion, and at the same country of Binghampton, in
which two men and
build firmly the hope of a rational, natural the same near Boston,
I
volve nothing less than a repetition of the of- time
twenty-one women were killed outright, and many
understand,
I
is
the
noble
i
work,
future
existence,
Thompson,
L.
R.
the
Rev.
Mr.
which
for
fense
mention the whole5 which you are engaged. Go on in the good maimed, etc.; also we might
D.D., formerly of this city, was several years in
sale slaughter right at our door of our fair city of
1
ago suspended from his ministerial functions, work.
Los Angelos,—the Owen's River Valley earthquake,
and in this case the proof of the crime is perNORTHAMDEN, N. Y.—Eliza Dunbar writes.—I in which twenty-seven were killed, and some of
have just laid down your more than valuable our familiar friends horribly mutilated ; and still
fectly clear.
1
It is precious, containing truths of great the fearful tornado near Port Jervis, where that
]
It will be remembered by most of oui read- paper.
to every earth child. They are like a halo fickle aforesaid individual vented his spleeny ire in
ers that Dr. Thompson was for about ten years interest
a glorious light murdering several of his creatures for a crime that
unfadingbrightness,—shedding
of
pastor of the First PresbyterianChurch in this upon
pathway, touching heart-chords that do twelve of their countrymcn would (unnaturally
city, and in that position attained a reputation vibrateour
deep and long, awakening thought, deep
cruel as man is prone to he) dare sit as jurors and
perhaps second to that of no minister of the thought, gathering the richest, rarest pearls, from condemn, much less a Divine Merciful God,—
denomination in the country. As a pulpit the past and present, and opening the portals to Father. Now then, we wish to ask Bro. Francis
a glorious future.
orator he had few peers, and his associates
the favor, not only to us, but your hundred thoulooked up to him as a leader. About 1860, we
more readers, that if he ever does come
ILL.—Thomas P. Wilson writes. sand orthat
GOLCONDA,
mysterious antiquated Gentleman,
believe, he accepted a call to the leading Pres- I would write "discontinue" if I should consult across
has so long been in search of, we will
whom
he
byterian church in Cincinnati, in which city only my pecuniary condition; but I have been a
the above murderous
explanation
an
demand
he became very popular; but it was there that reader of the Journalso long, and like it so much, tragedies of March 26 andofJune
13.
he fell from grace for the first time. We need that I can not give it up while I can raise the
is
By
way,
I
think
there
Day
it.
the
pay
writes.—Years
for
WATERTOWN,
N.
Y.—M.
means
to
not now repeat the history of that affair, which
and test medium on ago, when Universalism was the new gospel, people
was most painful in all its aspects. Its gen- a fine field for a good lecturer
lower Ohio, which appears to be entirely came from afar to hear it preached. The old times
eral character will be understood by such of the
neglected. I think such a medium could spend have been acted over again for the last two Sundays,
our readers as may not have heard it before, two
or three months between Evansville, Ind., and in the people gathering to hear Mrs. Laura Cuppy
when we say that it was similar to the more Cairo,
<
111., profitably, both for themselves and the Smith discourse upon our philosophy, which, by
recent occurrence of which we give particulars good
cause.
many, is called " Universalism, gone to seed."
'j
Thompson
Dr.
was
sumtime
below. At that
HALF-MOON-BAY, CAL.—Win. S. Downing Mrs. Smith presented the subject in an able and
moned before a clerical court, made confession writes.—"Exeter Hall" is doing its work in our forcible manner. She has left many warm friends,
of an error sufficient to merit severe punish- valley. Out of the dozen copies Ihave circulated, who will long remember her for the good work
<
one was returned. I now have two copies of done is this place. But I will tell you more
ment, and was suspended from the ministry. only
"Voicps" going the rounds, and they are especially of our good Brother and Sister Blair,
1
During the period of his suspension, as far as the
in telling blows into their old dogmatical who are at present making my humble home their
I
we are informed, his conduct was above re- sending
If all the readers of the Journal would abiding place ; and the angel-world has our hearty
proach. We can not state the exact duration Meas.
invest a few dollars in this way in small books, thanks for bringing them to us, I have many
of his suspension; but several years ago on the thousands would become interested in liberal times read of them, and the manifestations as
strength of manifestations of sincere repent- reading, and thus be brought from darkness into given through Mrs. Blair, in your paper and the
Banner »f Light, hut the ablest pen is inadequate
ance satisfactoryto his brethren, he was rein- light.
describe the beautiful and forcible way in
stated, and accepted a call to the pastorate of
MEMPHIS, MO.—Chas. W. Stewart writes.—We to
our friends come and make themselves
the Presbyterian church in Jamestown, Cha- have had a grand time here of late. Dr. A. H. which
to us—known in such a manner that there
known
,
lectured in Memphis and awakened consider- is no room
tauqua county, New York, where he labored John
for a possible doubt. Since they have
up to this time with entire acceptability. His able interest. There is an extraordinary trance been with us I have seen the confirmed skeptic,
medium near Memphis, who gives the most con- both young and old, go away with tears of happicourse of life had regained for him the confi- vincing
tests. There are also three mediums in ness, for they know at last that death is not an
dence of his ministerial associates, and the process of
development at Kirksville, and as soon
lapse at Cincinnati had been well nigh forgot- as our forces are ready, we shall carry Orthodoxy eternal sleep, but they will again elasp the hand
their dear departed, and live again with them.
ten. The second fall, and the final one for by storm. Dr. John is a fine scientific lecturer, of
cannot describe the manifestations as given
him as a clergyman, occurred a short time and demonstrates our philosophy logically, and I Ithrough
Sister Blair—one must
to appresince, and we no w give its history as the facts would recommend him to the spiritual public. ciate them. While painting, Palewitness
Lilly (an Indian
His address is Kirksville, Mo.
have reached us.
girl) controls the medium's brain and gives the
There was in Jamestown a French music
HEA.LDSBURG, CAL.—0. W. Beeson writes.— sitter the names and description of friends, both
teacher, by the name of Anistelle or Anistella, Your valuable Journal continues to make its ever in the spirit and earth life, with facts and inciwho had a wife residing in the adjacent town welcome weekly visits, bearing on its bosom the dents, which the painter man, as Pale Lilly calls
life, and unfettered by him, controlling her right hand (she has no left),
of Sherman. This teacher was very devoted tidings of an immortal Although
I can not swal- transfers to the cardboard, in beautiful buds and
creeds.
in his attentions to a young lady named Sex- narrow-minded
all
its
as spirits eating and flowers, a representation of each dear friend,—makstories,—such
low
ton, residing in Jamestown, and she evidently
drinking, speaking in audible tones without using ing a family picture that is the most cherished of
reciprocated an affection which was manifest the medium's organism, and communications
any that beautify our walls, and one we never
to all. A short time since the pair eloped and accompanied with only the initials as D. B. Mr. tire of studying. Brother and Sister Blair will
were married, and when the new Mrs. Anis- C., etc.,—I let them go for just what they are .soon visit the West; give them a warm welcome
telle returned she informed her friends, who worth. Mr. Francis's "Search After God" and they will do you good. Our good Harry
awakens much thought; nevertheless, I think it Bastian and companion are still with us. The
are highly respectable people, that hei husband
angel-world is bringing us convincing proofs of
tends toward a denial of of a First Cause.
was divorced from his wife. To ascertain the
immortality through his mediumship. His services
at
court
of
the
CHICAGO, ILL.—Mrs. A. L. Chamberlain writes. are in constant demand.
truth of this story the record
Maysville, the county seat, was examined, ana On Sunday I had the pleasure of attending the two
indeed, Lyceums,—The Progressive Lyceum of Chicago,
LEONARDSBURGH, OHIO.—H. P. McMaster
there it was found that Anistelle had,
his wife for and The Children's Progressive Lyceum of the writes.—You were informed of the burning of
obtained a legal separation from
First
Society
of
Spiritualists.
of
the
affidavit
the
Spiritual Hall in Ashley, Ohio. The flames
an
The
exercises differ
cause; and the cause was
relations with the somewhat, yet I was interested in both. The aroused the sleeping inhabitants between one
Rev Dr 'Thompson that his
justify any court Children's Progressive Lyceum has new and hand- and two o'clock the morning of July 2, 1871.
woman had been such as atohusband.
As the some equipments. This lyceum has more members The incendiary's torch was brought into existence
to
in granting a divorce kept
the other. If the two would unite harmoni- by the dying embers of the church mythology in
some
for
quiet
time, than
ously, it would be one of the largest and grandest that place, nourished, cherished and sustained by
fact of a divorce was
teacher must have organizations of the
kind we
it is probable that the music
Unity of its members, till it obtained power sufficient to be
of the minister, and, action is what is needed, and musthave.
be the ultimate, triumphant in its work of desolation and destrucdiscovered the criminality
marry
Miss
Sexton
to
for
it
seems
to
me
lyceum
the
is really the child of tion. Following the example of its antecedents,
desiring to be made free
unless he should Spiritualism, and should be under the auspices of the query arises in all minds endowed
with a
threatened him with exposure agreed
parent.
its
that
the
and
reasonable degree of intelligence, clear of superstimake such an affidavit, up
would
tion
and
he
do
if
bigotry,
why
so.
relic
of
MORRISTOWN,MINN.-Mrs.
that
barbarism
which
Harriet E. Pope
matter should be hushed
of the damn- writes.—Ihinking that you would like to he.ir had its origin in the dark and gross condition of
At all events, the legal evidence
life, should pass down through so many
against Dr Thompson again from the Northwest. I write you a few human
ing crime is on record loophole
Our convention was a success, spiritually generations and find a lodgment in the minds of
of escape A lines.
and there can be no
and
the
people
financially.
of to-day. The Spiritual society at AshGod
bless E. V. Wilson, and may
speedy meeting of the I resbytery, and a the spirit-world develop a thousand such mediums ley, at that time, was not able to build such a
a
which
ministry
he
from
m the "good time coming." I have again been in hall as the occasion required, without creating a
prompt expulsion
has done all in his power to disgrace, are mat- Kiver Halls, Wis., giving another course of heavier burden than they were willing to endure.
lectures. The interest continues unabated. The There came arescue in their behalf in the form of a
ters of course. .
,
years ot age. best minds in Northwestern
Wisconsin are faithful new hill on theold site, built by J. 11. and S. RosaDr. Thompson is nearly
workers in the cause, but the mass of inquirers velt; it will be known as the Rosavelt Hall. They
want a test medium, and I wish it were possible havedonatedthe useof itto the society for Sundaylor one to visit there. A good one would be schools, lyceums and lectures. The new hall is
New Hall atAshley, Ohio.
welcome and well paid. Spiritualism is gaining built of brick, with a beautiful architectural formed
P.
in Minnesota, and we hope to rally large roof, Covered with tin, creatinga tine appearance
McMaster, ground
We are informed by Bro. H.
army of progress at our fall convention.a Bro. and adding an acquisition to the town, testifying
was
which
burned
on
Hall,
of its builders. The
that the Spiritual
Wi.Bon will
be with us, dealing huge blows of the energy and enterprise
1«1, at Ashley, Ohio, against the again
is sixty-two and a half
giant Orthodoxy. Long may the size of the main building
the morning of July 3,
addition
thirty;
twenty-eight
width
from the Ortho- Journal bring us good news. I long to see it feet in length ;
-the work of an incendiary
placed in the hands of every Spiritualist and by fourteen. It will be dedicated to truth, or the
by
J
H. and S. Liberalist.
rebuilt
power of reason, making a defense of that which
dox church,-has been
_

_

.

jsixty

it donated by them to
Rosavelt, and the use of
t of brick, and is
bui
is
It
the Spiritualists.
be dedicated the
wl11
It
30 x 62 feet in size.
July27th and 28th of

celebrated medium,
Chas II. Read, the
route
from Houston,
en
while
call
a
gave us
Texas to New York. Mr. Read is accompanied by Col. Bremond, of Houston.

WEST LAFAYETTE, O.—J. S. Burr writes.—
Perhaps you would like to hear how the cause
progresses hereabouts. Until within the last six
months, nothing was known as to practical Spiritualism. The Davenport Brothers exhibited in
Coshocton to a full house, but such iihysical
manifestations convince no one that spirits out of
the corporeal body are the motive power. Then
Mrs. Molier, of Toledo, was in Coshocton, and, in
aprivate seances gave satisfaction to severalfriends.
In your paper 1 noticed that Miss Helen Grover
apd Miss L. L. Crosby would pass over our railroad

is believed to be truth, in 'the spirit of love and

universal brotherhood. The dedication will take
place on the 27th and 28th of July. The society is
expecting

able

inspirational

speakers,

and a

superior test medium, who will be able to prove
spirit presence, by describing departed friends

standing in the audience, with such accuracy, that
they will be recognized,—yes, their identity made
manifest so plain that it will convince the friends

on this shore, that the friends from the other
are present, proving immortal life, beyond a doubt.
Speakers engaged, agree to donate their time'
the society paying their expenses.
•
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person be a medium as well as another? You
say you see spirits—why can't I?"
We answered: " On the same principle, and for
the same reasons, that the ' Holy(?) Spirit' can
convert A and can not B. A having a chemical
property in him that B has not, hence the conversion,—hence the medium."

gxmtm
E. V- WILSON.

BY

town,
Notice to Correspondents.—GiveEameof
county ana State where you are
oounty,
Durage
Lombard,
all letters to E V Wilson,
country
TVIinois Never direct letters to us in different

when c™ntv

in" plain

££»

tl Author of the Letters of Junius. A demonstration. Over 300 coincidences, and not one incompatible
fact. 335 pages. Price *1.50. For sale at this office.

We will speak in Oakfield, Wis., on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, August 2d, 3d and 4th,—four
lectures. Oakfield is on the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad, Wisconsin division, nine miles
south of Fondulac. This will be our only visit to
Monday, April 29th, we left Mechanicsville for Wisconsin this year. Let the friends of
Western
Mt. Vernon, Iowa. We spoke here only once and progress come out. Come one, come all; and let
forty
only
minutes
having
time,
for
cramped
were
us meet the Angel of Truth and get the blessing!
for a lecture. Only think of it, reader ! we, "the Bring
g
your baskets filled with farmers' fare, and
in
forty
which
minutes
but
Gentle Wilson," had
01
come
with
your souls full of love and peace toto dispense the bread of life to full four hundred ward all men.
hungry soiils. and that, too, with Father Post I We will speak in
Louisiana, Pike county, Mo.,
before us with watch in hand, ready to cry °
on Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings, and Sunplace,
made
our
speech,
our
took
We
"Time."
day
' morning, the 9th, 10th and 11th of August,—
gave four tests, heard the cry of "Time "—caught four
' lectures. Louisiana is on the west bank of
our hat and left, and in fifteen minutes made our the Mississippi
river, a few miles below Hannibal.
whirling
along
the
cars,
Iowa
the
on
was
and
mile
We shall have a good time if our friends will come
twenty
miles
an
hour.
We
of
rate
live
rail at the
to' our feast of the tabernacles.
to a swift age—do we not ? and Spiritualism is the
We shall surely attend our quarterly meeting of
only religion that keeps pace with Old Father the Northern Illinois
Conference of Spiritualists,
Time.
.to be l.eld at St. Charles, Kane county,
III., on the
At Mt. Vernon we met that good man, Father I 16th,
^
17th and 18th of August. Let Lee, Ogle, DeSawyer, who is daily dying of tumor in the Kalb, Kendall, DuPage, Cook,
Kane, Boon, Winabdomen. While with him the following conversa- nebago, McHenry, and Lake counties be well rep:
I
tion took place
^
Reporter.—Father Sawyer, we wish to talk resented. Come prepared to do good. Bring your
baskets well filled ; bring blankets with you.
pointed
and
should,—plain,
with you as a brother
The meeting will be called to order by President
to the mark. Are you willing to hear us ?
(
Kayner
at 2 o'clock, Friday afternoon, August
Sawyer.—Yes ; what do you wish to say ?
16th, and hold on over Sunday, the 19th. AccomR.—You are dying daily, and know it, and have
will be for all that come. Come out,
"
modations
but a few days to live. We think you will go on Spiritualists. Dr. Kayner, Lyman C.
Howe, S. S.
to the Summer-land about the 10th of June next. Jones, E. V. Wilson,—"Ye Gentle, BreakingAre you, as a Methodist, afraid of death? Are plow"—Maud Lord, and many other stars and
I '"breaking-plows," and "gentles" will be there.
you ready ?
S.—Yes; I am ready, and knowthat my Redeemer
On Friday, Saturday and Sunday, the 23th, 24th
liveth. Death has no terror for me.
and 35th of August, we will speak in Chariton,
R,—Well, Bro. Sawyer, where are you going to,
Iowa,—four lectures, commencing on Friday evenhave you any idea ? How long are you going to .
ing.
1
Let Southwestern Iowa be well represented.
you
grave
Will
frankly
?
answer
remain in the
Come, help us work for humanity.

^

Bang's Family Seances

FOR

^Physical Manifestations

On Monday, Wednesday, and Friday evenings, at 221
South Morgan street, commencing at 8 o clock, p m.

Admission $1,00. [vl2nl5-tf

^

J. 3*. Newton

incurable.
. . ...... .
cordially invited without
All rot able to pay are
money and withoutt price."

vl2nl3-tf

CHASE & HYUON,

w. persons.

at reasonablerates, at

DR. MILLER'S HOME OF HEALTH,
41 West Twenty-sixth Street,
SS"Turkish baths, Electric baths, Movement cure and
Lifting cure in the establishment for those requiring
them. Address MILLER, HAYNES & CO.,

vl2nJ4 Pbopkietobs.

v. bundy,
LIVE STOCK

COMMISSION DEALER,
UNION STOCK YARDS,

CHICAGO,

expense of a perfect remedy will not exceed

the cost of the drug for continuing the deleterious habit one month!
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, 148 Fourth
Avenue, Chicago, 111.
We have so much confidence in the ability
of the Board of Chemists and Doctors who
control Mrs. Robinson's mediumship, that
we unhesitatingly guarantee a faithful execution of the above proposition.—[Ed. Jour-

^touse

**

SHH BBSAt®

Use Dr. Henry's World's Tomic and

Blood Purifier.*'

It is the great household remedy, pleasant to
take, yet potent for the prevention and cure of
diseases. It is better than Bitters, Cordial,
liuchu or Sarsaparilla. Sold by Druggists
I)r. Henry'sRoot and Plant Pills.
Mild yet thorough—no nausea or griping—entirely vegetable—great liver remedy. Price 35

cents. Sdld by Druggists.
V ,T
Mrs. Whltcomb's Syrnp.
The great soothing remedy. Price only 25

cents. Gives rest to the mother and health to
Sold by Druggists.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS.—Copies of Spirit Likenesses can be had at this office. Sent by mail on receipt
of thirty
Any book or treatise published in the Rexjoio-Phii/j-

cents.

sopmoAii Journal, trmchint; on the Philosophy of Spir-

itualism, Liberal Thought and Progress, can pe obtained
through return mail by remitting to Dr. Allen rence,
Terre Haute, Ind., box 54, at the publisher's price.
v!2n2tf
vianzra

OF MARMAGK
THE LAW
BY. C. L. JAMES.

An exhaustive argument in favor of liberal divorce legislation. For sale at this office, price 35 cents; postage »

cento.

in calling for MRS. WHITOOMB'S
SYRUP, and take no other. CO.,
D.
St.
GRAFTON MEDICINE

Prepared by the
Louis, Mo. Sold toy Druggists and Dealers in
Medicine everywhere.

ry BUT ME'AND ILLOO YUUQQflQj

||00T(#flAHT
PILLS.

By cleansing the blood and arousing the liver and
secretive organs to a healthy action, Dr. Henry'i
Boot and Plant Pills cure many complaints which it
would not be supposed they eould reach, such as
Headache, Pain in the Side, Numb-

ChiUness, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
IiOSS of Appetite, Bilious Dysentery,
Kidney Affections, Constipation, Debility, Fevers of all kinds, Dyspepsia, Jaundice, and other kindred complaints
arising from a low state of the body, or obstruction
of its functions. v
Being free from Mercury and other poisons they
can be taken at all times and under all circumstan
ces, without regard to diet, business or pleasure.
They stimulate the weakened and distempered
parts into healthy action, giving them strength to
disburden themselves and throw off the obstructions
which are the first cause of disease, Without

For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Publishers, the
Publishing House, 150 Fourth

Avenue, Chicago.

EOS. E. 8. INGEESOLL'S

JUST
ISSUED

ORATION

GBEAT„

"THE GODS."

Price 25 cents.

"There can be but little Liberty on Earth while men

worship a Tyrant in Heaven."

"An Honest God is the Noblest work op Man.

*** For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Phu
osophicalPublishingHouse, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

THE MOST ELEGANT BOOK
OF THE SEASON,
ENTITLED,

POEMS OF

PROGRESS.

"

Poems from the Inner Life."

IN THE NEW BOOK
WILL BEFOTJND ALL THE
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL

It will also remove the effects of poisonous and
deleterious substances that have long remained
in the system. This Remedy contains No Poison
-

ous Drugs, IS PURELY VEGETABLE,

gentle in its action, and is calculated to find all the offending elements and diseased places in the system, to loosen
the bowels, and do a great work without weakening the
patient or producing pain or catharsis; while if sufficient
is taken (directions followed) it will cure the most rigid
constipation.
WE CHALLENGE

OB THE

MENTAL CONSTITUTION.
BY ARTHUR MERTON.
In Mental Science the world has had a surfeit o
worthless speculations. It now asks and needs exac
and positive knowledge, such as guides the Astronomer, the Mechanic, the Chemist, or the Physiologist, to
certain success in his labors. The discoveries set forth
in this volume answer this great need. They bring order out of chaos, and reduce all mental action and laws to
exact mathematical statements. Thus they open to us
a new world of thought and life, for the mental laws relate us to every sphere and every act of duty and pleasure. The truths here explained are of supreme interest
and importance to all classes of persons. Not only is
this the case with regard to its general ideas, it is also
true of their special applications. The farmer, the cook
the mechanic, the architect, the artist, the literary man.

the statesman, the teacher, and the parent, will each find
here new truths which relate to his special duties or pur
suits. An examination of the table of contents will at
once show this to be the case.
The condensed style of the author has enabled him to
treat each of the many topics embraced in this volume
with great clearness. For example, in the second chapter
the reader will find the Signs of Character described,
and to get the same knowledge elsewhere, he would have
to purchase a volume costing five times the price of this.
So the Word Analysis, in the seventh chapter, and the
Laws of Conjugal Love, in the sixth, are equally example?
of condensed and lucid statement.
The Safena has about 200 pages, well illustrated wit>
engravings. Price, in cloth, $1.00. Sent by mail post
paid.
»** For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Phil
osophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

Medium Doctress,
BESIDENCE,

ENGRAVINB
FINE 8TEEL
OP the

NO. 15 HONORE STREET,
HALF BLOCK SOUTH OF MADISON STREET,

Chicago.

TALENTED AUTHORESS.

All Who Have Read Her

"Poems from the Inner Life,"
Will Want its Companion, the

EVEBY

M. HELLEN ACKLEY,

togethbb with a

Poems of Progress.

SPIRITUALIST,
EVERY

EVEBY

REFORMER,

have a copy

of

One of the wonders of the age.

whenever a care is

She wiU not undirtake the treatment of a case she can
not cure.
She will undertake the treatment of any disease, in
the most fearful form, and master it.
Except for fear of the speech of people, she would be
privileged to give the names of numerous people of the
highest respectability,in Chicagoand vicinity, for reference as to the doings whereof she speaks.
The time will come when public sentiment, in this respect. will have changed, and people will dare to do
right.

FREE-THINKER,
Should

At Home from 10 A. M. to 4 I*. M.
SHE KNOWS NO FAILURE!
attempted.

It.

Price, $1.50; postage 20 cents. Full Gilt, ts.00; postage SO cents.
Publishing
*„» For sale by the BeligioPhUosophical
House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.
—"
'

A. Book for the Times.

ASTROLOGICAL ORIGIN
OP

J ehovah-Crod
OF THB

OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS;
Being an Argument on God in the Constitution of the
United States.

By X>. W. Hull.
was only
In this work the author shows that Jehovahpart
their
in the
one out of a school of Gods who playspirits
departed
of
be
to
all
of
are
whom
shown
Bible;
human beings, who had been translated to the sun or
one of the heavenly constellations, in accordance with
the belief of that people. He also shows the impossibility of legislating upon the subject, and gives extracts
from Jefferson's correspondonce on th« subject.
Price, single copies, 15 cents; $1.25 per dozen; postage 2 cents per copy. . [vianlltf]
N. B.—For sale at the office of this paper.

APOCRYPHAL NEW^TESTAMENT!
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and othtr pieces now
extant, attributed, in the first four centuries, to Jesus i

Christ, his Apostles, and not included in-tnt New Testament by its compilers.
Price, $1.25; postage 16 cents.
** For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Phiiosophical Publishing House 150 Fourth Ave.. Ckicago.

THE MEDICAL

FACULTY

AND THE WORLD

at large to produce a remedy, the combination so simple
and harmless, and yet so grand and potent, as this given
through Clairvoyance, and which we in the highest confidence present to the world, already flooded with remedies, all claiming rare virtues, and many as specifics.
This remedy has been tested over and over, each time
proving peifectly successful and giving entire satisfaction. We ask the public to give it a fair and impartial
trial,feeling sure no prejudice can, after testing it, prevent all from adopting it as a

A New Scientific Work.

Inspirational Poems

Given by Miss Doten since the publication of
her popular "Poems from the Inner Life;"

system,

REMOVES MOTH PATCHES AND SALLOWNESS PROM THE
SKIN.

Mrs. M!. jr. WILCOXSON.

Religio-Philosophical

to the hwman

matory Difficulties, allays Nervous Debility, and by cleansing the biliary organs, it

Pull directionsaroundeach box, in English,German,French
ind Spanish; Prioe 25 Centsa box.
Preparedby the Grafton MedicineCo., St. Lonis, Mo.
Bold by Druggists and Dealersia Medicine everywhere.

Price, 25 Cents; Postage, 2 Cents.

Purifier.

Blood

sia, Bilious Diseases,Fevers, and Inflam
-

All heavy and drowsy sensations, which are th®
forerunners of direful diseases such as Apoplexy,
Paralytic Strokes, Ac. are effectually warded
»ff by a few doses of these searching Pills.

"Tolive in hearts we leave behind is not to die."—
Thomas Campbell.
"
What I had I gave. Forget the poet, but his warning
heed, and shame his poor word with your nobler deed.
—J. G. Whittier.

Author of

The above named sure remedy for the appetite for tobacco in all its forms, is for sale at this office. Sent to
any part of the country by mail, on receipt of $2.00. It
is warranted to cure the most inveterate user of the weed,
when the directions on each box are followed. Newspapers and quacks will tell you that this antidote is made
from gentian root. It is false. Gentian root is no remedy for the appetite for tobacco, but it is injurious to
health to use it. Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote tones
up the system and restores it to its normal condition, as
it was before imbibing the hankeringdesire for a poisonous weed. It is a remedy presented by a band of chemists long in spirit-life, and is warranted to be perfectly

_

anBe°particular

A collection of articles in prose and poetry, comprising a
short essay on ORIGIN AND DESTINY, given through
the mediumship of

BT MISS LIZZIE DOTEN,

Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco
dote.

the great reservoir

producing:either nausea or griping.

ILL.

Consignment respectfully solicited and promptly

nal.

I am tired and must go home, for it is going to
rain. I would like to hear you this evening, but
will pay any chemist one thousand dollars
fear I will not be able.
will, upon analyzing this remedy, find one particle
We arose with him, and taking his hand we said, who
or any other poisonousdrug in it.
root,
gentian
of
Publishing House ,
"
Bro. Sawyer, you are going home to your God; I Address Religio-Philosophicaleither
for wholesale orChicago, 111.,
Avenue,
150 Fourth
will soon be with him ; we believe by the 10th of ders,
single boxes or local agencies.
June, and now, in bidding you good-by, we ask
Understand Distinctly that we do not discontinue
you to remember us when you are come into your sending
this paper to subscribers when the time is up for
kingdom. Good-by."
which payment has been made. If any one wants to
have it discontinued, let him or her give distinct notice
With great emotion, all present standing, he said: I to
that effect, and if anything is due remit the same along
on which subscrip"Brother, I think about the 15th of June next, I I with the notice. These are the terms
taken, and we are thus emphatic that there may
tions
shall go home, and when I am come into my be noaremisunderstanding
upon the subject. Justice
prekingdom, I will remember you. God bless you," demands that renewals snail be made as soon aftergreat
payments have expired as subscribers can without
and we parted. He to the rest of his Savior; we inconvenience
do so. Three months trial subscribers are
to our task, working for humanity.
not entitled to come in for a renewal under the SI.50 provision. It would be an injustice to our friend, who would1
Bro. Sawyer is a good man and has a Savior who I be
called upon to make up the balance. Friends, let us
will redeem him(?). We must be redeemed by ever bear in mind that we are daily "painting a life-picture.
If we are so selfish as to do another injustice, it wm forE. V. Wilson and none else, and yet it would be I ever
stand as a baleful blotch on life's record.

t

-

attended to. [vl2nl4tf]

She makes this generous offer for the double
purpose of introducing the remedy, and for
bringing the cure within the reach of the poorest people who use the pernicious drug. The

the child

J

and

cleansing and bringing a healthier tone and permanent cure, but it gives tone to the digestive organs,
dispels languor, acts upon the kidneys and bowels, has a
grand effect upon Catarrli, Scrofula, Dyspep-

ness of the Handsand Feet, Dnllnes,

NEW YORK.

•

many fine tests of spirit-life. One, we think, worth
a place in our department.
To a lady we said: There is with you a man,
fully describing him, and giving his age. This
man is your husband and reproves you for the
eourse you took seven years ago, and approves
the course you are now following.
This was a remarkable test, and fully verified.
We like Bonaparte, as well as the fine farming
country about it.
Among the most active Spiritualists in Bonaparte are the Whitely family, and the Batemans ;
and in the country, the McCreas, Stickneys, Stricklands and others,—all workers in the field. The
Whitely family are very mediumistic and are daily
in communion with the immortals.
Our second course of lectures in Bonaparte,
was a grand success, giving full satisfaction,—
and we will go there again this year, if possible.
While there, we were asked—"Why can't one

haustion in 15 or 20 minutes, giv- r ^
ing tone and power to the system.
qE -^j- wj% q

1» >I -

BOARDING IN NEW YORK CITY.

S.—Brother, I am going directly to heaven, to
Attention Opium Eaters!
my Savior,—to Jesus. I shall not remain in the
grave one single moment; in fact, I shall not be
Mrs. A. H. Robinson has just been furin the grave at all, but away from it, leaving only nished
with a sure and harmless specific for
1
and
body
while
diseased
worn-out
there,
old
this
appetite for opium and all other narthe
curing
'
go
my
will
and
to Jesus
to
home
I, the angel-man,
(cotics, by the Board of Chemists, in spiritmy Savior.
who have heretofore given her the neces1
R.—Well, brother, will you be Sawyer, or some- life,
antidote for curing the appetite for toi
body else ? Will you retain your entity, remem- sary
and the proper ingredients for restor1
hering the past? Will you be able to see and bacco,
recognize these friends you are leaving behind ;ing hair to all bald heads, no matter of how
you,—and will you be permitted to exercise a long standing.
loving control or influence over them for their
Mrs Robinson will furnish the remedy, and
benefit ?
send it by mail or express to all who may
S.—I shall be myself, not somebody else, retain- I
apply for the same within the next sixty days,
ling my entity, remembering the past, and believe
on
the receipt of fine dollars (the simple cost
leave
friends
recognize
I
the
J shall be able to
behind me, and especially these dear ones making of the ingredients), and guarantee a most
up sny family jewels, and shall be able to exercise perfect cure or refund the money, if directions
some influence over them for their good; and yet I accompanying each package are strictly foldo not believe that they can see me, as an angel, lowed .
or recognize my presence, or know of my influence,
The remedy is harmless, and not unpalaand that I shall accomplish this through my table.

lectured therefourtimeto good audiences,—giving

WH TC0MB Sif

903 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Pleasant rooms and good board in a first-class location

I

Ah! Jesus, we love your name and your Spiritualism, but we can not accept you as our God, on
the evidence in our hands.
Friday, May 3, 1872, we found ourself in Bonaparte, Iowa, a station on the D. V. R. R., thirty-:
five miles west of Keokuk, a flourishing little
town, full of enterprise and free thought. We

Children. J

Neuralgia, i have the;
Remedy that will cure the above diseases. In no case
will it fail. Sent by mail. Large bottles $3; small, $1.

J

very comfortable indeed, to have some one on I
whom we could cast the burden of our offenses. I

Whole-

ufacturers,

^gST>
comes all diseases Incident to r
Infants and
O 323 DKT T 3
Cures Diarrhoea, Dysentery and Summer Complaint,
(ivmiD
in
Children of all ages.
v .
STKUK.
PBIOH
Believes pain, weakness or ex- 1

vl2n8-12m
and.
Sure Cure for Catarrh, only

vl3n9tf

Cures Colic and Griping«iq

Remedy

This preparation was given Mrs. Lord while in a
clairvoyant condition. Jthas been well tested
and has won for itself the name of the Golden Discovery, the Wonder of the Age, and which
we offer the public without any fear of competition. It is
composed of active remediesparticularlyadaptedto the
difficulties above named, balanced by others, rendering it
a favorite panacea in many other difficulties that arise
from an unhealthy state of the Liver. It not only finds
its positive anchorage upon the Liver,

It is the Infants' and Children's Great Soothing
Bemedy, in all disorders brought on by teething or

sale Stationers, Printers, Binders, Engravers, and Book
Publishers. Publishers of Spalding's Treatise, and a
thorough, complete, and beautiful series of Legal and
Commercial Blanks of every description. Correspon
dence solicited. Topeka, Kansas.

^

me.

will heal the sick

with one or two treatments that have been considered

|

I
I

Bowels, and faciL ate»
I LUIYId 5 f)( the process
ivHIcvdiid
ol Teething.
STKUK.
PRICE
Subdues Convulsions ana over- I ,

11IU iTPHUnff

DR.
at the Kennard Souse, Cleveland, Ohio, for one
month, commencing July 1st' Diseases often cured

^

paradox? Suppose this son of yours that you
seem to love so well, should by some means, or
through the Tempter be lead down to the very brink
of ruin ; you are near, can see him, can to some
axtamt influence him and yet not enough to save
Sim. He loves you and would obey you, if he only
knew your wishes, but- it is not permitted to
understand that you are near him,—much less that
you are trying to save him, and yet the good God
and his Christ permits the Demon to go on with
his work of ruin, to the destruction of your son,
and that, too, in your very presence!
Is there not something wrong in your position ?
My brother, would it not be better to know
nothing about your family, as an angel, than to
witness their ruin and be helpless to save ? Say,
old friend, is God a just God?—and if so, could he
f ermit such an assumption as we find before us,—
leaving you helpless to save, and yet compel your
being present to witness the ruin of all you hold
sacred, here in this life ?
S.—(Answering with deep emotion) My brother,
Sod forbid. I know he is good and has power to
save. I know he will help me. I do not fully
understand these things, but shall soon know, and
would not do wrong. Let us ask for help. I
believe in Jesus Christ, and I believe he will help

Liver

WANTED! Any paper you want! Send stamp for particulars. Post-Masters Merchants, Clerks, Teachers,
Gents, and Ladies wanted as Agents everywhere. Good
references.
[vl2nl6eowly

Two. ^

Savior—Jesus.
R.—Friend Sawyer, are you not presenting a

Irs, laud E. Lord's Great Clairvoyant

L' L FAlRCHir.n Rolling Prairie Wis.
PT TTPQ
l/L
U .DO f 166Papers and Magazines. AGENTS

letters.
Notes from the West—Number

me ?

Soothing Remedy!

vl2nl6-3m

stating just what you mean and want,

j

Mita

THE aSKLT

TUNIUS UNMASKED, or THOMAS PAINE the

B. V. Wilson's Appointments for August.

^

August 3, 1872.

LOOK TO YOUR CHILDREN

and always date your

\

journal.

religio-philosophical

The Doctress will treat patients tn any near or remote

section of the country.
She is assisted by her father or mother at her home
and abroad.
She is influenced by the late renowned Professors Ackley, op Cleveland, Ohio, and Brainard, of Chicago. Positive anwsers by mail, if patients can be
cured.
She has her Diploma from Tier Creator.

FAVORITE PAMILY MEDICINE.

Single bottles of medicine, $1.00; or 6 bottles for $5.

Maud E. Lord, Physical and Test Medium.
All business letters addressed to W, U. Hooker, General Agent, 251>£ Park Avenue, Chicago' 111.

A Grood. Head, of Hair Restored by a Spirit Prescription.
Editor Journal:—For the benefit of my friends and
the world, I desire to make this brief statement.
I have been almost entirely bald for about six years.
Had tried, almost everything that I could hear recommended, and firmly believed that nothing could restore
my hair.
One year ago this month I wrote Mrs. A. H. Robinson,
the healing medium, 148 Fourth avenue, Chicago, as a
last resort—or, rather, to please my wife.
Mrs. R. immediately prescribed for me. I did not get
all the ingredients for the Restorative until some time in
June, 1871. I then commenced using it as directed, and
was encouraged, because it was the first application that
had been felt upon the scalp,—it causing a smarting sensation. I continued the use of this preparation about
three months, when I could see the hair starting in spots
all over my head, and I now have a very comfortable
head of hair, which money cannot buy. 1 am asked
almost every day how it is, and what I had used to bring
my hair back, all agreeing that it is unaccountably
strange, etc., etc. And here let me state, that not one of
all the eminent physicians I had consulted had given
any encouragement, but, on the contrary, had tola me
that I never would get a head of hair.
I can fully substantiate the foregoing by 10,000 witnesses, if necessary, and will answer correspondents if
desired M. K. Smith.

Springfield, Mo.
Mr. Smith inclosed a lock of his hair along with the
above letter. It is about one inch in length, and of a
dark brown color, soft and lively as that of a young
man of twenty.
Mrs. Robinson diagnoses the case and furnishes the
Restorative complete (sent by express or by mail) on
receipt of a letter in the handwriting of the applicant

or a lock of hair. She diagnoses each case, and compounds the Hair Restorative to suit the temperament of
each person whose hair is to be restored.
The Restorative never fails to reproduce a good head
of hair in less than one year, no matter how long the
applicant may have been bald.
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, 148 Fourth avenue,
Chicago, 111., inclosing $5.00, which covers full expense
of diagnosing, remedy, and postage or expressage.

NEW SPIRIT ROOMS.
341 W. Madison St.
The question is often asked, "Where can I go to get
Spirit Tests and the Proof of the Immortality of the
Soul?" and many an earnest investigator of Spiritualism
has long felt the necessity of having some suitable place
for holding Circles and Cabinet Seances for Spirit Tests
and Development.

Efgi Itomil H® XflWd*

the well-known Physical and Test Medium, will hold Circles and Cabinet Seances on Tuesday, Thuisday, and
Saturday Evenings of each week, at 8 o'clock sharp, at
the above No., until further notice. Parties wishing
Special Circles can arrange for them at any time, by
making application at the rooms. Terms per sitting:
Gents $1.00; Ladies 50 cents. Mediums from abroad
are invited to give us a call and demonstrate their phase
of mediumship. Individuals from the country, coming
here to investigate the Phenomena oi Spiritualism, will
be accommodated with Board by the Day or Week, at
Reasonable Rates.

Mrs. Jorgensen
may also be consulted upon any and all questions pertaining to Human Life and its Real Interests, whether
of a Spiritual, Social, or Business nature, at her rooms
at the above Number. Terms $S,00 per sitting. Social
Calls received on Fridays, Afternoon and Evening.

C. L. James' Poems.
Permeated by the liberal spirit of the social, political
and religious reformation of the nineteenth century,
these poems may be considered the epitome of the Spir-

As to moral character, she refers to Rev. Dr. Good- itualistic movement.
THE COURT OF HYMEN
Reid: of Chicago. vl2nl7-tf. In particular has received the discerning commendation

speed; Rev. Dr. Helmer; Dr. A. E. Kittridge, and Dr.

MICROSCOPES, OPERfl-GLASSEST
Spy-Glasses,

Mathematical Instruments, Drawing Materials, MagicLanterns, Philosophical Instrum'ts.

of our ablest critics, as the most vigorous, picturesque
and dramatic exposition of the enormities of our social
state ever put in verse. Unlike too many of his predecessors, the author writes less to destroy orthodox errors
than to express the inspiration of that sublime belief
which forms the essence of modern radicalism.
For sale by C. L. James, Alma, Wis.

Postpai^^foT]50

The following Illustrated manuals sent on receipt of 10

cents each:
Paet 1. MATHEMATICALINSTRUMENTS.155 pp.
Part 2. OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS. 110 pp. 188 pp.
Part 3. MAGIC LANTERNS& STEREOPTICONS.
Part 4. PHILOSOPHICALINSTRUMENTS.65 pp.
W. QUEEN & CO.,
924 Chestnft St., Philadelphia, and 585 Broadway,

„ NewYork.

T12P7-6to

Cured and Rid of a Bad Habit.
„

*8 to certify that I was an invalid, very had off,
inveterate user of tobacco. I applied to the

Si8™'

heal"!«, medium, Mrs. A. H. Robinson, 148

?

« ye*uU?' Chicago,
for relief. I am happy to certify
£ er dfogoosis of my case was perfectly

1

health prescriptions speedily restored me to•
hpr

longing for tobacco, she prescribed
"^fterate
tobacco antidote; one box of which, cost2®iebrated
y ^w.° dollars, has entirely destroyed all appe-

late ror the poisonous weed in any form. Indeed, I feel[
Ufce a new man.
^rFAre,nciman ^7 birth, and now engaged at the:
Watch Factory, Chicago. I most respectfully
w^° would be healed of their maladies, or
cured of^ the filthy and injurious habit of using tooacco, to address Mrs. Robinson for a prescription.
CSucago, Dl. Ernest E. Sandaz.

The great work of the year. Prospectus, postpaid, 75
cents. An immense sale gnaranteed. Also for my OA.MPAlGN CHARTS and NEW MAPS.
J. W. Goodspeed, Chicago, Cincinnati or St.Louis.

PSYCHOMETRIC DELINEATIONS

OF CHARAC-

ter, diagnosis of disease, cause and remedy, from tne
handwriting, photograph or lock of hair. .Better sausfaction is generally secured where the age and sex or tne
subject is given, if unaccompai-ied by a photograph.
TERMS:—Delineation of character, with hints in regard to occupation and health, $2.00: diagnosis of disease, with advice and prescription, $2.00; delineation,
diagnosis and prescription—worth more than its cost to
any one in health or sickness, $3.00 and two three-cent
stamps.
.
,
Fifteen years of varied and successful experience ana
practice as a medium, healer and psychometrist is the
warrant for this announcement. Address
DR. M. M. TOUSEY,
Vl2nl6m6 Angola, Erie County, N. Y*

%

Ijratlj toears no mask, botes at no ^nman serine, s«b neither place nor applanse: %\t onlg asks a faring.
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WHY INVESTIGATE SPIRITUALISM? crees of the Infinite one, yet she fails in the not be spurious as well as genuine. In fact,
We noticed, sometime since, a lecture by
Hudson Tuttie, before a German audience of
Materialists and Spiritualists, at Turnverein
Hall, Cleveland, Ohio. The subject was the
"Origin and Evolution of Spirit," and it was so
well received that its publication as a tract in
the German language was at once demanded.
The lecture was prefaced by the following
observations, especially addressed to his German hearers, but not embodied in the tract:
It is with a feeling of diffidence I address the
countrymen of the great Buchuer and Carl
Vogt, on a subject which they consider too
puerile for investigation, but I am sustained in
expressing ideas exactly the reverse of their

hour when most needed. When in anguish we the sources of error are manifold. The condicall to the dear departed, over their inanimate tions of spirit control, of necessity, are so subtle
clay, and echo is an only answer from the and evanescent that the communications may
unpitying air; whenj we would give our life be faulty when the best intentions exist. The
a thousand times for any signal from beyond error may belong to the controlling intelligence
the grave to assure us that life and love still or to the medium. Then there is the influence
of the circle, and the knowingly perpetrated

exist, faith gives not that signal, but disap-

deception. With these eliminations from the
mass of so-called spiritual phenomena, there re-

pears in darkness, and doubt pierces our hearts

order is discernable amidst even the confusion
of dogmatic beliefs.
THE POSITION OF SCIENTITS,

is equally unfortunate.

They are quick to

say that they are the only class capable of in-

vestigation. They scorn the idea that ordinary persons can make close and careful ob-

thority—unchallenged before the world. Hon.
Robert Dale Owen, in his "Debatable Land,"
page 268, gives the import of a sitting held
January 26th, 1862, of which the following is
an extract:
"Christ's birth was by inception—not by conception.

Mary inherited a peculiar, physical

and spiritual organization from her ancestors
of David's line. She was placed in a perfect
trance, her bodily life suspeiided. The fructifying principle was received during the trance.
Christ's mortal body was the result of Mary's

servations. In every experiment the)- know
certain well-determined conditions must be
mains a portion worthy of confidence, and hav- fulfilled; and nature, not themselves, deterknowledge. It makes two cardinal propositions, ing value as evidence.
mines these conditions. When these savans
Such being the obstacles to meet, and the attempt to investigate Spiritualism, they in- perfect faith ruling the organism—a faith of
and attempts their demonstration:
(1) Man is an immortal spirit.
reasons for prejudice, why should you over- variably reverse this axiom; and if not al- that trancendent
which is the center and
(2) Departed spirits can return and commu- come them and investigate the manifestations? lowed to enforce their arbitrary conditions, circumference of kind
all that is desired."
"
nicate with earth.
Because, if true, they are of vital importance, discard the whole. They are too thoroughly
In Mary's case it was the outgrowth of
If it prove these beyond denial, then it is one and how can you know whether they be true prejudiced to make impartial observations.
It was a specific faith; the blosof the most important subjects which can en- or false unless you investigate? One test by Sir David Brewster, seeing a table rise into the centuries.
soming of that belief, preserved
ages,
gage the attention. The love of existence is means of the rappings will convince you sooner air, said, "It seems, to rise," and when Fara- that a virgin should conceive through
bear a son.
than a volume of argument. On this question
so strong that none would prefer annihilation
day was told his table-turning theory had No other possible conjunction and
have propure and unqualified materialism, by the con- or death. All hope for continued existence,
you must see for yourself. It is because argu- failed, that tables actually rose into the air, he duced a Christ. Yet there wascould
no suspension
sideration that one greater than they is with and the most inveterate skeptic would willingly ment is not sufficient that these manifestations dared not go and see for himself, but ex- of the -law. His birth
was natural. The same
me—not only the greatest poet of the Father- accept immortality. He may receive cheer- are necessary. They come to supply the place pressed himself " heartily tired of the whole conjunction of circumstances
recurring, if we
land, but the greatest Scientist, of all the long fully the results of his reason, and unhesitat- of belief with knowledge, and to afford them matter."
might suppose such a case, a similar birth
catalogue of distinguished names,which form ingly plunge into the night of oblivion, but it opportunity, is your imperative duty.
It is the misfortune of theorizers that there might happen again."
the lustrous crown of united Germany. Mod- is not a pleasant, cheering view, nor can stoiare two classes of phenomena to account for,
Such a life as this, alienated from gross deMAGNITUDE OF T1IE CAUSE.
ern science, with all its pretentious claims, in cism make it such.
the mental and the physical; and a theory,
sires, and familiar with the devotional and
its intricate studies of the laws of the living
On the contrary, the assurance that the deTo whatever source the phenomenamay be however nicely adjusted to one, is sure to be prophetic, through gestating maturity, whose
world, received from Goethe its grandest gen- parted exist and retain their individuality is referred, they cannot be ignored. The numbers overthrown by the other, and the theories re- mental orbit traversed only within the circumeralizations. He it was who first, with an in- most comforting when we are called to the who receive Spiritualism equal those of any of quire a greater stretch of credulity than the ference of virgin purity, loftily ecstatic in the
sight as profound as inspiration, outlived the bedside of the dying, or when we at last feel the churches. We may not receive Judge Ed- acceptance of its Spiritual source.
realization of prophetic promise, whose verity
all-embracinggeneralizationof creation by evo- that our earthly task is finished.
was transpiring within her own organization,—
monds' estimate of eleven millions in the
^ m —
-v
ask
your
attention
lution. In one sentence he has compressed
to these fundamental United States, although we think it near the
I
centralization of divine purposes
Spiritathesis—No. 3. *this grand
propositions, and to nothing more. They form truth; but reducing it one half, we have a numthe entire subject of the future life. He asks,
within, must compel the product of a Christ.
"Why do we desire immortality?"and replies, the basic framework of the vast superstructure ber far greater than the adherents of ChrisSacred, indeed, must be, and ever is, the
"
BY ADDIE L. BALLOU. Jthe mission
of Spiritualism. You are privileged to re- tianity two hundred years after its advent.
Because we cannot live without it."
of maternity, and most sacredly
If Humboldt, whom it would be unfitting ceive them and reject all its philosophy if you
The adhesion of numbers alone does not
secure
S
should she be in every household, whose
to designate by any adjective, did not pro- chose.
BIRTH
AND
DEVELOPMENT OF SPIRIT. motherhood
prove a cause true; but it does prove that these
I
is clothing the immortal germ
nounce his opinions on futurity, he did not exnumbers find in the cause something that meets
Touching this infinite sea of spirit-life, com- Ipulsating beneath her own heart, with the
PREJUDICE.
press himself against the possibilityof that extheir spiritual demands. It is not confined to posed
of its myriad floating zomes, are many ccharacter mirages reflected through the camera
]
Well, I know how great is the prejudice that this country but in all civilized lands, it has points
istence, and his list words, as he gazed from
of conjecture, with here and there prom- cof her life's pulsations and mental impress,
j
his couch on the landscape over which the sun exists against the subject, and unflinchingly
welcomed
been
by thousands, and become the ontories
t
of certain foundation, and there are ywith as sure precision the indelible stamps of
shed its glorious rays, in their deepest spirit- bear it, and accept the burden which all new head of spiritual life. Even on the other side undisputed
t
islands of facts stretching away ssensation and sentiment, as the collodionized
ual sense, refer to a higher state of existence:— theories justly sustain of vindicating their of the globe, the glad tidings have been borne, in
receives the lights and shades of objects
i the mysterious horizon, whose high sum- plate,
I
claims, in this respect 1 do not ask your and Australia has her Spiritual
"How grand the sun-light! it seems to beckon
and
Journal,
i
mits
reflect now but the dim mist hidden out- tbefore the lens that reflects them.
leniency; I only request you to grant my sub- the learned Hindoos have begun to investigate.
earth to heaven."
If
upon
from the discordant effects of an angered
1lines
the waves of inspired revelation
Such was the closing prayer—a spontaneous ject as unprejudiced a hearing as possible for
—i
owoop tlxo cxxnrla at tho nf tV»a
Jj
HtJlfiBtJ'er. ]looking afar, islands, whose veiled points,aazoro
burst of admiration from him whose forehead you to give, and not allow side issues, which,
God- p
infant, till it may drink its death—perish
was already bathed in the light of the eternal like vampires, have fastened themselves upon
No one who has given the subject the least ward lifting, grow radiant in the hazy dawn of }ing
1 convulsions and congestion in consequence
it, to influence you.
sphere. No priest was there with dogmatic
'
solutions, and beaming attractions in
will assert that the manifestations causation's
attention
of the eflects (a fact recorded), how much
It is now twenty-three years since the first are deceptions.
formula to intercept the grand apotheosis.
1 .the glass of infinite explorations. c
They will not be referred to
*
then, must the horoscope of these little
Peacefullyas a babe falls to slumber, he whose manifestations of the so-called Modern Spirit- either to hallucination, or dishonest deception.
How much this world of spiritual life about more,
be shadowed by the clouds of anger, or
*
life of almost a century of Herculean labors in ualism. During that time it has upheld an Such suppositions might be entertained in an us
1 may be dependent upon, aided by, or dif- lives
4 deeper and more lasting midnight of anthe unexplored fields of science, sank into the amount of deception, arrant imposture, impor- earlier day, but too careful and close attention fused
1
lrom, elemental or emanating nature, or the
that wrings the heart of the motherarms of the laws of nature in which he reposed tunate quackery, wild fanaticism,and unspeak- has been bestowed upon it by individuals
whether it contributes—or where it ceases to guish
|
*
whose office is not understood', and
such confidence, and was wafted on the wings able folly, that would have blasted and sank in whose lives have been devoted to accurate ob- contribute,
1
if at all, to the sustenance of devel- hood,
hungeringspirit pines in its solitude,
irretrievablefailure any such cause having less servation, and whose testimony would be re- oping
1
of that light he so much loved!
spirit in gradation process, is yet unde- whose
J
* the words of endearment and encourageAnd are they dead ? Can such minds as vitality.
1
That it is subtile enough to be sub- for
ceived in any other department of knowledge, termined.
1
that are never spoken, to buoy up her
If, in your prejudice, you point the finger of to
Humboldt's, or Goethe, or Yon Molke, or Bisject to command, is already shown by article ment
permit it now.
J
*
mark, with their gigantic grasp of thought, scorn at the fanatics, fools and knaves who
iNo. 1 of this series; and if susceptible of invi- flaging courage to meet the impending peril,
Such
men
as
Professor
De
Morgan;
Professor
<
and
certain pangs drawing daily closer upon
take refuge under the folds of Spiritualism, I Wallace, the originator of the so-called
keen intuitions, and infinite understanding,
"Dar- tation and control by selections at conception her,
and how much more directly must her
Yogt can only say, the true Spiritualist regrets that winian
'
cease to be ? Shall we allow even a Carl
through conditions afforded by human agency, '
Theory;
Professor
Varley,
the
Elec
"
c
cast their reflex through her
to arise and say over their graves, As the: such is the fact, and so far as his charity allows, trician of the Atlantic Telegraph; Professor a1 spiritual agency beyond may shape in part, disappointments
sensitive condition, upon the foetal
c
light of the lamp goes out when the oil is ex- scorns them as much as you.
and control in a measure, the condition de- doubly
whose
lately
have
researches
Crooks,
attracted
charge,
c
drawing mental as well as material
Do not judge the subject by these excres- considerable
hausted, so the mind perishes with the brain
attention; William Howitt, Garri- sired to produce in the ultimate,the genius that sustenance through the tissues of her being.
wouldl cences. There are equally contemptable at- baldi,
which gave it birth." Nay, but rather
shall make a history. £
Lyndhurst,
Lord
Jules
and
a
Favre,
"
Pre-eminently sacred is this creative hour to
we say with one equally celebrated, The soul, tachees of the church, and even science has its hundred other equally eminent individuals,
There are no absurd vagaries in presumthe marvel of this great departure which we) astrologers and mountebanks. The astute cannot be- accused of delusion, or of being ing the possibility of "immaculate concep- womanhood, yet less are its demands heeded
speculative man, and as often by the father
'
lawyer is supplemented by the groveling petticall death, is here."
dupes. In this country, R. D. Owen, B. F. tion," could we know all the law. To know by
' the offspring she hovers, than the wants
What we yield to the intellect we must to> fogger; the learned physician by the quack, Wade, Garrison, Judge Lawrence, Judge Ed- but half, is to accept but generalities as truth, of
1
;
wholesome needs of his propagating aniand
our affections. Daily and hourly some are and the upright clergyman, alas, "too often, by monds, Professor Robert Hare, Professors while extremes ana freaks of nature show but
are they regarded.
1
mal,
called to part with those who, to them, occupy the "wolf in sheep's clothing."
yet
law
as
of
a
not
understood,—
revelation
a
Mapes,
Denton, and Gunning, only head a list
If unprincipled selfishness stain the pure
Springfield,Ohio,
a more exalted position than Goethe or HumJuly 29th 1872.
miraculous.
hence
the
known
almost countless, of well
and reliable
boldt did to the world of their admirers, andI robes of Spiritualism, do not cast reproach ex- adherents.
Once the student has mastered the scholastic
who
I
cept
of
perform
on
the
baseness
those
this
affection demands that they have a continued
Years ago, a committee of Havard scientific sciences of chemistry and anatomy as given by
existence. If they are immortal, all men are,, audacious act. The more you censure in this men were appointed, to fathom the mystery of the external demonstrations of the law, to him
Letter from St. Marys, Ohio.
t
we
pleased,
better
shall
be
the
for
we
direction,
necessarily
must
for if we exist in the future it
the phenomena, and the result was they be- there is no more; yet there is a chemistry of
of
purification
day
with
joy
shall
hail
the
from
applilaws
unchanging
be by the operation of
spirit ethics, that snows her authority in facts
I have just finished reading the communication
the fanaticism and folly which has made the came so confounded they could not report.
cable to every member of the human family.
The Dialectic Society, of London, organized whose law is not yet taught. Always are we to the Cincinnati Commercial, signed "Nep," and
mockery.
name
a
r
for
gift,
as
a
conferred
cannot
be
Immortality
noting these way-marks upon the face of hisproblems
on
expressly
outly
with
to
deal
the
In the quiet communion with the spirits of
!
"Spiritual Ehenomena Extraordinary in
that would pre suppose a miracle; it must be3
ing grounds of Science, vigorously and hon- toric record, without the reason of their occur- headed
the result of determinatelaws, and these appli- the departed, there is no selfishness to gratify, estly began the task, and were quickly over- rence being satisfactorily given. < Cincinnati," which you have re-published in the
no aggrandizementof presumingfolly. Their
cable to all mankind.
Historic page'may satisfy the wondering Religio-Philosophical Journal. I have also
voices come down sweet as the strains of deli- whelmed by an inundation of testimony. So questioner why a Bonaparte was born a warread the sarcastic editorial comments upon that
WHY SHOULD WE INVESTIGATE SPIRITUALISM ?
the
overwhelming
was
and
so
at
evidence,
cious music, and exalt and purify our souls out
and diplomatist, yet fails to give the rea- communication,
(
and an article headed "AColdThe immortal life in this aspect becomess of the slough and mire of egotism and vanity. variance with what the majority, in their pre- rior
how
a
Christ
as
history
should
be
son
plainly
amenableto law, and hence a legitimateprov- They are heard not in the busy mart of trade, judice, desired it to be, that the report was sup- records, and would compel the sanction of be- Blooded Story of the Great Spiritual Performances
- in the din of the assembly, in the contention of pressed, and onty saw the light through the
ince of investigation. The thinker with pro*
'
Mrs. Hollis," signed " Investigator;" and yet
but gives no explanation to the law pro- of
priety turned aside from this subject when it the world. The antagonism of strife, the heat zeal of a few of the members. Whatever may lief,
another,
headed, "A Prophet Spiritual PhenomThe
query
ducing.
yet
settled,
then,
arises,
was made an adjunct of religion; a dogma,' of party, the agitation of faction, silences their have been the conclusions drawn from their unsatisfactorily to the sectarian thinker. A ena,"
i
signed by John Bishop Hall, in which he
report, at least it silences the criticisms that
necessary to escape the final deductions of the- lips.
,
miracle was wrought. To the skeptic, simply calls
on the clergy, as the prophets of Baal did
ology. When it was asserted that the body
If Spiritualism was not something better the phenomena are delusions.
Pof. Crookes, who certainly can not be ac- a man was born, and nature deviated not. Let upon their god, to come forth in all the might of
was resurrected at the judgment day, and re- than what generally is received as such, which
us see: Whatever nature can do, that she their power and "annihilate the ghost of Spirituanimated by its long slumbering soul, for thee is absorbed in individualism,and prostitutedto cused of partiality for the subject, by the re- may
What has she done? What are her alism." If they stand aloof now, after such a
express purpose, in nine cases out of ten, to be® corrupt purposes, in turn the wholly devoted liable evidence of weights and scales, has finitedo.powers?
For example, let us apparand is manifested.
plunged into a lake of fire to burn for infinite \ champion of Socialism, Communism, Temper- proved that force exists
"
ently deviate from the point at issue. W ithin le.ture as J. B. H. has given them, they will justly
time; the finale of creation being a stupend- ance, Woman Suflrage, Mormonism, Shaker- That force he terms Psychic," and thereby the germinal fluids of each sex are hidden the merit such reproof as that given by Dr. Caustic.
ous miracle, the study of this question was® ism, the Labor Question, Dietetic Reform, and shows how great a man maybe in one direc- elements of both sexes, in miniature, the com- Investigator reminds me of the Irishman who was
worse than useless. We have nothing to do° countless other "isms" and " ologies," I tion while unspeakably small in another. bination by attraction of which fluids—alkawith such dogmatic statements. We do notII should not ask your attention. Not that I cast Force is the agent of all change and motion, lies and acids—in the conjunction of sex, pro- arraigned before a magistrate for stealing a spade.
even claim a belief in the future life essential any reflection on these various issues, some of but how can it possess intelligence? If there duces conception. Impregnation, however, is Two witnesses swore positively that they saw him
to religion, or the highest form of morality. * which may prove beneficial, and others detri- were simply sounds and movings of in- not absolutely dependent upon cohabitation for take it, but Pat retorted that he could bring a
dozen that didn't see him take it. The editorial
History furnishes us with examples of purest mental, but that they have no more relation to animate objects, without design, his theory
rap its results, nor is this assertion made without
and noblest lives of men who discarded not Spiritualism than they have to Catholicism. might be supported, but the moment the
remarks, as well as the other two communications,
the
verity
of
proof.
substantial
theory
his
intelligently,
Atheists.
answers
question
a
only this belief, but were unqualified
It is the strong cause, and into its eddy has
[•
suggests the idea, that there are persons yet in the
While
attending
course
a
of
medical
lectures
on
breaking
'waves
its
re
of
the
irretrievably
for
fails;
We do not press the subject because
;j drawn all these struggling issues, that seek by
within the year, it was my fortune to
shown world who will deny the evidence of their own
ligious effects, for we know that the priesthood identifying themselveswith it to be dragged the shore might"as well be expected to exhibit the foetus of a male child, that was be
grown in senses and the testimony of unimpeachable witkeep
to
psychic force." This intelengine
intelligence
as
P into notoriety. In the process of time it will
have employed it as a powerful
the circle or the the matrix of a virgin, while several similar nesses to the truth of what is called spiritual
11
in subjection the dependent laity. The stoutest
cast these off and become purified. The gath- ligence is not deiived from
citations were made of other cases known to1
warrior, who rushes on the seried ranks of the? ering of these drifts of debris has been forcibly medium. Volumes of facts might be intro- the profession. In no instance, however, in manifestations, and yet profess to believe some old
and exhibited in conventions and mass meetings. duced in proof of this point. It is not de. stories said to have been written by Moses and the
foe with unwavering courage, blanched
modern history have these little waif germs of
trembled with craven fear when a priest threat- Intense individualism and inordinate egotism, rived from ordinary knowledge or clair- inceptive incubation, been possessed of suffi- prophets, which are so absurd and ridiculous that
e
the
Over
hell.
voyantly.
to
reckless fanatacism, open-mouthed credulity,
ened to consign his soul
able to reach maturity. Ac- if any man should say they had taken place in the
This conclusion, sooner or later, must be cient vigor to bethe
mysterious after-life the priesthood have ever
* and besotted ignorance, seemingly gathered tocepting, then,
undeniable facts of thisj last century, he would be called a fool or a knave.
an
attempt
who
hesitated
never
churchmen
reached.
The
have
they
gether for high carnival, and generally succlaimed to rule, and
power in nature's gestating functions, making; If some old sailor should say that some straggler on_
the
grounds,
than
conferred.
explanation
other
it
any
on
power
ceeded in absorbing whatever common sense
in employing the terrible
system11 there chanced to be present.
Spiritual, little understand the dangerous the allowance due the feeble powers of phys- board his ship in the Mediterranean Sea had been
If Spiritualism only offered another
ical womanhood, her less reliance and faith in1
statements,
dogmatic
Do I say that the reporters of the secular weapons they handle. Admit"that these man- spiritual dispensations—theforbidding doubtss cast overboard and swallowed up by a great whale,
of religion, depending on
by
psychic
should
force,"
but
explainable
ifestations
are
investigation,
after lying in his belly two or three days and
press misrepresented and ridiculed the cause in the "
I should not plead its
that have sur- and
•"unknown laws of mind," " odylic force" and threateningofconsequences
it is not depend
uneasy, in order to solace himself should
getting
their reports? I do not know what could have
at once condemn it. Because
more
modern
maids
times, comat least,'> been their object in so doing, for the most ab- or electricity, will not the same explanation rounded
his tobacco-pipe, his flint, steel and tinder,
get
out
ent on assertion; because it attempts,
promise
transmitted
with
the
of generais its strongS surd and ridiculous report they could make apply to the holy records of the Bible? pared
to prove every position it assumes,
virgin of Mary's line (as a descend- and strike a fire and light up his pipe and puff out
a
that
tions
ages
one
rest
on
Spiritual
all
immortal
phenomenaof
are
we
was the exact truth!
claim on the thinker. If
one embraces ant of David) should bear a son,—the physical1 great rolls of tobacco smoke, until the monster
onlyy
Spiritualism was not responsible for these basis, and the" explanation for
should we not know it? Should we not
"
performed superiority of her sex and day,—with her spir- became sick from the fumes and vomited out the
that
all.
"
afforded
force
Was
chic
ps>
it
also
but
results. The fault lay in its not having any
be conscious of the fact,
or
that" itual nature illuminated through the youthful1 old fellow, unharmed, upon dry land a quarter of a
e
the
electricity
gone
Christ?
have
of
miracles
who
They
defined bounds, and ttie platform remains free
means of investigation?
"
exuberance of maidenly devotion and trust,i mile away, would they acknowledgetheir belief in
or
force
od>lip
r"
raised
lacer
with
the
Lazarus?
dead
and
grave,
for all who pleased to ventilate their pet
down to the brink of the
constantly familiar with the worshipful, and^ the story? Yet such a story would not be a
from
the
that
to
'°
away
consigned
rolled
the
stone
sejjulcher?
heart,
went
forth
as
its philtheories, and the sum total
ated senses and bleeding
may it not be possible that such a life might be°
a
religion
become
Then
loved,
does
Christian
they
not
the
all
of
particle more lidieulous than that of Jonah or
>
body
osophy.
its narrow house the
more
sham, and churchmen arrant deceivers? perfected and given to the world as a son of a
'? MEDIUMS.
have felt the necessity of something
For
reference
mother?
t
Samson and the foxes, or the quails falling in the
auvirgin
to
higher
There is but one recourse; then Christianity
ll
Beautiful
definite and assuring than faith.
of mediums lessi becomes Spiritualized, and the so-called super- thority in the thought, the writer refers to thee desert to the depth of three feet for the circuit of
utterance
the
been
have
Nor
d
forehead
holy
and
pure
as faith may be, her
be strange, if, with such natural in Hindostan, China, Persia, Europe, late work of one who stands as a man of pro-)- one hundred and eighty miles, and not much of a
ennoblingg uncertain. It would
"
bathed with supernal light, and
there shouldI and America, at once become amenable to law; fessional wisdom, discretion, argument and au-i- time for quails at that. A. Benton.
manifestations,"
for
a
demand
ede
the
on
the soul with calm reliance
with a desolating cry of " annihilation."
Spiritualism supplies the place of faith with
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army would win, though during those Europe. Don John, of Austria, sailed at the know how he would carry out a reaso
of operations, are so many items in malt- which
anotherpop-gv*. ™sities
Ii
both armies fought well,—remarkably head of the Christian fleet, two hours before view of the whole. Again he has mau
ing up the science, as gradually revealed to us. hours

v
cansidering that almost all the soldiers dawn, and against the wind, on the morning
tt is exactly thus with Spiritualism—but to well,
It
had
tetter from J- Wilcoxaon.
- create a sensational effect among the unin1 never been under fire before. As a South- of Sunday, October 7th, 1571, to attack the
e officer said of the battle to a Northern Turkish fleet; and when, on the great force of
formed and bigoted followers of Theology, ern
A ronv of the Home Mis- for
Dbab Joun
c
frightened
make

^

T

at.

^'

discovery that the serpent, Hebrew,
e.
was an Indian, and thereby improves_ ^ ^
what upon the old idea of the Devil.
t:on
can hardly indorse the idea that pi ,; S . gt
of the species, was the great sin o..
Jjave
parents, and that Adam and Eve
j^aturc
been immortal had they not sinn u Jaw 0f
uncter

a tilt against officer, " There never was a more
the enemy being seen, some of his officers adall these Professors must
^ keen. sent to me by a all
s than our fellows—except your fellows." vised him not to fight, his answer was, " Genaffinities, free-love, etc., which charges, if set
which we are affl
1
reason good for this fright in the fight tlemen, this is the time for combat not for
true, belong not to Spiritualism proper, any And
Home tru
in Spiritualism, the ono
that In
informed that
t
of more
was, both forces being ignorant of their council." He did fight, and destroyed the
i flnd
mc than drunkenness is a product of navi- there
t
The armies were in the accidence Turkish force,more than 32,000 men falling on shows us they were as much
and they gai
gation, simply because both captian and crew business.
rac€a
hindrances of their work,
t war, but they got ahead mighty fast, and both sides,—and thus on a Sunday was gained procreation and death, as were_
are addicted to it. But we recommend to this of
f^ftpn asked for some brief treatise which art
w„ture crew
t
&g
the war was half over Bull Run came to for Christendom its greatest naval victory over of man'and the
Andover Professor a new broom, and a vigor- before
help them in meeting this error." Con- Ar
&
1 looked upon as only a handsome and bloody the Mussulmans. Had he not fought that day, ates nothing in vain, and Mr.
Ql. J)eari
called 0u
ous use of it among the clerical trangr&sors be
sequently a tract of thirty-five pages
not
inacl
le(j by naskirmish. We took our beating hard, little the weather, which was fair, but became bad tell us that man was
s
by Prof. Phelps of 0f
of the day.
mtenae
the "Argument in Brief," to
c
there were beatings in store for us at night, and so remained for some time, would originally, as that he was pot
They do not denounce the servitude of mar- dreaming
Andover is recommended these Home Mishis
c
with which Bull Run might pass for have prevented operations, and so a great ture to propagate
sP^fSergtandthat God
riage, or indulge in nonsense about affinities, compared
as the simple dose by which this ria
Finally Mr.F.gives us to
of the
shall be eradi- etc
etc., but the newspapers show up dozens of as sort of victory, and that our road to success victory not have been won for the Cross over
terrible plague of Spiritualism
i
are
to be a long one, and cumbered with a the Crescent. But enough of these Sunday has made provisions tor u Negro
new in this th<
them to one Spiritualist, who have been was
ana x
cated Of course there is nothing copied
Indian
the
but
c
^
of a million of dead bodies. Many battles, the number of which might be ex- Adamic race,
charged with adultery, seduction, and pecca- quarter
into ch
little work, judging by the extracts
co
the
in
gec.
out
left
i
were given for our defeat, each more tended almost indefinitely, for the purpose of virtually
. th0
dilloes of the modern style! Of course every reasons
'
the Monthly, but a reiteration of assertions in dil
£
than the other, and culminating in the showing that armies that attacked their ene- ply animals. By belief ij1 , j baptism in
time, high-minded Spiritualists deplore any absurd
the same Poll-Parrot style with which simple tic
the
in
person
ond
exquisite
Trm^y',
happy
c
our
in
we
motive
been
absurdity
whipped
victorious.
that
had
of
purity
on
for
the
day
have
or
mies
the
sacred
been
principle
said
of
last
lac
lack
been
have
things
rendered
silly
and
we can ^ otlier.
"
1
we fought on Sunday,—or on the Sab- So it has been for many centuries of Christen- his name, he tellsworld
ranks, but these miserable free-lovers from the because
twenty years, as " arguments against Spirit- rai
come.
to
the
in
immortals
damne(j.
I
Those who found the cause of that lick- dom's life, and so it will continue to be, so
churches, will sometimes work their way bath!
ualism. Besides, this critic, a learned review- ch
a jfe.
i we got in our Sabbath-breaking, forgot long as men are so very unwise as to waste wise we shall go into perdition,^
among us, and what can we do, Profess- ing
er, is a Professor,and hails from Andover, and an
and
courage
t
that
Daquite
as
great
story
of
were
enemy
ingenuity,
the
tell
the
money,
boldly
victorious
-with
time,
They
weight
labor,
Phelps!
or
those
or
have
must
that
all
while
i
as we were, and in conse- talent in cutting one another's throats, instead
vid, Solomon, Hosea, and others, having been Sabbath-breakers
that venerate his position, it ought to be a rea- yi<
(
views of
quence
authority,
is
their
have
to
been licked as badly. If of having resort to reason for the adjustment
this
ought
and
mystery.
up
to
it,
up
the
brought
Inbr
clear
should
he
why
son
it
proi
was
we
Now
in
fight, wasn't it as wick- of disputes. We may hope that the divine
morality!
wicked
us
to
of
to
standard
moment
one
their
tell
an
and
in
off
goes
he
this,
of
stead
pro
has
(
pose that you reform your own school, and ed in the Southerners, who assumed to have sentiment out of which, the Sabbath
"What Spiritualism is not," and the next p0
1
better than their foes? Yet they were ceeded, will ultimately become so powerful as Imong these sleepy religionists before they
when you show us one of your Christian de- fought
charging "that it is probably of Satanic, wl
]
of their wicked work, and they are to cause national duels to be as much detested can see the light of day. We shall have new
nominationswhere your religion is not used proud
origin." Probably—andthat is all the proof no
]
of it to this day. They never have re- and as uncommon, as the personal duel now is versions, new bibles, and new churches, but
as a cloak for hiding the lust of the flesh ; proud
or light he can give concerning the matter, as
An eternal
of their Sabbath-breaking. The truth among rational beings.
j
when you can show us a record unstained with pented
leaving it just where it has usually been left wl
after all none will be satisfied.
the names of scores, who, like Avery, Moffit, is, Sunday battles are very common things,
is upon the mind of mankind. Thought
by a score of learned Professors in" the Ortho th
unrest
victori
reOnderdank, Richards, etc., have proved and as one party or the other must be
dox Church. "All his charges of " trickery," Oi
and investigation must do the work of ele
Spiritualism vs. Religion—No. 4.
themselves free-lovers, as you say, it will be ous, Sabbath-breaking is as much approved as
and,by angel helps the race be lifted, "chicanery," immorality," and contradic- th
form,
con
Sunday
soon enough for you to sit in judgment on condemned by the issue of each
vated, and redeemed. ,
tions," can and must be, too, if" logical, ap- so
BY J. It. BACKUS.
th moral character of Spiritualists. We like flict. Sunday fighting is unavoidable. There
God is at work. Spirits are tossing the
plied to the Bible. He says, Concerning the
is
there
and
week,
i
but seven days in the
honorable opposition, but have no respect for are
religion centers and is fire-brands of destruction into the camp of erhave
shown
that
I
ghostly fashions and ghostly tests, your ere- he
of
done,—and
fighting
: immense amount of
mere pretension. And in comparing notes an
idea of a great First Cause, or ror. Old creeds are changing, old institutions
dentials, gentlemen, if you please ! Men not m
its share, and based on thethat
with you—it is a long column which the Cal- that lighting, Sunday has had
the existence of thtS God is are failing, and ancient beliefs once thought
God,—also
used to the melting mood, break down in tears w:
is
what
Besides,
it.
vanistic and Catholic record now contains, probably ever will have
not susceptible of demonstration;—thatthe go sacred are now thrown aside as worn out
at the assurance that a departed mother, wife, va
Sun
isn't
It
fall?
it
blackened with the plague-spots of the flesh, Sunday, and when does
not be received Dy mankind as a fixed garments.
or child is addressing them in the harangue of bl
Sun- idea can
which priestly excesses have filled with inglo- day at the same time all over the world.
Waco, Texas.
fact. Its acceptance resting wholly upon
a medium ; but when pressed for the proof of w
sun.
the
of
course
apparent
. ri<
rious names. Sweep before your own doors ; day follows the
faith, it will be received or rejected according
identity, they point .to things which they would
«H
Sunare
observing^
China
*
th
then we may have less of that looseness in our Christians living in
to the credulity of the individual. We are
laugh at if used as evidence of fact in the sale
and the Bible.
California
in
Science
Christians
own ranks, which you affect to despise. In day at a time when
now ready ask .what is Spiritualism? and it
of a horse." oi
we prefer argument to are attending to secular business, and are do- we shall find that it has no better foundation
however,
event,
ai
any
Well, admit "it, and let us apply it to Baa'
Bho Jokes:—I noticed in the Christian
ing so with entire propriety. A Christian fleet to rest upon than a blind faith; that imaginaas
assertion, and figures that do not lie.
Your credentials, gentlemen!"
lam's beast.
paper), an
slaughtering in
facts in its make-up; Union of April 17 (H. W. Beecher's
of
place
the
takes
We might as justly ascribe to your Chris- or army might .be battering orworld
tion
To Jonah's fish. "Your credentials, gentleheaded "bcience
calls Sunto center in an infinite article from A. L. Frisbie,
those Bifound
all that you charge on Spiritualism, if Japan on what the Western
tianity
ti:
be
shall
it
if
men." And what would become of
divine frankly adto that force.
"
vital principle, we shall be and Scripture, in which thisBible
s it
it is the moral standard of its adherents by day, but which would be Monday science
ble records? Says the Professor, Is it like
do not agree;
a God as its soul and
Spiritualism is a religion. mitted that Science and the
that
admit
which we judge. For in another, and far Sentiment is a fine thing, butway. The is
to
ready
God to reveal himself in dancing tables, bat- w
Hear him:
batcontrary, we shall find its and can not be made to agree. believing
f m
more deadly guise, have the Jesuits of the strong thing, and will have its Sunday, accord
the
on
if,
But
tered windows, uneasy pokers, the rattling of
that
resting on clearly "There is a strong reason for respect of
i C
truth,
laid
in
Church and other notables, carried on their tle of Waterloo was fought on
knuckle-bones,and the falling of turnips from
foundations
a,
We do not suppose ing to the reckoning of all the nations that and unequivocally demonstrated facts, we shall science must be true, and if in trip, then it
practices.
- abominable
at
the sky ? Is it like God to set going the mato
all
3 al
all the earnest, sincere, and humane members took part in it,—but it was not Sunday to of be clearly justified in repudiatingits religious scientific matter revelation seems
chinery of the supernatural world, for the
whatever.
to some parts
among the can not be trusted in any respect true,
3 tl
a lost earring ? Is it like
thereof, are, however, to be held guilty of Christendom, being Monday Plymouth
sake of recovering
ihis
(Eng.,) character, and giving it a place
Not every logical conclusions is
s si
such immoralities! Nor do we think that it. When Drake arrived at
God to send ' spirits from the vasty deep,' as
sciences.
be conceded, and
3 C
Christianity, rightly understood, can be held from his famous voyage round the world, he
is it? We answer that it last will not hold. It will yetand
Spiritualism,—what
in the case of one of the afflicted, to discourse
revelation do
answerable for the conduct of men. But it is thought the day was Sunday, September 26th,
on pumpkin pies ? Are there more respecta- ai
consists of one demonstrated, central fact,— cordially, too, that science
can
Christianity* of which the Church has had 1850, hut it was Monday, September 27th. viz: that disembodied intellif-ences can, and not agree in the narrative of creation,ofand
ble phenomenathan these among the divina- C
wordy
in a different
t t]
to the inhabi- not be made to agree by any process
the possession and the promulgation for 'Like the Emperor Titus, though Cooper
thoughts
their
tions of the new faith ? Very true. But
communicate
do,
menconcession will
i tl
the last 16 centuries, it is a sad record it has sense, he had lost a day. Mr.
This one fact is the sum total manipulation. And a further
these are a veritable part of its vagaries. I
with a tants of Earth. and
e t<
daily as clearly be that this is not of the slightest consequence.
to compare with Spiritualism. Granted, that tions that he once had a conversation
beiDg
is
have as much reason to accept these as the
Spiritualism,
of
e sisome fanatical or ultra-radical minds attach divine, who "very justly remarked, that there demonstrated as any other fact in nature. It The authority of the Bible will not be weakrest, for divine revelations. And as for the
'
I think, Bro.
consolatory and grand in the
rest, what am I to do with my old Bible ?" tlthemselves to modern Spiritualism, and that was something
is the messenger that conveys intelligence to ened by it in the least degree.
.' yyour charges of looseness are true, as applied idea'that the whole of Christendom was keep- and from the spirit-world. It is the telegraph Jones, that your readers will agree with me,
We should reply to the Prof essor, read it!
the same
be the outside preso ti
to them, what has that to do with the princi- ing holy the Sabbath at precisely add,
and you will learn that it is like your God, to
dispatches to and from the loved that, great indeed' mustworld
this that bears
upon orthodoxy,
i- p
sure of the unbelieving
pie of spirit-communion? And if true, look moment! It is scarce necessary to
thought dead,
Earth,
have
been
make things dance generally in those old Mowho
of
ones
n aalso to the wicked license which the Church opinion was met by the objection, that, as we but who in reality still live. The fact, then, when such a concession is forced from a, promsaic times, and doubtless he would have eaten
h has exercised in its temporal courts and inqui- proceed east or west, there is a known differ- of intercommunion between the visible and inent divine, and published by the editor of
pumpkin pie if set before him, as well as fresh
it ssitions in former ages. Perhaps you will say ence in-time to defeat the calculation." Thus the invisible worlds, is all there is of Spiritual- the Christian Union without any note of warnkilled calf and corn-cakes, when he dined at
s iiit cannot be charged, however, upon the there are Sundays and Sundays, everything de- ism, and whoever has witnessed the demon- ing to its readers. Verily the world does
host. As
Mamre, with old Abraham as his
(
1- Church
of to-day. We are not sure. How pending upon the observer's standing-place.
the flesh "of beasts was such a " sweet smellstration of this truth, and thereby become move.
n long
f
Now, how do you suppose with such an adsince the Salem persecution? And since But, it was said in 1861, our army was beaten
ing savor unto him, why should not pumpkin
convinced of its reality, may be denominated
enemy
the
and
it
attacked,
Run
because
at
Bull
proven,
has
s- that
t
time, as modern journalism
pies, as an indispensable at Puritan Thanksof what may be his mission, he seeks to save his Holy Bible?
regardless
Spiritualist,
a
d the
t carnal and discordant propensities of hu- could not be expected not to defend them- convictions on other matters. He may be an What logic, reason, or argument, could a
givings, come in for a discourse ? It would
it rman nature have been largely represented inl selves. Unfortunately for this theory, that honest man or a rogue. He may be of a pure, rational man use in support of the divinity of
seem absurd to the Professor, for us to get
t lives and conduct of the Priesthood. The! part of the enemy's force which decided the moral character, or the reverse, and yet, if he a book, who acknowledges that its narative of
s, the
shirt and dress-patternsfrom departed spirits,
;r rreal essence of mad lust and carnal excess is! event of the action attacked our men, and did only knew the fact that spirits do communi- creation is untrue, and where it conflicts with
and he, thinking his God kept the Bazaar over
having made a long and forced Sunscience, seems to trip,—in other words, tells
is iinvariably attendant upon the wild and wickedL so after
a Spiritualist.
the other side, might indignantly oppose his
march for the very purpose of attacking cate, he is
/vf ,-oi
Spiritualism, then, being the actual, tangible big lies? I will give to your readers the gist of
what
any
without
reference
iil)pat\crns nfor ''under-cl otfl-i-,opersecution.
our
and
of
I
soldiers,
spirituality
Men who lack the
j
demonstrationof a fact, must of necessity be his" argument in his own words:
id toleration,
ing, as well as outer-clothing,to his annointed
t
are, as a rule, not only the greatestt ever in the doings of the latter. Many Sun- classed as a science, as science recognizes only
The aim of the writer (Moses) is not to
the
favorablyto
have
been
decided
day
recbattles
The
an
t>?
abLevi
What
libertines.
priests of the house of
despots,
c
but the greatest
give a literal account of the creation, a comsenses.
to
the
demonstrated
facts
r
of
most
brilparty.
One
the
attacking
amply
God
wars
for
d
reply
religious
to
the
Professor,
surdity, let us
c
ords
of both civil and
The science of Spiritualism no more teaches plete cosmogony, but rather to reveal for moral
n prove
to come down to the level of a robe-makerin
this. A brutal soldier is never mores liant successes won by the rebels in the Chan-, a code
j
of morals than the science of chemistry ends, a spiritual creating God, to whom man
r
attacks
campaign,
rewardedthe
bloody
celorsville
paraathe
to
the
under
times,
and
descend
ancient
fighting
those
t
than when
brutal
and can not of right be considered was made responsible. It was of little consegeology,
or
May
army
Sunday,
they
on
our
on
made
3rd,
all
1
which
a- banner
of
Marriage,
phernalia of tinkling bells, phylacteries, finof the cross.
l
a religion, any more than. the demonstration quence to instruct men in geology. It was of
gers, etc., too numerous to repeat. Well then,
3, jpriests prate with an immense amount of blus-- 1863, The hard and destructive fighting that[ of any other fact in positive science.
the highest consequence to reveal a personal
yesj if it was like God to dine on veal and
id ter,
t is nowhere more sacrilegiously crucified1 gave our army possession of Petersburg, and
God. Man could be safely left to learn geol;
Religion
has
itg
God
and
Heaven,
Devil
and
the
closing
consequently
of
Richmond,
thus
i
certain
So
wars.
Johnny-cake,and do a hundred other things
;s by
holy
priests
their
in
1 holy
its code of morals and plan of salvation, ogy. It would not hinder the moral developHell,
April
place
on
took
Sunday,
2d,
1865;
war,
Christian(?)
)
most
the
'
day,in
recounted of him in the Old Testament, it is
this
i this, that to
none of which has any connection whatever, ment of man if he were to believe for a few
ts governments
would be like him to carry out any other traits
of Europe, as in the Franco-Ger- and it was while attending church, that day,' with the fact of Spiritualism.
j
hundred years, that the earth was flat, with a
Davis
received
Gen.
from
that
Mr.
Jefferson
li
s- man
abominable
most
of human character,doubtless. But your misthe
recently,
i
war,
While religion is purely speculative and vis- foundation of rocks all the way down; or that
is centiousness,
(
rape and violence were practiced1 Lee the announcement that the rebel capitalI ionary, originatingin mythologyand the crude it was laid on the shoulders of a kneeling
take consists in lugging in the God-Power as
d on
the only actor in this drama of life. And
< every feasible occasion, by soldiers who) must be evacuated. On Sunday, the 17th off conceptions
of primitive man, Spiritualism giant. Man, without geology, could be a true
May, Gen. McClernand attacked Gen. Pember- c
-i
your theology has made your God no better went
into tne army wearing tne cross as a ibufirmly upon demonstrated fact, and and blessed being. He could be trusted withE
(
This the journals have re- ton's army on the Big Black River, and com- stands
than a man. You give us this man-God of ommendation.
the world to investigate its claims.
out the science, but he could not be trusted
c
antiquity, and insist that only such a God as ported.
Men and women who peaceably agi- pletely defeated it, with great loss, while his3 challenges
j
Spiritualism has not giyen to the world a without the revelation of God. He might not
t
the marriage question, and openly insist own loss was but small; and that was the veryr, new
you picture and worship is to be accepted as tate
religion, but by opening up communica- be trusted to invent a Gcd. This truth must
1
upon
reformation here, or even those who last fight that the enemy made before entering tion
i
Superior Power, while Spiritualists, generally,
to the inhabitants of the spirit-world, has be revealed from heaven, and not left for men
'
(
our own good taste, and run against our Yicksburg, where they were shut up and theni enabled
do not presume to bring this power down to offend
the dwellers over there to give us in- to guess at. In this direction lies the ultimate
convictions by a gratuitous use "bagged"" In the others of our wars there3 <'
the special events and personalities of human personal
]
calculated to explode the fallacies of reconciliationof science and the Bible, in the
<
such words as affinities, twin-spirits, etc., was Sunday fighting, in which the attacking'!r formation
conduct, but consider all as special provi- of
Theology. It has "robbed death of acknowledgement that such a reconciliation
1
j
a thousand times less to be feared for their party was successful. Washington was espe- popular
dences and interpositions, as eventuated by are
1 sting and the grave of its terror." It has is neither necessary nor possible. Let us take
(
"ministering spirits" of every degree of de- outspoken
silliness, than these mitred knaves cially active in his operations against the3 its
a desert of Hell, and killed the Devil it, not as a guide through the labyrinth of
1
sleek Mathers, who, under a clerical garb, British troops in Boston, on the first, second, made
i
velopement. For any human, fallible being and
(
It has proven immortality beyond a geological periods, but as a guide to God.
]
incited the most bloody and destructive and third Sundays of March, 1776; and it was3 outright.
to assert the character of God—"what it is have
<
has blessed mankind beyond measure,
doubt,
Did your readers ever see such a confused
not," or what it is,(regarding this God from the ]revolutions. And it is to-day a gravequestion on Sunday the 17th, that the town was takenj but
yet it is not a religion.
jargon of ideas, and so many logical absurdiplane of Spiritualism)is a baseless assumption with the people, whether they can afford to tie by his forces. He had ordered that Majorr ' Terra
Haute, Indiana.
ties thrown together in the same space before?
] and governed by any code which origin- Andre should be hanged on a Sunday, but cir—but to assert what we know of ministering led
If the object of the Bible was not to give a litecumstances, that had nothing to do with the
!
in the dark ages of priestly despotism.
spirits, though our knowledge be imper- ated
ral account of creation, what was the aim of
Review of Fly's " Bible True."
You say, "Spiritism, therefore, builds on sacred character of the day, led to a postponefeet, is far more rational and logical, as a livits author, or why did he pretend to give any
i
road to the mad-house." Go to the vari- ment of the execution of the sentence. The
ing fact, than any dogma which presumes to the
account of it at all if that account was not
,
BY II. C. PIERCE.
asylums for the insane in this country, battle of New Orleans was fought on a Sundefine the way of God, or charge actual results ous
truthful? And if the Bible is not to be trustto a satanic origin. In truth, let us say, this and read from statistics there, how your mad day, and though the English, who attacked,
Writing in the interest of the Orthodox ed when it tells us how the world and the unithreats of perdition were bloodily beaten on one bank of the Misyour
little pop-gun will not even leave a mark, much theology,
and sissippi river, they were signally successful Church, Mr. Fly has presented us with a new verse were made, what assurance have we that
them dozens
to
have consigned
less arrest the spread of Spiritualism.
Mod- on the other bank, so that our commander book with some new thoughts. He is bold it speaks any more truthful when it tells us of
since the advent of
As usual with all ambitious opposers, it uses scores,
all that he had gain- and apparently independent, yet he keeps God? If the Bible lies, and is not to be trusted
cheap powder in abundance, but it gives the ern Spiritualism, to every one therein incar- feared that he should lose
had captured com- wholly within the limits of creedal Christianity. when it speaks of creation, and man's formasame uncertain sound, does not settle the ques- cerated for any such results, from a belief in ed, as the ground that they
he had so heroically defended. After telling us that Moses does not mean to . tion, will the Rev. A L. Frisbie tell us by
tion; some other Professor will be called upon Spiritualism. And noW, will the Home Mis- manded the linesattacked
and defeated the say that God was only six literal days in creat- what system of hocus pocus reasoning it is,
'ere long to try his hand on a similar experi- sionary copy our reply to the Andover Pro- The Germans
of August, 1870; ing the world ; he attempts to satisfy us con- that he arrives at the conclusion that it is a
ment. The following paragraph is, as all our fessor, and give us fair play among its subscri- French on Sunday, the 14th4th,
they attacked cerning the existence of man on this planet true guide to God? and, Bro. Frisbie, after all
readers will see, a re-hash ot stale sayings, of bers? And will it discuss in its own columns and on Sunday, December
and defeated them in three battles. The bat before the time of Adam. This he does by your faith, hope, trust, preaching and prayer
which these champions have a full supply al- the subject at issue, for a reasonable time?
tie of Watterloo has been spoken of as one in finding it recorded in the first chapter of Gen- for salvation and forgiveness, your God is a
ways on hand.
"
which the assailing army was beaten because esis that man was created on the sixth day lying God, a false God, a myth with no power
Profaneness is one of the piquant eleTlie Sunday Question.
the day was Sunday; but the allies was quite while the Adams were not created until after to hear, pardon or save. You trust nature and
ments in these dispatches from the other
as much assailants as were the French. The the seventh. The fact has become too patent the revelations of geology in preference to the
worlds. The spirits come chattering to us with
I send you for reprint a valuable arti- Prussians, who had so large a part in the bat- that man has a long antiquity upon this plan- Bible in its teachings of creation; why not
a great deal of impish talk. They jeer with
of the day tq get near et. Not only does Egyptian, Chaldean, and trust the revelations of nature as a guide to
old fashioned infidels, at the sacredness of the cle, extracted from the Boston Traveler, tle, marched for most
at various points, Chinese history inform us, but the remains of God? How obtuse must be the intellect, how
has reference the French, and attack them
Sabbath. Their inspiration shows a malign of July
27th, which
their cavalry it was that fol- man found in the Devonian and limestone blunt the moral sensibilities of that spiritual
bearing towards the restrictive morality of the to the all-important Sunday question. The with success; and
io wed the flying French, and prevented them transition, forever puts to rest this question teacher and guide, who could say that it would
Bible. More than all else, they preach a deadenveloping this sub- from rallying. Besides, the same day that the No intelligent geologist can gainsay it. Hence injure the moral development of man to bely antipathy to the Christian theory of the re- bigotry surroundingand
fighting the Anglo.-Dutch and now, we are to have a new reading of Genesis' lieve for a few hundred years that the earth
lation of the sexes. Where else do denuncia- ject, gives to every sensible sentence against French were
Prussian armies at Waterloo, another French which will conform to the discoveries of sci- was flat, etc.
tions of the servitude of marriage find so con- it, an illumirating power for good far beyond army
If moral development does not consist in
attacked toother Prussian force at ence. All this is very well, we da not object
genial home as in a Spiritualistic library ? what we are apt to imagine; therefore, let us
Wavre, and defeated it. One of the four days to new readings. They are very much needed justice, honesty and truth, what does it conWhere else such loose theories of divorce ?
circu- of the terrible battle of Leipsic (October 1813) about this time. But there are some few other sist in? And if a belief in lies will not hinder
Where else so much nonsense about affinities, seek every opportunity to multiply and
and in that battle not less difficulties which we would like
progress, I would ask in all reason, what
spiritual unions, twin-spirits, and the like ? late them. Everything soundly progressive fell on a Sunday,were killed or wounded, the Fly, and such new interpreters to have Mr
men
60,000
than
for us' will hinder it? If a belief in lies will accelerate
instinct
The thing itself, somehow, wallows by
in this direction, is heartily welcomed by the victory beintr with the assailants. It was on If the second chapter of Genesissolve
our
moral progress, why not go back to the
not an amin that kind of mire. Whoever else may dab- liberal world, as being timely, significant, and Sunday, the'l2th of September, 1683, that the plification of the latter part ofis the
first, as mother church, and let her feed us with monkble with it, free lovers are sure to do so."
by
John
Subi
ish
tales of old rags, rusty nails, rotten bones
wherein hoary Poles and Germans, commanded
Theologians once told us, how are we to unThus, the Professor has at last promised a practical accessories to a cause
masses, and a wafer God? Talk of purity
and the Duke of Lorraine, attacked and derstand the 19th verse, which tells of the
weapon for the Home Missionaries, which like error is to be dissipated, knowledge substituted eski
of
battle
the
great
of
formation
the beasts of the field?
defeated the Turks in the
rist*an mora^s when its prominentdivines
a rusty knife, has the edge that will, with a for ignorance, and superstition dispelled by Ivahlenberg,
of
and
which
result
popular
the
periodicals teach their hearers
near Vienna,
Were they not created previously aclittle grinding, cut up his own authorities. the dissemination of truth:
definitely broke the Ottoman power and freed cording to the 1st chapter? There is another that a belief in lies is no hinderance to moral
And this is the" only weapon they" can bring.
prevailed
had
development,
that
fears
and
these men the guardians of
Christian Europe from
Geo. A. Bacon.
discrepancy in the two accounts of the DelIt is usually with the " vagaries only, with
there for more than two centuries. The battle uge; one chapter tells Noah to take the ani- public morals! What then, must these morals
Boston, Massachusetts.
which they deal. The real principle, the
Sunday,
on
the
fought
of Bothwell Bridge,
c''lmulal.iuris prudence answer
mals into the ark by twos, but the next chapt il
fact of angelic communion,theydo not touch.
Last Sunday, July 21, was the eleventh anni- 21st
Let
the °v,lr
of June, 1679, was a most remarkable ac- ter says it was to be done by sevens of the:
hundreds
of immortal acts of minWe maintain that Spiritualism (not Spiritism) versary of the battle of Bull llun, as generally tion.
isters
falling
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from grace, sorely tempted bv
clean,
and
by
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were
only
for
the unclean
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is a science. For though not understood in it is called, a battle over the recollections or
some
frail
the
assail
and
Mr.
religion,
F.
published
seems
to
female,
for
only in a partial
in almost every
all its laws and details, it has been proven, and which it is impossible to smile, though we who were in arms of Charles IT., that imper- Deluge, because itbelieve
is the more reasonable, daily newspaper, answer! Is it not high time
what is proven can not be negated, but must found the action itself no such smiling affair ants were soldiers
yet
meanness;
and
view.
Pretty
and
good;
and
Spiritualists
he
forgets, however, to1
lQfi^els
be affirmed. If but a simple, rude canoe can in the closing days of that departed July sonation of profligacy
victorious. The tell us how Noah and his family with each other, and oust theseshould unite
be propelled through, or over the water, the which helped make up the sum of the summer the assailants were completely
was
on
fought
were
able
clothing from their places aswolves in
Mountain
to
sheep|s
resist
battle of the White
the frosts of
science of navigation
teachers
is a fixed fact.
of 1801. We thought it a grand affair then
imperialists
the
the
top
1620,
of
8th,
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Ararat, 17,000 feet above the
yo what extent, and in what manner it is nav- and so it was, the biggest battle that ever had Sundav, November
attacking
and
forces
and
sea,
League's
consequently
7,000 feet above the
igable, our knowledge of the science will been fought on our territory, as more than and Catholic
AKELE
and settling of perpetual snow. He does not tell us line
Green Garden, August 1, 1872.
by
finally determine. It makes no difference how 40,000 men were in the two armies. 1 he mor- routing the Protestant Bohemians,
days
till
those
these,
what
from
miraculous
means
the
fate
of
Bohemia
they were kept from
many storms or head-winds sweep over the tification of the North was very great, and it
ocean, or what varieties of style and character was the more so because it was clear that our and making of her a mere province, whereas freezing. Of course he might have said it
Hudson Tuttle's Arcani nf
powerful
•.
a
na
of
making
was
all
a
she
had in her the
miracle, but as he seems to like a Physical Man,
make up the army of navigators and voyagers armies might have been decisively victorious,
and
upheld
constitutional
have
reasonable
in
tion,
that
might
view, rather than miraculous one
over this ocean, the laws, the science of navi- had it not been for the stupidity of some ot
be
read
by
every
student nf the Harmonist
u
i
gation remain immutable, and all these diver- our leaders. It was a question for hours freedom and enlightened religion in Eastern in one part of the story, we are at a loss to Philosophy.
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no great principles of good," he should have

telling a falsehood no blacker or more damnable, was struck instantly dead. Probably the

blow which is to strike down the sapient

editor of the Advertiser, is held in abeyance for awhile,

and it is highly

proba-

ble that it will fall upon him when least expected.
Glancing over the editorial page of the
Journal, he found many items therein that attracted his attention, as bearing evidence of
blasphemy, and straightway he clipped them,
and sent them forth to the world.
In a previous issue, we alluded, as expressed
above, to Collier's church, and in so doing, we
thought that we would be instrumental in
doing great good. The idea that angels smile,
or that Jesus laughs, or that Paul hurrahs,
or that the apostles vociferously cheer,
sounds harshly to Christian ears; but for
ourself, we would not think it improper or
undignified for any of the saints to express
their joy in the way above indicated, when
some beneficent act was done that would alleviate the sorrows or hardships of humanity.
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fumed Nosegay for God's Saints
1872, another for driving a nail into the front
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SPIRITUALISM AND INFIDELITY.
The same spirit that actuated the clergy to
The class of people who call themselves persecute those who were opposed to them in
Spiritualists are rapidly earning another name, the past, exists to-day—the want of power
that of Infidels and Blasphemers. The doctrines they profess do not consist simply of only holds them in abeyance. The light is
principles founded upon the discoveries of constantlybreaking in upon the world from
mediums and the appearance of spirits, but the Supernal Spheres, and it is generating a fire
in a direct disbelief in the inspiration of the that will eventually succeed in burning up
Bible and the existence of God. The speakers who have appeard in this city have called every vestige of superstitionthat old theology
the former, trash, the latter a myth. Christi- has generated.
anity has been ridiculed, and its teachings.
Look at the acts of the so called Christians
They have no God, no religion, no great prin- in the past. Ten thousand persons
ciples of good, but dwell simply upon spiritWERE BURNED
ual manifestations. There is not an expounder of their faith but what is a Blasphemer, at Como, Italy, in 1816. During a period of
using such words as chills the blood and thirty-nine years, seventeen thousand were
shocks the heart. There is not one of their burned by them in Scotland. They
burned
journals but it is worse than Tom Paine's Age
of Reason, and contains more dark atheism John Rogers, Latimer, Ridley and Tyndale;
than even Comte or the French atheists ever they hung Mary Dyar on Boston Commons,
wrote, not disguised in the language of and have in this enlightened age tried to enphilosophy, but broad, unblushing, and
act laws making it a crime for mediums to heal
shameless.
We have before us a journal published in the sick. In Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin,
Chicago, called Religio-Philosophical, which Illinois and Iowa, they tried to close the porclaims to be a Spiritualist organ, and which tals through which the angels are looking on
avows the most shocking blasphemy. We
cull at random some paragraphs, which will toiling, suffering humanity, and make it a
show its purport. In speaking of church edi- crime for them to shower down on the sick
fices in Chicago, it says: "True Christianity their healing magnetism, and had it not been
would be beautifully illustrated if the Rev.
Robert Laird Collier's congregation would fit for the vigorous eflorts of the
Religio-Philosophical Journal,
out their magnificent church with berths, the
same as an ocean steamer, and let those who are the hand of oppression would in some of
in indigent circumstanceshave the use of the those States been successful. Knowing what
same free. OV nnt.il able to m©et tho ctorma of Christians Have done in the past, knowing
lire successfully. Would not the angels smile?
Would not Jesus laugh, Paul hurrah, and all what they are doing to-day, we feel the time is
the apostles cheer vociferously to see such a past for using honeyed words! While we are
practical illustration of Christianity; and
would not God himself, who showed his hind willing to accord to all religious bodies the
parts to Moses, say, 'Well done Robert inalienable right to worship as they see fit, we
ask the same for Spiritualists; and while we
Laird?'"
In another article on religion it says; " We shall freely criticise the past and present
say it boldly, and defy contradiction, that status of the church, and shall condemn its
ministers of the gospel, as a class, are the
meanest, vilest, most damnable, and brutal! eflorts to subsidize the constitution and reins
No crime too dark for them to commit; no of government, we shall do so in a spirit of
sin too self-polluting to intimidate them. The kindness, and if our ideas are pointed, and our
very air whispers their devlishness, and going method of expression like a
two-edged sword,
off on the breeze, they die out in demoniac
the effect will only be the worse for that on
echoes."
And again in the same article it has this which they are aimed.
paragraph. "But religion is as cruel today
That the churches to day are hostile to
as it. was when it seized Peter Gabriola, and progress, and
would enact laws to subsidize
who refusing to comply with demands made
upon him, his persecutors hung several bags the constitution and reins of government, is
of gunpowder about his body, and setting fire self-evident, judging from the tone of the
to them, blew him up. It inspires humanity papers that represent their interest. They are
to the perpetration of horrible deeds—incited cnafflng see
that freedom in religious matto
Calvin to burn Servetus; and Paul IY to sign
the death-warrant of Cranmer, and the Pres- ters exists, and that under its benign inbyterian Kirk to cast the women and chil- fluence, works on Spiritualism and Infidelity
dren of the soldiers of Charles I into the river are being published, and sown broadcast over
Avon. Place Infidels, Atheists, in charge of
reformatory schools, houses of refuge, etc., the land for the enlightenment of the people.
The New Castle (Eng.) Daily Chronicle, animated
and the young would be properly trained."
These are doctrines which are abhorrent in by the same hateful spirit that actuated the
their nature. The cloak of Spiritualism is construction of the rack, gibbet, and instruhere for a moment thrown aside, and we see
ments of torture, in the days of the early religithe aims and teachings of their faith.
We do not object to a fair exposition of the ous persecutions, wants laws enacted to
doctrines of Spiritualism. The subject is one
DESTROY THE FREEDOM
which demands investigation, and should be of men's conscience. It says, "That in walking
done thoroughly. This is right and proper.
But we do not find it necessary for the Spirit- through the market on Saturday, I was very
ualist expounders to rail againat religion, and much astonished to see so prominently exposed
in lieu of scientific inquiry tnrn to blasphemy. to view a large assortment of all kinds of
—Springfield {Ohio) Advertiser.
works on Infidelity and Skepticism. Those of
Paine, Voltaire, etc., as also numerous tracts
As we stated in last week's issue, it was and pamphlets by all the leading Secularists,
customary to publish religious books with and—as they call themselves—Freethinkersof
startling titles, one of which is given at the the present day .... Is there no means of
head of this article. Since the day of Crom- putting a stop to this sowing broadcast of such
well, however, times have changed somewhat, doctrines ? If not, surely it is time we had
and now Christians who read the above title, some legislation on the subject, as it appears
will not even " smell" of the " Nosegay " of to me that su.ch works are quite as reprehensible
facts that follow, but will denounce them as as, if not more so than, indecent publications."
destitute of that "perfumery" which can
The views entertained by the Chronicle,
please their olfactory organs.
would be endorsed by nine-tenths of the church
It is really amusing to see the efforts put organizations of this country. We stated a sad
forth by those who believe in the existence of truth in the Journal of Aug. 10th. when we said,
a God who sits on a seven by nine throne, and "Religion is as cruel to-day as it was when it
around whom angels with wide-spread wings seized Peter Gabriola, and who refusing to combeat the hazy air, and with golden harps play ply with demands made upon him, his persecuany tune, from " Pop Goes the Weasel," down tors hung several bags of gunpowder about his
to that good old Methodist hymn designated body, and setting fire to them, blew him up.
by learned savans as " Old Hundred." If the It inspires humanity to the perpetration of
editor who gave the Joubnal the above gra- horrible deeds—incitedCal vin to burn Servetus;
tuitous advertising, had confined himelf to the and Paul IY to sign the death-warrant of Crantruth, he would have merited our commenda- mer, and the Presbyterian Kirk to cast the
tion, but as he coupled therewith a
woman and children of the soldiers of Charles
MALICIOUS FALSEHOOD,
I into the river Avon."
we feel like censuring him somewhat.
To sustain our assertion in this respect, we
In his declaration that Spiritualists have would refer our readers to the report of the do-

to-day, the world would become a cliarnel
house a million times more corrupt than the
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Mrs. Mary J. Hollis.

celebrated
Stables,
adultery in one who was "after God's own

Some weeks ago Mrs. Mary J. Hollis, that
well known spiritual medium of Louisville,
heart."
visited Cincinnati, and, it is reported, proMinisters of the gospel, accustomed to read duced in her seances and private circles the
the Bible, and contemplate its corrupting
most wonderful manifestations of spiritual
teachings,
are familiar with the conduct of development ever wittnessed in
this section of
INHUMAN METHOD
David toward Bathsheba! It not only sanc- the cc-untry. The Cincinnati Commercial at
of torture meted out to those who "raised their
of
David, but it also the time devoted no less than seven columns
tions adultery in the case
eyes" from the Bible during religious exercises,
gives indubitable evidence of badly shattered to giving a full and acurate discription of
finds parallel cases in the cruelty of professed
morals, when, in unmistakablelanguage, it enwhat was heard and seen and felt" in these
Christians during the last 1800 years. Those dorses war, polygamy, slavery, swindling,
seances.
who could not submit to the galling restraint murder, deceit, stealing, etc.
The Louisville Courier-Journal of late date
of their Christian teachers in minute respects,
For further particulars in verification of
were ch astised on the bare back with whips our statement, see D. W. Hull's article in No. states that Mrs. Hollis returned to that city a
few weeks ago, and in two or three private
soaked in oil over night, to render them more 20 of the Joubnal.
circles held recently, several gentleman and
pliable and cutting!
We presume the Editor of the Springfield ladies assert possitively that they witnessed
his
whipped
The minister in Vermont, who
Advertiser is a Christian. No one would so fallittle boy until his back was black and blue, sify or misrepresent Spiritualism who for a the same manifestations in Louisville as were
and not heeding his piteous cries and entreaty, moment entertained the idea that he would be reported in the Cincinnati papers. They say
that Gen. Washington appeared in propria
continued the torture until he died from the compelled to suffer therefor, instead of shifting persona,
was recognized by the audience as
substantiate
to
effects of it, is quite sufficient
it off on some innocent Nazarene. Believing being exactly like the pictures with which
the fact that the same spirit lurks in the veins
he can vilify Spiritualists, tell falsehoods everbody is familiar. Other faces appeared
of the churches that distinguished the Chris- thus,
to them, and denounce them in at the same time and were recognized.
reference
in
tians when they imprisoned Abner Kneeland,
still not suffer, the Saviour
and
terms,
bitter
Mrs. Hollis also visited Nashville, where she
and caused the death of thousands on Bartholassuming the sins and atoning therefor—it is made many warm personal friends and a host
*
omew's day.
surprising that he shows an utter disregard of converts. Since her return from the Rock
The purity of Spiritualists, their honesty, in- not
truth, or that religionists in general are City, she has received from her friends of that
for
the
all
tegrity and true manhood, is sustained by
foolish and extravagant in their asser- place a magnificent present, the free-will offerso
wild,
the penitentiariesin the United States. In the
tions.
ing of their regard and affection. The present
is
there
Western Penitentiary in Pennsylvania,
GOD DESTROYING CHURCHES.
consists of a large and massive silver pitcher,
not a single Spiritualist, Atheist, or Infidel.
As an example what the orthodox God at one two goblets, a handsome bowl and a beautiful
Spiritualists believing, yea, knowing, that the
eyes of angels are constantly upon them, time did in Ohio, and in fact is constantly do- waiter, all of the same rich and costly materithe country, al. The pitcher is surmounted by an elaboratewatching every thought, and witnessing every ing the same in various parts of
struck a ly wrought representation of a crane, and on
lightning
state
that
the
would
we
deed, have an incentive in their loving presence and watchful care, to lead lives of honesty church being built at Eaton. It struck its side are inscribed these words: "A testiand integrity, and do not make suitable candi- one of the large bellposts and proceeded monial of admiration and respect in which
dates for our prisons. The statistics of crime downward, making a hole in the two- Mrs. Mary J. Hollis is held by her Nashville
in the United States sustain us in the conclu- foot brick wall some six feet in diameter. It friends."
Another present scarcely less costly and
sion that Spiritualists are the most moral, hon- followed the iron and tore it loose in a very
est, and law-abiding citizens. Knowing that unscrupulous manner, and where its passage magnificent she has just received from her
they are constantly surrounded by those who was forced upon the brick wall the bricks and Cincinnati friends. This consists of a massive
were dear to them on earth, they feel that their mortar were greatly crushed and broken. The gold chain and locket, the latter alone costing
life must be characterized by such acts as will church was injured to the amount of several over thirty dollars.
hundred dollars.
These are testimonials of social qualities and
receive their hearty commendation.
Immediately after this accident, we believe mediumistic powers rarely found in other
Our penitentiariesand the statistics of crime
ladies.
show conclusively, that the editor of the Adver- the members,
UNWILLING TO TRUST
tiser told a wilful and malicious falsehood in
their God any longer, erected lightning rods, Direct Spirit-Drawing as Witnessed
his statement thai; Spiritualists have
giving the lie to their religious doctrines!
thus
by Lavater.
GOOD."
"NO GREAT PRINCIPLES OF
How high an estimate should be placed on a
Had they none, would not the statistics of God who will aim his thunderbolts at his own
Lavater, says Eliphas Levi in his curious
crime, and the inmates of penitentiaries reveal chosen children's house of worship. What is a Histoire de la Magie, was much addicted to
the startling fact?
system of Religion worth that has such a God evoking spirits, and had two which constantly
The literature of Spiritualism inculcates a at its head. Just think of the monstrous ab- erved him. lie also, he tells us, was one of
pure and lofty morality; it penetrates deep into surdities of the Bible!
Think of making a a magnetic circle where the state of trance was
the labyrinths of nature, and solves those in- woman out of a six ounce
rib, a solid bone. produced through the use of the Harmonica.
tricate problems that have baffled the Scientists
Think of making a better half out of the A kind of idiot was then made use of as a
of all past ages. With such thinkers as Hud- poorer whole ? Think
of God giving a narcot- writing-medtum for spirits. One of these
son Tuttle, to delve deep into the "Ar- izing
substance to Adam prior to cutting out spirits gave himself out to be a cabalistic Jew
cana of Nature," and Andrew Jackson Davis, the rib!
Then glance at Moses who had 23,000 who died before the birth of our Savior, and
to solve the abstruse problems that relate to people
cruelly butchered ! His own reprobate gave forth revelations much in the style of
growth and development,and William Denton,
brother made the golden calf they worshiped, those given through the somnabules of Cahagto explain the geological structure of the earth,
and instead of killing him, he promoted him net. His spirit once said that he would give
and maDy others in their peculiar speciality,
to the high priesthood ! Notwithstanding them his portrait. At this request, papers,
Spiritualism has accumulated a literature,
Moses depravity, he remains in good standing colors and pencils were placed for the spirit
though of only a few years' growth, far su- with God. This
God who made woman out of behind a screen. The shadow of a little hand
perior to that emanating from the Christian
a six ounce rib, in order to facilitate cruel was shown upon the screen, and a slight moveChurch!
butchery, stops the sun, and to premote licen- ment was heard upon the paper. When the
While the Catholic Church disposes of its intiousness, orders the old and young of a cer- noise ceased, everybody ran to see what had
dulgences to sin, the other churches are not a
tain tribe to be killed, but the vagins must been drawn, and a coarsely painted portrait
particle superior in essential qualities, inculwas found representing an old rabbi clothfed in
be reserved for the especial use of the victors.
cating an idea equally as odious, revolting and David not only
commits adultery, but causes black, with a white ruff falling upon his shouldevilish, that man may sin, act the part of a the death of babes and puts
to death Johna- ders, and black skull cap upon the summit of
fiend, and if lie only repent just one minute tl)
an's son. Could we not with a great degree his head—a somewhat peculiar costume for a
before he dies, he can go direct to heaven—
of truthfulness declare that those who endorse person born before the time of Jesus Christ.
thus affording a license to commit crime! How
the Bible, have no great principles of good, Besides, the painting was blotted and incormany families have been broken up by some
and is it not true that the very charges so well rect, and greatly resembled the drawing of
insiduous divine, who believes that death-bed
displayed in the columns of the Advertiser some child who had amused himself with colrepentance is a sure antidote for his depravity,
against
Spiritualism, are false, yet when ap- oring with his eyes shut.
resulting in perfectly cleansing him from all
plied to orthodoxy, become true !
impurity. It has been estimated that it would
The St. Charles Meeting-.
As an illustration of
require a paper as large as the Police Gazette, of
CHRISTIAN PIETY,
New York, to correctly illustrate and describe
we would state that a saloon-keeper at Keokuk,
The meeting at St. Charles came off agreeaan account of the criminal offenses of minis- la., was
recently arrested for selling beer on ble to announcement, on the 16th, 17th, and
ters of the Gospel, that occur each week!
Sunday. When tried, he explained that he 18th of August, and a good affair it was!
A correspondent of the Louisville CourierSt. Charles is noted for her good meetings,
was
a Seventh-Day Baptist, while his wife beJournal, writing from Argyle, N. Y., speaks as
longed to the Dutch Reformed Church. He and this one more than met the expectations of
follows of the
kept Saturday holy, and she sold beer thereon. the people. The gathering was very large
REV. ROBERTSON'S DEFECTION,
She kept Sunday holy, and he sold beer there- many going from one to two hundred miles to
an account of which was given in the Journal
on. We are not told what success this ingen- attend it.
a short time ago:
The weather was very favorable for an outious plea had. Many volumes have been writ"Throughout his whole life he has been dis- ten on the advantages of having
differing sects door gathering. Most of the time, during the
tinguished and known as a hypocritical pre- in the
Christian Church; but their authors days, it was cloudy, and the evenings were
tender to piety and religion, particularly by
those most intimately acquainted with him, would scarcely count such a case of combined charming.
well calculated, however, to deceive old dea- piety and profit as one of those benefits.
The speakers were numerous, so that the
cons and deaconesses, assuming in the pulpit
But
time
was well improved with a great variety of
while
an
endless
diversity
of
opinion
ex
the piety of a saint, but conducting himself
out of it with the license and abandon of a Don ists among the clergy of all denominations, it is sentiment.
Every soul was replete with enthusiasm and
Juan._ Frivolity, jesting, drunkenness, if not really amusing, and causes our exuberant spirlicentiousness, have been his prevailing and its to rise wonderfully, to know that a minister admiration for the good work being accombesetting sins. His first ministerial settlement
was in tnis County and State; and rumor has it living near Cincinnati has been preaching plished. There was more than one thousand
that, when installed in his first charge, he was against lightning rods and insurance compa- persons present at the meeting, and none
compelled to steady himself by holding on to nies. He says the one is defying God, and the seemed to regret the exertions they had made
the railing of the altar. After remaining for other is a refusal to trust Providence.
to be present.
a year or two at this, his first charge, he
About next December, it is expected, another
This minister is of the right stamp, and is
was called to the City of Troy, in this State;
similar
the
only
meeting will be held in some town in
one
that
we
know
who
implicitly
trusts
but, before going, a committee of gentlemen from the Troy congregation, not known God. As a general thing wealthy congrega- the Northern part of Illinois. Precise time
to him, as they supposed, took seats in his tions, fearing his lightning and his thunder- and place is not yet determined upon.
church at some evening service, with a view to bolts,
A brief report is expected from the Secreerect lightning rods to protect church
test his talents as a sermonizer, and to report to
their congregation the result. But they had property, and also get the same insured. We tary, for publication. It has not been renot come unheralded, and Robertson, it is said, admire that Christian who innocently reposes ceived.
surpassed himself on this occasion so much his trust and confidence in God, and who rethat the enthusiasm of his own congregation jects
lightning rods and insurance, and retires
Private Circular Letters Made
was heightened in the same proportion as the
Troy congregation was stimulated by the com- to bed at night humming within his own mind,
Public.
mittee's report, and the sequel of the matter " Rock me to sleep heavenly Father." Such
was that Mr. R. left his country congregation confidence and trust in God shines forth beauThe faithful, of the New Departure type, are
for the city; but rumor says again, that the rev- tifully, but
it is unreliable, and "trust in God being warned by private letter, to be on hand
erend gentleman, upon the occasion of preaching before the said committee, and when pass- but keep your powder dry " is the last resort, at the ensuing Boston meeting of the American
ing out of the church, whispered to one of his and is equivalent to relying wholly on one's Association of Spiritualists.
Of course, the inirreverent hearers that he hoped the d—d fools self. If this enlightened
minister had lost a tention is to secure enough of the type referred
were now satisfied.' "
home in Chicago last October, he would trust to, to indorse the Woodhull "New Departure"
This case of ministerial defection is only one Providence in the way he indicates, as
little as farce, and carry the impression to the world
out of many thousand that might be quoted! he would home insurance companies.
As for that it is really the voice of the Spiritualists of
While Spiritualism is not without its blemishes, defying God, does he regard a retreat
to the America.
its imperfections, still, when placed beside the
New York, August 1, 1872.
coal cellar, or the immersing of one's self becharacter of the various churches, it assumes neath feather beds,—methods
My Dear Sir:—The solution
dear to the femiof the great
and
the
glorious nine mind during a
the brilliancy of the diamond,
storm,—as a defiance to and grave issues to be considered by the American
effulgence of the noon-day sun!
Association
of
Spiritualists,
at its coming
Deity ? They, like the rods, are resorted to in
convention, requires your presence
Spiritualism is founded on nature; Christi- order to escape death. To be consistent, our annual
experience and wisdom. presence,
anity on superstition and error; the former
Let no obstacle that it is possible to
preachers should never carry an umbrella, beover
has endured throughout all time, the latter cause it keeps off God's
rain, nor should he come, prevent your contribution. Your sister
only about 1800 years. The Bible of the Chris- wear clothes, since they make the- body cooler tor the great human family,
tians abounds in contradictory statements and or warmer than it would be if
Victoria C. Woodhull, President.
left entirely to
obscene language; and if the lives of its leading God's care. The principle
would lead to a
Mrs.
T. C. Barlow has been lecturinc
characters should be imitated by humanity thousand other absurdities.
at
Wattstown, Michigan, to
who bowed in holy reverence to God,
his presence by entreaties made in tremulous
accents, seemingly they would have been actuated by humane motives! But the acts of cruelty there, the
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good houses.
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Mrs. M. A. Wheelock writes to us spea^ i
in high terms of the midiumship of Mrs. M. J.'
Caleson.
That's right, Brother Fayette,—report the
incidents, conversation of the spirits, etc., at
the seances in Oswego, N. Y.
Lorenzo Myers, of Ithica, N. Y., has our
thanks for sending us that " Badly bedeviled

the improvement of the minds of the young.
We have finally succeeded, and feel to rejoice
Tyiour success so far. The Lyceum began in
-with 20 or 25 members, and now numbers
conclusively that our
V/,)f 50,—showing
"
nf' v? is not a fizzle," as some of the
hiuted H would be> an.d
also demonst? Politely fact
that our religion is
1?|the
progressive
p ogressive.
entirely ignorant of the
manner

or'
infer*

in

Boatman."
Everybody should read the Journal.

which* /

Only

angels, we hav« nmde sufficient P"igresi.to feel

1 $1.50 a year to new subscribers before the 1st
of January, 1873.

assured we shall be amply compensated t<.v all
our labor. There is a Church Sunday Sch»0l
held in the same house, and many of its mem
bers, despite the secret efforts and open sneers
of confessed followers of Christ, have forsaken
the old dry husks of theology and entered our
ranks with a zeal that shows that they had
much rather be fed upon the true bread of life.
The c luse is progressingfinely in this and
surrounding vicinities. Brother C. A. Skinner,
of Brownsdale, visited us last Saturday and
Sunday. Saturday evening a circle was held
at the house of Brother E. Sprague, where
some very fine manifestations took place. After sitting a short time in the circle, at the request of two Indian spirits, Washtenong and
Zishguawana, the light was turned down
that they might make " moons " for us, whereupon several beautiful crescents, representing
the various phases of the new moon, were
produced upon the table, and made visible to

Dr. Wm. Herring, Magnetic and Clairvoyant physician, gave us a call one day last
week. He is a splendid medium, and is doing
a good work, at Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Brother A. E. Doty spoke at Cedarville,
N. Y., August 11th. Is to speak at Fairfield,
August 25th; Jerusalem, September 1st;
Georgetown, September 8th; Edmestow Centre, September 25th; Cedarville September
22d.
Dr. E. B. Wheelock and lady are now at
their home, Pleasanton, Kan. They expect to
move northward within eight or ten days
visiting Lawrence and adjacent towns. The
Doctor is represented as a good speaker, and
his lady an excellent medical clairvoyant.

all present.

HENRY T. CHILD, M. D.
Subscriptions will be received and papers may be obtained, at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St., Philadelphia.

Retrospection.

wf;re conducted,

th "Shaving d a j t
Pw kTv.11' ,^nowodge
found no small ungained from
fhJ Lyceum
f nGuide
^ and the ^istaoce
the
of the

At their request again the light

was extinguished, and the room made utterly
dark, when the full light and glory of the spirit

JOURNAL. " _g

The last twenty-five years have been rich—more
rich than any former period of equal duration, in
all that is calculated to elevate and improve
humanity. All the discoveries in science and art,
in philosophy and religion, have tended with
wonderful unanimity toward the ipiritual unfoldment of the race.
The grand discovery of the correlation and conservation of the forces, leading to the still more
impoif.ant one of the existence of a universal
ether, tie pabulum in which all the planets revolving in spate, are bathed, and from which they
derive their motions, their life and everything that
pertains to them, was a striking fiet in connection
with the doctrine necessarily Involved in the
theory of Modern Spiritualism which teaches that
there is a spirit-world, material in its character,
around and between the planets, for the reception
of those spirits who are constantly passing away
from the gross material forms.
Spiritualism has proved that the spirits are
composed of refined material, and the world to
which they go is also a substantial reality.
Twenty-four years ago, slight and apparently
insignificant sounds were heard in Central New
York, which began first to agitate single individuals, then the neighborhood, the State, the Nation,
until the entire civilized world has heard the
echoing notes of these sounds, so simple and yet
embodying intelligence of the highest and most
lasting importance to the welfare of the entire
race of man.
As when upon the surface of some quiet lake,
even of vast dimensions, a ripple is made, its everwidening circles roll on in beautiful undulations,
to the uttermost shores, so was this a ripple upon
the ocean of mind, which is now moving over the
entire field of humanity upon our globe, and which
no power can arrest until it shall have reached
all mankind everywhere.
Christianity, with its hundreds of sects, and its
millions of enthusiastic devotees, has failed to
bring mankind together into near relations and to
remove the evils of isolation and enmity, but there
is hope that the religion of Spiritualism, starting
from these manifestations to which we have
referred, adapted as they are tj meet all the conditions of humanity, will yet evolve a philosophy
that will meet the demands of all classes, and that
in its ultimate results, there may be realized a
practical and effectual means for the harmonization
of the race, and a more complete consciousness of
of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of
man.
Such, we believe, is the result which must flow
from this great soul-awakeningreligion and philosophy, dissolving the iron bands of sectarianism,
and the cold and unfriendly relations that too
often exist between nations, so that in the language
of Cowper—

influence over the world which must carry peace
and harmony to millions of souls.
Those who have realized in calmness and serenity
the beautiful repose that comes to the soul, with
the knowledge that life is a continuous stream,
unbroken by death, and ever moving on into
higher and holier conditions, and that all our
affections, which seem so often to be rudely torn
asunder in this life, are to be united again and be
as enduring as life and immortality.

world seemed to burst upon us. The room
was made so light at times that persons could
Mrs. M. J. Wilcoxson will return to he# be seen in every part of it, and soft caressing
Western field of labor the 1st of September, hands of loved ones who had passed on before
were felt by many present.
and friends desiring monthly engagements
Many spirits were seen and recognizedby
will address her at once, for the route from nearly every one in the room. Flowers of the
Chicago to Kansas City and Denver, care most beautiful shape and color were brought
Religio-Philosopiiical Journal Office, 150 in the [form of wreaths and placed upon the
brows of several mediums present. Spirit
Forth Avenue, Chicago, 111.
lights were seen, and several fleecy clouds
floated through the room in which after a short
D. W. Hull and Eld. L. Shortridge are to time a spirit form would appear. The most
have a discussion at Moments, 111., commenc- beautiful manifestation consisted of a great
variety of flowers, which were heaped upon
ing September 3d. Propositions:
table until they seemed to reach nearly to
1. " The book called the Holy Bible is the the
the ceiling. This last feature was a symbol of
only divinely inspired volume in this world." harmony, and this element seemed to pervade
2. " The New Testament is our only safe everything.
On Sunday the Lyceum gave place to Bro. S.,
guide from earth to heaven."
who, by the assistance of the angels, gave us
Eld. L. Shortride affirms, and D. W. Hull a fine discourse,—after which an inspirational
denies. —
invocation was given through the mediumship
of G. P. Colby. Brother S. spoke in a man"
That Mysterious Man," Charles H. Bead, ner that did credit to his mediumistic powers,
held ajseance at Manteno, 111., on Thursday and to the glorious cause for which he labors.
he live guarded and guided by the
evening last. He is making Chicago his head- Long may
angels to aid in dispelling the dark clouds of
quarters for the present. Friends residing at superstition and error from our land.
towns in the vicinity, can now engage his
Fraternally thine.
George P. Colby, Secretary.
services by addressing him in care of this
office. He will shortly appear at Elgin, AuItems from D. W. Hull.
rora, J oliet and Lockport. Go and see this
The following items I clip from the Olive
wonderful medium.
Branch, a severely religious paper, published
Mrs. Addie L. Ballou is not to lecture at in Kansas city:
Switched off.—A Sabbath school Teacher
Hillsboro, Ohio, during September, as anneeds to be upon his guard against being
nounced in our last issue. She lectures at turned away from the direct line of the work
Battle Creek, Michigan, during September, before him, by some irreverent or curious
"
Lands separated by a narrow frith abhor each other."
and at Hillsboro during October. Her ad- question which is started by some member of
Every movement of the tidal wave of Spiritualdress for September, will be Augusta, Mich., the class. To avoid such diversions, the
Teacher should have his lessons clearly before ism, while it brings the spirit-world nearer to
and for October, Hillsboro, Ohio. She will his own mind, and then strive resolutely to
humanity, also brings man nearer to his fellow
probably spend the fall and winter lecturing

bring it before the mind of each pupil.

in the South and West, having received calls
from there. Address her as above.

gested may be in itself, if it be not appro-

No matter how interesting the topic sug-

priate to the subject in hand, let it be passed
by, or laid aside for consideration at some

J. H. Harter, of Auburn, N. Y., addressed
the Spiritualists of Phcenix, N. Y., on Sun-

future time. If the teacher fail to keep his
eye open, some active restless spirit, impatient
of close attention, or unwilling to have a direct appeal made to his conscience, will be
ready to switch him off the track by starting

day last, in the beautiful grove which is finely

fitted up for out door meetings. The audience
was large and attentive, and highly pleased

a question which will aflord some fun, or lead

with the speaker, who addressed the assembly

away the minds of teacher and pupils to

the discussion of a subject of no real practical
value."
That's it; see that not a thought shall penetrate juvenile brains except those prepared by

on the importance of making intellectual,
moral and spiritual progression. An old
Methodist brother present, contributed not
only of his money, but said "great good will
come from this meeting." The Spiritualists
in Phcenix are wide awake and in earnest.
May the Lord bless them.

evangelical hirelings!
What shows up the cowardice of the clergy
better than language like the above. Don't allow
any impious questions, which means don't

stop to investigate any scientific or moral
truths. If you do, some vigilant whiteheaded
Exchanges.
urchin, will make the whole class, teacher and
all, in a spite of all the machinery set to work
We are constantly asked to exchange with the other way, infidels. Our's is God's eternal
but Jehovah himself is not able to depapers all over the country, and although nine- truth,
fend it against the attacks of one of these chiltenths of our exchanges are useless to us, we dren of nature. The best way to hush this
never refuse to exchange, on the condition subject up, is to rebuke the intelligentauthors
that each paper shall notice the Journal twice of such questions, or at least treat them with
merited contempt. Did the Bible writer accia year, editorially, criticising it as they may dentally stumble on the
truth when he said,
see fit. Some of our friends have sent copies "One shall chose a thousand, and two put ten
to their home papers, suggesting an exchange. thousand to flight?" Or did he foresee that
To this we do not object, but wish it under- even Sabbath schools would breed infidelity?
The following is from the same paper:
stood that we do not seek exchanges, and must
An Example for Railroads.
A traveler
receive compensation, by editorial notices.
on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad noticing some wire racks on the side of the car,
Dead Beats.
each of which contained books, found that
they were beautifully bound New Testaments,
Occasionally a good honest brother or sister inscribed on the card. "These books are for
reports that certain persons who have taken free reading here: they are the property of the
and must, not be taken from
the paper for a long time on credit, are dead Company,
the train." Every copy was freely examined
beats.
and read"
Which I would amend by also proposing
We are much obliged to them for such information. We can't afford to send the paper that a copy of the Koran, Yedas, Shaster,
of the Ages, etc., be placed there.
from year to year to such persons at a cash out- Bible
Andrew J. Davis' books would be a great
lay of $3 each per year. When such dead beats deal more welcome to the travelers, and do an
become numerous it is nearly death to any pub- infinite amount more of good. It would be
just as consistent in Spiritualists, to demand
lisher to carry the burden.
the latter work, of infidels to ask for a copy of
Now, notwithstanding dead beaU are quite the Age Reason,
or Scientists to ask that a
of
yet
neighbors,
they
well known to their
are copy Lyel's Geology, Darwin's Orgin of Species
better known to themselves; hence we appeal Huxley's Lay Sermons, Lubbock's Prehistoric,
to all such to arouse sufficient integrity to write Times, as for religionists to ask them to furnish
the travelers with the
of the "Word of
and inform us of the fact that they really are God"; better the latter;reading
for every man knows
such, and consequently don't mean to pay for that so far as science has demonstrated the
the Journal. It is true that it will cost a half truth of what he is reading, there can be no
sheet of paper, an envelope and a three cent mistake, whereas he has to take everything
in the Bible on
It is the same old game
postage stamp, but inasmuch as most of that we all played atfaith.
when we were children.
"
•class owe us from three to eighteen dollars each,
There is one argument in favor of Christithey may think it but fair to balance the ac- anity which I could never reason away," said
a
young
who tried to be an infidel, and
count at so trifling an expense of about three could not,man
"
and that was the consistent, godly
and a half cents. It is said "there is honor conduct of my own father."
To which any bystander might have replied:
among thieves."
N. B.—This item is not intended for any one "There is one argument against Christianity
which I could never reason away, and that is
unless he feels himself to be a veritable " dead the inconsistent,ungodly
walk of a majority of
beat."
those who call themselves Christians. These
men and women are fathers and mothers in
Lyle Station, Minnesota.
your own neighborhood, and are asking us all
to become Christians, which means a profesDear Journal :—I thought to inform yoyi sion of something which grants an indulgence
some time ago concerning the organization of to its possessors to do that which would make
a Progressive Lyceum in this vicinity, but humanity blush."
have not had an opportunity. The time at
If to be Christian means to follow the examlast seems to present itself, so I will endeavor ple given by those who monopolize that title,
to give you some idea of our trials in starting I too must look in another direction. And if
a Lyceum. The friends here have worked earn- to be a Christian means to be good, I will try
estly in the cause of progression, but have to be good without making confederates of a
never been able to effect an organization for set of hypocrites.
—

1

man. This religion and philosophy claims as its
rightful property all that is spiritual in all the
systems of the past and the present, and it would
add to the lustre of these the strength of knowledge and positive demonstration.
How glorious it is to five in an age in which
there is so much to call out the faculties of the
human mind, and especially to unfold the spiritual
nature. Already millions of earth's inhabitants
have realized the close proximity of the spirit-

world, as well as the enduring affection and love
of the dwellers thereof, which, while it awakens in
every responsive mind a return of the same
affection, establishes a beautiful and enduring
bond of union between the dwellers of this mundane sphere. The object of this grand movement
which characterizes our age, is not alone to
reveal the presence of the spirits and establish the
fact of continued existence, but also to open to
the human mind vast fields of investigation upon
which it may enter with more freedom than it has;
ever before been able to. The past with its rich
treasures, the present with its abundance of facts,
illuminated as they are by the light of the inner
world, and the future, so dim and uncertain to
man's unaided vision, is radiant with hope andL
light to us.
The recipients of such knowledge meet upon
common ground, and hence, among the millions of
Spiritualists, there is a bond of fraternity, a unityT
in diversity, which, while it gives to each individa
ual the largest freedom, still retains a unity of
interest and feeling, such as has never before
existed.
There have been eight annual sessions of the
National Association,—few in numbers, yet, in
some degree representativesof Spiritualism in the
various sections of our country. The American
Association has never claimed to be an authoritative body. Its members realize that they are
responsible for their acts and utterances. Having
attended all except the first, which was a massmeeting at Chicago, we are satisfied that there
has been a progression with each year, and that
the institution, without assuming any authority or
dictatorship over any, is doing a work ; and while
those whose only knowledgeof it is from hearsay,
may pronounce it "a failure" and inform the
world that "it is dead," it will move, steadily on,
and continue to do its work.
We hope to see a World's Convention before
long, in which the advanced minds of the age will
meet in fraternal relations, and consult as to the
welfare and progress of this great cause. There is
room for all these conventions, State, National
and World's, and they may and will do their work
encouraging, and not in the least interfering with
local societies nor individual labor, which is, after
all, the main part of the great work.
In spirit-life these conventions are meeting from
time to time, and though there may be Spiritualists who think such meetings useless, they may
rest assured that so long as the spirits find
advantages to result from such meetings in their
homes, there will be those who will be interested
in the continuance of these meetings here.
It is by association there as here that we become
familiar with the conditions of our fellow-beings,
meeting upon the broad ground of spirituality,
with an enlarged and comprehensive knowledge of
the vast concourse of the heavenly host, whose
visits are no longer "few and far between, but
whose intercourse, communion and guardianship
is rapidly becoming the common experience of
mankind, and with better conceptions of human
rights and human destiny, there goes forth an

GJity (Entrrtuiwtt^nt^.
Globe Theater.—No. 56 and 58 Desplaines
street, Col. J. H. Wood, proprietor.
ACADEMY of Music.—No.

159 and 101 South

Halsted street, near Madison, C. R. Gardner, sole
manager.
Nixon's Amphitheater.—Clinton street, between Washington and Randolph.

Passed to Spirit Life.

Itoiiasi.

[Notices for this Department will be charged at the
rate of twenty cents per line for every line exceeding
twenty. Notices not exceeding twenty lines published
gratuitously.]

Use 1>e\ Ilesiry'M World's Tonic and

Blood Purifier.

Tt is the great household remedy, pleasant to
cure of
take;, yet potent for Ihe prevention and
Cordial,
diseases. It is better than Bitters,
Sold by Druggists
liuchu or Sarsaparilla

Passed to the higher life, from (Lotts Creek, Humboldt
county, Iowa, July 3rd, 1872, Willis D., eldest eon of
Theo. J. and Roxa Smith aged 12 years. 3 months, and
15 days.

Although 'tis hard to part with the earth-form of our
lovely and affectionate boy, yet we have the consoling
Dr. Henry's Hoot and Plant Pills.
faith that his spirit is still with us.
Mild yet thorough—no nausea or griping—en
Theo. J. Smith.
tirely vegetable—great liver remedy. Price 25
cents. Sold by Druggists.
Passed from earth-life, September 1st., 1871, G. Mitchel
Mayes, son of Wm. B. and Sarah Ellen Mayes, aged 7
years, 7 months, and 10 days.
Mrs. Wtiitcomfo's Syrnp.
Our bud of promise broken here,
The great soothing remedy. Price only 25
Transplanted to a brighter sphere,
cents. Gives rest to the mother and health to
Doth in immortal beauty bloom;
the child Sold by Druggists.
There is no death—we but pass on.
C. H. D.
Understand Distinctly that we do not discontinue
Passed on to spirit-life, Charles Perkpile, in the 17th
(
sending
this paper to subscribers when the time is up for
year of his age, from the residence of his father, Black which payment has been made. If any one wants to
River, Ohio, August 3rd, of typhoid fever. ]have it discontinued, let him or her give distinct notice
He was deeply interested in Spiritualism, which sup- 1to that effect, and if anything is due remit the same along
on which subscripported him in his last fearful sickness, and is the staff of with the notice. These are the terms
tions are taken, and we are thus emphatic that there may
comfort to his friends. i
be no misunderstanding upon the subject. Justice
<
that renewals shall be made as soon after predemands
The Methodist church was kindly tendered, and filled
have expired as subscribers can without great
payments
]
with a sympathizing audience. The fuaeral discourse
inconvenience do so. Three months trial subscribers are
was delivered by Hudson Tuttle. ; not entitled to come in for a renewal under the $1.50 provision. It would be an injustice to our friend, who would
Called to spirit-life, from Amsterdam, N. Y., August be
called upon to make up the balance. Friends, let ua
6th, Sister Eliza Hewett, aged 70 years.
.
(ever bear in mind that we are daily painting a life-picture.
Another of our friends has tested the merits of our
If we are so selfish as to do another injustice, it will for1
stand as a baleful blotch on life's record.
faith, and the capacity it possesses to bridge the chasm ever
between the two worlds. Her former sentiments were
Washington, I>. C.
similar to those held by the Friends. But through the
mediumship of her son a few years ago, she became a
Mrs. 0. G. Howard's Boarding House.
Spiritualist, and was sustained in her last somewhat
Strangers coming to Washington will find well ventilated rooms with good board at 476 Pennsylvania, avlengthy illness, by this, the sweetest of all human beliefs.
enue. Bath room and gas light for the convenience of
Doty.
A. E.
guests. Terms from six to eight dollars per week, or two
Called to spirit-life, from Cold Brook, Herkimer dollars per day. vl2n21tf
county, New York, August 5th, Bro. A. Tenner, aged 50
years.
This worker and fearless defender of our faith, had so
endeared himself to those even who slander and villify
our cause, that the tear of grief could not be restrained.
Now Traveling Westward.
Eis truthfulness, his candor, his keen intelligence, his
frank, prompt, and sturdy adherence to every good cause,
EXAMINATION, SEND LOCK OF HAIR AND
one dollar, with name, age and residence plainly
his noble manhood, his rare honor and square dealing as
written, and receive complete diagnosis of disease, and
a business man, gave him a creditable standing and wide
advice concerning treatment. P. O. BOX 65,
E. Doty.
influence. A.
vl2n22tf Syracuse,N. Y.
Passed to the spirit-home, Thursday, August 1st, at

J

Dr. 0. T. Buffum,

Clairvoyant Physician,

FOR

half-past

three

o'clock,

p.

m.,

Hezekiah

Camp,

of

Cuyahoga Falls, aged 75 years and six months.
He leaves a wife and sod, H. B. Camp, an adopted
daughter, Ella, and many who knew and lovedIhim? to
mourn the bereavement. Distinguished for his charity
toward all men, he has been a father to the fatherless,
and a bold advocate of equal rights of both sexes. He
disapproved all viniictiveness between men, and between
God and man. Samuel Underhill, M. D.
Passed to spirit-life, on the morning of August 9th,
1872, from Phoenix, New York, Mrs. Catharine Mackey,
wife of Capt. C. Mackey, aged 47 years and 26 days.
Though a member of the Congregational church, Mrs.
Mackey was a believer in universal salvation, and before
her departure from earth, she had frequent visits from
her father and children, who had been dwellers in spiritlife for several years. She was a noble and true woman
in all the relations of life. .*•*}
._
-mOA
Her funeral was attended on the 10th inst., at the
Methodist church, in Phcenix, by a large concourse of
people, to whom a spiritual sermon was preached by
Rev. J. H. Harter, of Auburn, New York. H.
Passed on to spirit-life, from Ringwood, 111., Solomon
Morey, aged 68 years.
Bro. Morey was a firm Spiritualist, a real worker,
ever at his post, and beloved by all who knew him. We
shall miss him and his counsel, for he was one we could
rely on.
He is greatly missed in the family circle,—the home of
his companion and children; and while tears dim the
•

..

eyes, faith looks beyond, where it beholds loving ancela

leading him onward and upward in the spirit-life. In
accordance with the wishes of the bereaved family the
writer performed the religious services the Sabbath
following. May angels guard and watch over them, and
Heaven's richest blessings rest upon all who mourn.
R. H. Winslow.
Passed into the higher life, from Kansas City, July 28th,
1872, Mr. Nicholas Burkeley, aged 66 years and nearly
three months.
Father Burkeley, up to the year 1855, had been a
Materialist. He had vainly inquired of the church for its
evidences of immortality, but had received no answer
that would settle his doubts. In the year 1855, he embraced an opportunity to investigate the teachings of
Spiritualism and the evidence of the return of the spirit.
Here he received an answer to his life-long question:
"Is there life beyond the grave?" and ever after, he
became an ardent supporter of the doctrine of immortality as demonstrated through the phenomena of the nineteenth century. As he neared the gates of death, he
felt no terror nor uncertainties. He had investigated the
spirit-land and he knew that he should be happy in the
hereafter. D. W. Hull.
Ninth National Meeting.
The American Association of Spiritualists to the Spiritualists of ihe World:
The NiLth Annual Meeting of the American Association
of Spiritualists will be held in John A. Andrew Hall,
Boston, Mass., commencing on Tuesday, the 10th day of
September, 1872, at 10 o'clock in the morning, and continuing three days.
Each active State or Territorial organization of Spiritualists, within the limits of the United States of America,
is invited to send one delegate for each fractional fifty
members of such organization, and of each working local
society, and each Progressive Lyceum within the boundaries of such Sta'e or Territory, provided that only one
general organization shall be entitled to representation
from any State or Territory. Each Province of the
American Continent is invited to send one delegate for
each working Association within its limits, and the
District of Columbia two delegates.
Each active local society, and Progressive Lyceum of
any State, Territory or Province, which has no general
Association, id invited to send one delegate for each
fractional fifty members, to attend said Annual Meeti' g,
and participate in the business that shali come before it.
Victoria C. Woodhull,
President.
Henry T. Child, M. D.,
634 Race St., Philadelphia, Secretary.
N. B.—-The Board of Trustees will meet at 645 Washington St., room 27, Boston, Tuesday, the 10th of September, at 8 o'clock, a. m.

THE GOD PROPOSED
For

Our National Constitution:
A LECTURE,

By "William Denton.
PRICE TEN CENTS; POSTAGE 2 CENTS.
*** For sale, wholesale and retail, by theReligio-Philo sophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.
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HON. E. G.Tj^GERSOLL'S
Great Oration
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"THE GODS."
PRICE, 25 CENTS; POSTAGE, 2 CENTi.
"There can be but little Liberty on Earth while men
worship a Tyrant in Heaven."
"An Honest God is the Noblest work op Man."

*** For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

"belviderejeminary.
BOARDING SCHOOL FOR BOTH SEXES.
Autumn Term Begins September 18<7j, 1872.
This Institution has been in successful operation for six
years, and will be re-opened under the most favorable auspices. Improvements have been made the past year, in
the Literary and Scientific departments, and the facilities
for acquiring a practical knowledge of Chemistry and
other physical sciences, have been increased by the addition of new apparatus (including one of Becker's Analytical Balances) and the adoption of a New System of Instruction.
The Accommodations for Students will be increased
this Fall by the opening of another Boarding Department,
to be under the supervision of Mrs. George Ewell, of
Boston. Pupils can also find pleasant boarding places
at moderate rates in private fam es.
Students are here offered every opportunity for obtaining a Liberal Education, and a moral and spiritual growth
in harmony with the laws of nature. They can pursue a
Full Collegiate Course, or the Special Courses, preparatory to entering the Counting R001&, Institutes of Technology, or Universities.
Music and Painting receive particular attention, and
each department is in charge of Experienced Instructors.
Pupils who graduate in Gymnastics, and iu the Teachers' Class, receive Special Diplomas.
A Literary Society is connected with the school, whose
weekly sessions are enlivened by music, recitations, plaj s
and scientific experiments.

THE LOCATION
Is all that can be desired in point of healthfulness and
beauty of scenery.
PRINCIPALS:
E. L. Bush, Belle Bush, A. F. Ewell, H. B. Ewell.
REFERENCES :
Prof. S. B. Brittan, Newark, N. J.; Luther Colby,
Theo. D. Weld, E. E. Plimpton Albert Plimpton, Lyman
Hapgood (Mercantile Savings Bank), Anson J. Stone,
S. D. Smith (American Organ Co.), Boston, Mass.;
Benjamin Starbuck, Troy, N. Y.; Mrs. Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, Tenafly, N. J.; John Gage, Vineland,
N. J.; E. W. Capron, Williamsport, Pa.; A. J. Davis,
Orange, N. J.; Dr.^ Henry T. Child, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Sea Pusey, Wilmington, Del.; Thomas Gales
Forster, Washington, D. C.
For Catalogues, address E. L. BUSH,
vl2n20t8 Belvidere,
N. J.

THE MENTAL CURE.
ILLUSTRATING THE

Inflwenw of th<e Mind
FEMALE COMPOSITORS-PE Immanent situation. Apply to or address Foreman,
WANTED-TWO
Religio-Philosophical Publishing house, 150 Fourth AveOn the Body,
nue, Chicago.
-AN AMANUENSIS WHO WRITES A
WANTED
good, plain hand, and can execute her work rapidly and correctly. None but a healthy and industrious

AND THE

lady nted apply. To Huch a reasonable salary and a permanent situation will be given. Addres Mrs. A. II.

Psychological Method of Treatment.

McFadden & Cook's Boarding House,

"'Tis the great art of life to manage well tlie restless

ROBINSON, 148 Fourth Ave , Chicago, Ills

148 West Washington St.
The above-named parties have as nic« a boarding house
as there is in the city of Chicago, and solicit Spiritualists
and others who may visit the city to patronize their
j house. Tney board by the day or week.

j

Both in Iloiiltli ana Disease,

BY W. F. EVANS.
mind."

The above is a very valuable work ot 360 pages, cloth,
12 mo. Price $1.50: postage 20 cents.
*«» For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Phllo sophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.
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8 RELIGIO-PHILOSOPHIC/.
matter. The Doctor turned to the friends saying,
"
Wait a little and we will see what can be done."
Doctor Pekill.—" Peter, can you get me four
dollars out of my desk in my house in PontooE. V- WILSON.
BY
sock ? "
town,
of
Peter.—"I will try."
name
Cobbespondbnts.—Give
Notice to
county and State where you are when you write. Direct
The Doctor turning to the friends present, said :
County,
DuPage
Lombard,
all Utters to E. V. Wilson,
country
"Come, let us go into the house."
Illinois. Never direct letters to us in diflerent
places, when we are speaking under short engagements,
All started for the house. We were all at the
the point,
unless we so direct. Writ e snort letters, and to and
want,
house of Asa Moon. It is a one-story frame house,
In 44 plain talk," stating just what you mean
and always date your letters.
with one large front room, a second or rear room,
then a shed or slight building attached for summer
,
work.
On passing through the shed into the rear
Notes from the West-Number Three.
r
room there was present Mr. Weaver, Dr. Pekill,
i
Moon, Mrs. Moon, her two daughters and
Friday, May 10th, 1872, we reached Keokuk, Asa
Dr. Pekill said : " Peter is here."
c
Iowa, to fill an engagement for three lectures, others.
Asa Moon saw a small package of paper in the
Keokuk, the Gate City, is an important railroad
i over Dr. Pekill's he»d. Dr. P. felt it hit the hatpoint, as well as steamboat landing, situated on air
1
A lady saw it in the air, falling to the floor.
the Mississippi river about two hundred miles brim.
south of west from Chicago, and forty three miles 1Mr. Moon and his daughter saw it on the floor.
(
of the parties present picked it up and found
by railroad below Burlington. It is a fine town, One
progress.
We
and
like
t
two
Keokuk,
two-dollar bills; Peter, the spirit, informing
enterprise
of
full
]
that he (the spirit) had been to the Doctor's
and predict a great future for this fair city of the Pekill
West. 1house in Pontoosock, and taken the money from
1 desk, in order to loan it to Weaver. Dr. Pekill
We spoke to fair audiences while there, giving his
"I had these bills in my desk at home, and
t
many line tests, of which the following are a stated:
if not there when I go home to-morrow, then Mr.
sample of all.
Number One. The spirit of a man and little W., will this money be as a loan from me, and re1
it, and if my two two-dollar bills are at home
girl came to a lady and was fully described and turn
identified. 1as when I left home, then the money is not mine,
Number Two. A sister came to her brother, and Bro. W. will not pay it back to me." This
was made public before a full house the
i
speaking words of cheer from her home in the statement
Summer-land. The sister being fully described same evening.
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the accounts current of our meeting, there was duei
from Bro. W. four dollars. Bro. W. saying, "I[
have not the money with me."
Turning to Dr. Pekill he asked him to lend him1

the money.
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41 West Twenty-sixth Street,
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vl2ni4 Proprietors.
W
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mailed f | Box,
44 Pos. Powders, $ 1.00
"
44 Neg.
POSTPAID i "
'< I.oo
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AT
22
these

prices

| q Boxes,
"

L 12

5.00

9.00

OFFICE, 37}f ST. MARKS' PLACE, NEW YOKE

Address Prof. Peyton Spence, M.D.,
Box 5817, New York City.

Fob sale, also,

by

S. S. Jones, 150 Fourth. Ave.,

Chicago. vl2n23t:i

SYSTEM,

sia, Bilious Diseases, Fevers, aud Inflam-

A3 s n Invl^orator, Iiiver Corrector
and Blood Renovator is superior to all tho
SU4«rs, Oixirs, Cordials and Sarsaparlllas in use. It is so adapted to the whole
system that every organ and function in the body is
brought under its exhilarating influence. It gives
tone and strength to the digestive apparatus, dispels languor and debility,
invigorates the Liver, regnlates the
Kidneys and Bowels, removes the effect of
oxcess or overtaxation of any kind and gives vitality and richness to the blood.
Its curative powers alter and completely reorganize the entire mass of fluids and even the solids of
the human system, thereby preventing and curing
dyspeptic and Consumptive Symptoms, Fever and Ague, Bilious Diseases, Fevers of all kinds, Nervous Debility, Affections of the Stomach and
Bowels, etc. As a mild and delightful Invigorant for delicate females, it lias no superior.
By its use new life and vigor is given to both body
and mind, sending a glow of vitality through every
part, which is permanent and lasting.
It is the most effectual remedy for the relief of
human suffering ever discovered, and as pleasant to
the taste as old rye or fine wine.
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WORLD

To produce a more delicious medicine to take, y#etso
potent for the prevention and cure of diseases as

Dr. HENRY'S WORLD'S TONIC AND BLOOD PURIFIER.
Price $1, or 6 Bottles for #5.
Prepared by the Grafton Medicine Co.,ST, LOUIS,
Mo. Sold by Druggists and dealers in medicinei
overywhere.

M. HELL EN ACKLEY,

Medium Doctress,
Influenced by the late renowned Profs. Brainard, of
Chicago, and Ackley, of Cleveland, Ohio.

By K. Graves.

Every 'Spiritualist

TO THE HUMAN

a healthier tone and perma
it gives tone to the digestive organs,
ispe s languor, acts upon tho kidneys
and bowels, has a
grand effect upon
Catarrli, Scrofula, Dyspep-

years' practice in medicine, I have never found a coin-

IN PRESS! ,

Mrs, Maud E, Lord's Great Clairvoyant
Liver Remedy and Blood Purifier.

FOR THE

pound which is their equal. One year ago last March, I
was afflicted with the Liver Complaint. After using one
box of the Positive Powders I was well. Last March i
was attacked with what I called the Gravel, being at the
time very bilious and in constant pain; but by the use ot
your Powd* rs I was soon free from pain, and I am now
as well and as hearty a man as ever. Last April my wife
began to fail in heelth, and soon became badly afflicted
with Rheumatic pains in the hips, back and loins, her appetite failed, and she began to show signs of a rapid dissolution. But now the scene is changed; She is well and
has a good appetite; and we know that it was the Positive Powders which produced the change. Within the
last y ar I have hao five patients who would have gone to
their long home, if I had not given them your Powders
About one year ago there w* re, in this place, two nursing
babes that had, for a long time, been afflicted with Whooping Cough, and were given up to die. I was called to see
them. I gave them the Positive Powders, and they both
got well, and are hearty children now.
Dr. T. Bond, Penfield, Pa.
was at once identified.
Enclosed I send you $15.00 for more of your Positive
Number Three. This test we gave was not
and Negative Powders. They are the best medicine lever
identified, at which the skeptical portion of our
used in all cases of Female Weakness, Threatened Abortion and Child-birth. I would recommend them to every
TO BE ISSUED AUGUST 20th,
audience laughed; but there was never a laugh
physician; and there is no family but whai ought to have
when startling tests were given. Is it not strange
them. You can use my name if you wish.
BY THE
Dr. J. C. Howes, Volney, Iowa.
and
future
existence,
a
that Christians will preach
You no doubt remember the history whi< h I gave yon
sneer at any testimony pointing to a future life,—
of my wife's Asthma. She suffered almost death until I
got your Powders. She took one box of the Positives,
not coming from the pulpit of the church of their
which j^ave her new life, and now she i« in better health
Christ and him crucified ?
than she has been for ten years. I have tried them in
other cases and find them a success.
The fourth test was to Mr. B. "Sir, sixteen
T. J. Kirkwood, M. D., Pleasantville, Iowa.
years ago we find you sinking as if into cold water
Your Powders do my Catarrh more good than all other
or snow. You are suffocating as from snow, or
means I ever used. The first box did me more real benefit than all the medicines I have used for 8 years, and I
your head being held in snow and water, and it is
have tried everything recommended by all the schools of
in the winter time."
medicine. Dr. J. Hoover, Winneconne, Wis.
The answer was—"It is true, sir, to the letter,
I can not do without your Positive and Negative PowOR A HISTORICAL -EXPOSITION OF
ders on any consideration for myself and for my practice,
in date and cause."
particularly for Acouchement (Child-birth). I have ha
The fifth test came to Judge M. "Sir, we see a
one very severe case of Threatened Abortion (Miscarriage), which three Positive Powders arrested. The
man approach you," (fully describing him.) "You
woman had been flooding about ten hours, with severe
will be called on in a very short time to defend a
pains like labor pains; but it was strange to see how
quickly they yielded to the magic influence of your valuacase. The parties are a man, woman and child;
Disclosing the Oriental Origin of the Belief in
ble Powders. I have hid two cases of Bilious Remitting
an estate will be at stake. This suit will soon be
Fever in which I used the Powders, and in 24 h< urs they
were cured; also two cases of Chills and Fever, which
in hand, and down for trial in September."
were cured by the Powders in 3 days.
Judge M. replied : "I know of such a suit soon
Dr. J. Crane, Attica, Ind.
the
by
retained
to
be
expect
One box of your Positive Powders cured David Wilto come off, and
AND FUTURE ENDLESS PUNISHMENT; lington of a pain in his stomach of % years'* standing. Mrs.
parties."
E. F. Claflin was cured by the Negative Powders of Numbness, or Palsy, of 12 years' duration. The Powders
Subsequently the Judge met us and said:
ALSO,
cured Mrs. H. Claflin of Neuralgia. They also cured a
"Friend W., your prophecy has come to pass
lady of Painful Menstruation, when given up as past cure.
"
terms,
Scriptural
Bottomless
origin
of
the
Pagan
The
your
answering
to
A
man,
it.
In cases of Parturition (Child-birth), J consider them of
since you made
pit," " Lake of fire and brimstone," 44 Keys of Hell,"
great value.
you
suit
very
description, called on us and put the
"Chains of darkness," "Casting out Devils,"
Dr Julia Williams, Practical Midwife, East Braintree,
44Everlasting punishment," "The worm that
Vermon\
named into my hands, and I am going to take hold
never dieth," etc., etc., all explained.
I take pleasure in recommending jour Positive and
of it."
Negative Powders to the public.
Friday, May L7th, we were preparing for our
J. A. Averill, M. D., Springvale, Iowa.
Wheaton Convention to be held over Sunday the
I have a case of Catarrh, Bronchial tubes affected and
left lung collapsed, not filling with air. I have given two
19th.
SEVENTH EDITION.
boxes of the Positive Powders, and the lung now fills twoMonday,.May 20th, our convention is over and
thirds of the way down I myself have been afflicted
with Rheumatism and Heart Disease for three years, durhas been a grand success and well reported by our
ing which time I have not been able to labor. I have ta"
Fear hath torment."—1 John iv:18
Secretary, Bro. Howard, and we shall, in all
ken two boxes and a half of your Positive Powders. My
Rheumatism is gone and the Heart Disease much relieved.
human probability, convene our association in
Dr. A. J. Corey, Great Bend, Pa.
St. Charles, next.
I think there is no medicine in the ivorld like the Posia
we
concluded
May
27th,
tive and Negative Powder . My husband had the KidAt Marion, Iowa,
ney Disease so bad that we thought he could not live. He
three-days' meeting. It is a beautiful inlandt own.
could not eat a bit of meat, or anything of the kind. But
tests,
many
tine
after the first powder which he took, he began to imWe had good audiences, aud gave
SHOULD BEAD IX!
prove, and now he eats wlfett be chooses, and calls himself
and found many warm friends. There are but few
well. Mrs. Dr. Garison, Newton, N. J.
here who declare themselves to be Spiritualists. EVERY INFIDEL
In Ague and Chills I consider them unequaled.
J. P. Way, M. D., Bement, 111.
There are many very liberal Christians(?) here, and
[
congregations.
good
I must be honest and say that the Positive and Negaand
It!
Should. Read.
have a fine church
tive Powders can not be equaled by any physician's preAmongst those who are workers, we found Mrs.
scriptions. Send me 6 dozen boxes by United States ExWe would especially recommend its careful perusal to3 press. Dr.R. H. Levell, Jonesboro', Ind.
House to be a fine medium, with good clairvoyant
Your Positive and Negative Powders seem to be quite a
power. Bros. Mitchell, House, Noble and others
mystery— no marked action—yet they cure. I have been
came well up to time as workers and helpers.
using them f- r Costiveness. Acidity of the Stomach, Irregular Appetite, high colored urine, and many other
May 30th, we spoke in Burlington, Iowa, to a
One hundred and twenty-five pages, printed from new7 symptoms of Dyspepsia, and I am happy to say that I am
full house, giving some fine tests. A few Spirit- plate
very much benefited. I have pre scribed th< m in other
s, in large, clear type, and bound in elastic covers.
cases, and I have some patients who can't live without
ualists are striving to establish a society in this
as nothing else has ever benefited them.
We spoke three times, Price, Sixty Cents; Postage, 6 Cents.•them,
fine western city.
C. D. R. Kirk, M. D., Fern Springs, Mies.
railroad
change
by
of
but were cut short
I have cured the following cases, and many others too
original plates were destroyed, together with thoses numerous to mention, with your Positive and Negative
time. We shall yet go to Burlington and stir up ofThe
all our publications, in the greatest fire the world everr Powders: a young lady of St. T/it-us'> Dance, of near 6
the Soul-Sleepers due of these days. Bros. Forbs, knew. We have therefore carefully revised and corrected1 years' standing, and given up by all other doctors, cured
copy for this edition, and publish it in response to thee by 6 boxes of the Positives; a lady of General Prostration
Webster, Giles and others are striving to open the the
great demand, the first of all our publications, at the earof the nervous system. She had tried everything. One
they
May
succeed.
lyceum.
liest practicable moment. We have already orders forr box of the Negatives cured' her. She is now in better
way for a society and
print
copies,
an
edition
large
thousand
and
e
several
will
health than she has been for 5 years; a lady of Chronic
Monday, June 2d, we have just closed a course enough to supply all demands; so send in your orders.
Diptheria. Two boxes of the Positives cured her, a^ter
of four lectures in Fort Madison, Iowa. This
*** For sale, wholesale and retail, by ihe Religio- the doctors had made her worse with iodine and such
Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave.,,
things; a boy of Scarlet Fever; a woman of Cholera Morplace is on the west bank of the Mississippi, Chicago.
bus. She was so bad that her life was despaired of. She
nineteen
and
twenty-four miles above Keokuk,
was cured in a few hours; a woman who had the Fever
and Ague all spring and summer—cured with one box of
miles below Burlington, by way of the Burlington
WHY I WAS
Positive and Negative Powders, after having tried aland Keokuk railroad, and presents to the vision of
most every other remedy; a man of Delirium Tremens,
h He is now a Good Templar; a woman of Spasms of the
the traveler one of the loveliest places for a home
Stomach from which she had suffered 5 or 6 years. The
spasms were so bad that whenever she had one, her
on the banks of the "Great Father of Rivers."
would despair of ever seeing her come to again.
friends
FKOM THE
We found many tried and true Spiritualists here,—
Dr. J. M. Davis, Winona, Minn.
more by far than we expected. Bro. Hazen
I was called to see Mrs. Rufus Weston, whom I found
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
laboring under a fearful attack of Puerperal Convulsions,
Wilson took the lead and responsibility of our
which followed the birth of a dead child. The convulcoming, as did Bro. Miller, of Keokuk; Judge
sions were terrible. No one thought that she could live,
as every convulsion was more terrible than the preceding
Vezee also helping, as did many others. We gave of Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Finally she had one so bad that we called her dead
one.
many very fine tests in Fort Madison, and especially
—no pulse could be felt, and everything indicated death.
By Prof. H. Barnard.
Fort
in
Our
work
She
rallied,
however, but was much exhausted; and her
Vezee.
Judge
to
fine ones
friends did not think it possible for her to live through
Madison proved a success, creating thought,1
As
soon as she could swallow, I commenced
0
another.
but
truth
to
who
the
men
utter
the
eternal
them,
"Not
giving the Positive Powders, and from that time forth she
developing truth, and ennobling man. Many of which they give utterance."
She is now well, and believes
convulsions.
no
more
had
the friends accompanied us to the depot, bidding
saved her life.
interesting
and valua- that the Positive Powder*
M.
F. Dwigiit, Stafford, Conn.
pay
very
parting,—a
us
us God speed on
to
ble LITTLE PAMPHLET deserves aa Dr.
In the course of a large experience with the Positive
precious. May angels of God continue to minister wide circulation.
and Negative Powders, I have found them almost infallito our friends in Fort Madison.
ble in all acute diseases, particularly Fevers of all kinds,
1 such as the Bilious, Inflammatory, Typhoid, Congestion
Dallas City, 111., June 7th, 8th and 9th, we
of the Lungs, Scarlet Fever, etc,. I have also founduthem
lectured in this little town to full houses. We
infallible in Bowel Complaints and Nervous Ileatmches.
theBeligio-Philoby
retail,
wholesale
and
For
sale,
***
In fact there is hardly a disease in the whole catalogue
found the interest marked and progressive. The sophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.
but what I have cured by the administrationof the Positrue workers in Dallas, are Bros. Poiter, Weaver
tive and Negative Powders. I have also proved the ointment recommended to be made of the Positive Powders
and Asa Moon, and their good wives. We had a1 A New Boole for
(according to Rule the tenth) to be magical in its effects
good time here, and gave many fine tests. Mrs. CHILDREN'S
on all kinds of Sores and Erysipelas.
If
LYCEUMS, PRIMARY
Dr. M. E. Jenks, formerly of North Adams, now of
Weaver possesses fine mediumistic powers ; is a1 SCHOOLS AND FAMILIES.
Amesbury, Mass.
writing, seeinggind speaking medium, and yet this
I am a physician, and am now seventy years of age.
symptoms of my Dyspepsia first appeared when I
woman can not write a word from education.
11 or 12 years of age, soon after I had recovered from
was
Mrs. Weaver possesses a "spiritual gift" that
an attack of Scarlet Fever. When I was 22 years old, the
Dyspepsia set in in good earnest, and continued altowould be very dangerous to the church if it could
gether 58 or 59 years, until your Positive P wders put a
be imparted to its members. At various times and
veto on it. I have also had a chronic inflammation of the
paper
money
in
in
coin
and
places,
sundry
in
Pancreatic Gland, which I had been treating with a veg1 By A. E. Newton,
etable irritating plaster on my back. This kept it under
various sums has been brought her by her conLate Superintendent of Schools in Washington, D. C.
control; but the disease never appeared to be well until
trolling spirit,—the aggregate amounting to some5
since I commenced taking the Positive Powders. The
Catarrh of the Pituitary membrane which I mentioned in
"know thyself; all wisdom centres there."
thirty dollars. There seems to be a peculiarity inl
a former letter, is well. The Catarrh of the right bronthis money matter; it comes just in the nich ofE
chial tube is better. The enlargement and inflammation
Part first of this little work, containing 141 pages,3, of the Prostate Gland began tome years ago; but it never
time when wanted by the family to meet their 16mo,
's
is now ready. It treats of the Human Body, its
became serious until three years ago, when an over-exernecessities. The evidence in their case is so> wonderful structure, and the conditions of Health, Use3-- tion aggravated the disease so that I had to give up busisuperior
>r
with
fulness
and
Happiness,
and is illustrated
ness, and was unable to ride except in a very easy carcomplete that to deny it would be to deny our engravings.
riage, until since I have taken your Powders. As a result
h
wh'ch
want
a
These lessons have been prepared to meet
senses.
of the disease, I suffered much from difficult and painful
taking the Positive Powders, the enteachers,
parents
by
believed
is
to
be
and
extensively
felt
urination.
While in Dallas, we made the acquaintance ofP and!'especially by conductors and leaders of Children's's largement ofSince
the Prof-tate Gland is reduced one-half, and
Dr. Pekill and lady, of Pontoosock, two miles} Progressive Lyceums.
my urination is comparatively easy, and free from pain.
Besides the above special effects of the Powders, my genCloth.
Boards.
below Dallas City.
eral health is now belter than it has been for 45 years.
Single copies, one to five 50 cents. 60 cents.9.
"
On Sunday evening, the 9th, when closing up) Six copies
55
to fifty 45 "
Dan. Delany, M. D., Solon Mills, 111.

si,1872.

RESIDENCE,

NO. 663 W. WASHINGTON STREET,

Chicago.
At Home from 10 A. M. to 4 3?. M.

One of the wonders of the age.

SHE KNOWS NO FAILURE! whenever a cure is

attempted.

She will not undertake the treatment of a case she can

not cure.
She will undertake the treatment of any disease, in
the most fearful form, and master it.

Except for fear of the speech of people, she would be
privileged to give the names of numerous people of the
highest respectability, in Chicago and vicinity, for reference as to the doings whereof she speaks.
The time will come when public sentiment, in this respect, will have changed, and people will dare to do
right.

The Doctress will treat patients m any near or remote

section of the country.
She is assisted by her father or mother at her home
and abroad.
The Medium will only treat patients after first having
had at least one personal interview. Terms, from $5 to
$100. Enclose stamp for circular, &c. Will give positive
answers by mail if patients can be cured.
She has her Diploma from her Creator.
As to moral character, she refers to Rev. Dr. Goodspeed; Rev. Dr. Helmer; Dr. A. E. Kittridge, and Dr.
Reid; of Chicago. vl2nl7-tf.

matory Difficulties, allays
Nervous
bility, and by cleansing the biliary organs, It

De-

REMOVES MOTH PATCHES AND
8ALLOWNE8S PROM THE
SKIN.

It will also remove the effects of poisonous
and
deleterious substances that have long remained
in the system. This Remedy contains No Poison
-

ous Drugs, IS PURELY VEGETABLE,

gentle iijJts action, and is calculated to find all the offending elemefats and diseased places in the system, to loosenthe bowels, and do a great work without weakening the
patient or producing pain or catharsis; while if sufficient,
is taken (directions followed) it will cure the most rigid
constipation.
WE CHALLENGETHE MEDICAL FACULTY AND THE WORLD

at large to produce a remedy, the combination so simple
and harmless, and yet so grand and potent, as this given
through Clairvoyance, and which we in the highest confidence present to the world, already flooded with remedies, all claiming rare virtues, and many as specifics.
This remedy has been tested over and over, each time
proving peifectly successful and giving entire satisfaction. We ask the public to give it a fair and impartial
trial,feeling sure no prejudice can, after testing it, prevent all from adopting it as a
FAVORITE FAMILY MEDICINE.

Single bottles of medicine, $1.00; or 6 bottles for $5.

Maud E. Lord, Physical aud Test Medium.

All business letters addressed to W, (i. Hooker, General Agent, 251% Park Avenue, Chicago' 111.

A Grood Head of Hair Restored by a Spirit Prescription.
Editor Journal:—For the benefit of my friends anc
the world, I desire to make this brief statement.
I have been almost entirely bald for about six years.
Had tried almost everything that I could hear recommended, and firmly believed that nothing could restore
my hair.
One year ago this month I wrote Mrs. A. H. Robinson,
the healing medium, 148 Fourth avenue, Chicago, as a
last resort—or, rather, to please my wife.
Mrs. R. immediately prescribed for me. I did not get
all the ingredients for the Restorative until 6ome time in
June, 1871. I then commenced using it as directed, and
was encouraged, because it was the first application that
had been felt upon the scalp,—it causing a smarting sensation. I continued the use of this preparation about
three months, when I could see the hair starting in spots
all over my head, and I now have a very comfortable
head of hair, which money cannot buy. 1 am asked
almost every day how it is, and what I had used to bring
my hair back, all agreeing that it is unaccountably
strange, etc., etc. And here let me state, that not one of
all the eminent physicians I had consulted had riven
any encouragement, but, on the contrary, had told me
that I never would get a head of hair.
I can fully substantiate the foregoing by 10,000 witnesses, if necessary, and will answer correspondents if
desired M. K. Smith.

Springfield, Mo.

Mr. Smith inclosed a lock of his hair along with the
above letter. It is about one inch in length, and of a
dark brown color, soft and lively as that of a young
man of twenty.
Mrs. Robinson diagnoses the case and furnishes the
Restorative complete (sent by express or by mail) on
receipt of a letter in the handwriting of the applicant
or a lock of hair. She diagnoses each case, and compounds the Hair Restorative to suit the temperament of
each person whose hair is to be restored.
The Restorative never fails to reproduce a good head
of hair in less than one year, no matter how long the
applicant may have been bald.
Address Mrs. A. II. Robinson, 148 Fourth avenue,
Chicago, HI., inclosing $5.00, which covers full expense
cf diagnosing, remedy, and postage or expressage.

"What I Know of Insanity."
AN IMPORTANT NEW WORE
ON

MICROSCOPES, OPERA-GLASSES,

MENTAL DISORDERS.

Spy-Classes, Mathematical Instruments, Drawing Materials, MagicLanterns, Philosophical Instrum'ts.

DISEASES

The following illustrated manuals sent on receipt of 10
cents each:
Part 1. MA THEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. 155 pp.
Part 2. OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS. 110 pp. 188 pp.
Part 3. MA G1C LANTERNS & STEREOPTICONS.
Part 4. PHILOSOPHICAL INSTRUMENTS. 65 pp.

JAMF.8 W. QUEEN «& CO.,
924 Chestnft St., Philadelphia, and 535 Broadway,
New York.
Vl2n7-tim
UNMASKED, or THOMAS PAINE the
Author of the Letters op Junius. A demonstra
JUNIUS
tion. Over 300 coincidences, and not one incompatible
fact. 335 pages. Price $1.50. For sale at this office.

vl2nl(j-3m

Bang's Family Seances
FOR

Physical Manifestations

Oil Monday, Wednesday, and Friday evenings, at 221
South Morgan street, commencing at 8 o'clock, p m.
Admission $1,00. [vl2nl5-tf

Sure Oure for Catarrh, and
-Neuralgia, i have the only

Remedy that will cure the above diseases. In no case
will it fail. Sent by mail. Large bottles $2; small, $1.

VV. PERHON8, D.M.

902 Wab tt-h Ave., Chicago.
vl2n9tf
®

a. bundy,
LIVE STOCK

COMMISSION DEALER,
UNION STOCK
YARDS,

CHICAGO,

-

ILL.

Consignment respectfully solicited and promptly

attended to. [vl2nl4tf]

Mrs. Maria M. King's Works.
THE PRINCIPLES OF NATURE, as discovered in the

Development and structure of the Universe ; the Solar
System, laws and methods of its Development; Earth,
History of its Development; Exposition of theSpiritual
Universe. Price, $1.75 ; postage, 24 cents.
REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND.
Being Life Experience, Scenes, Incidents, and Conditions, Illustrative
of Spirit-Life, and the Principles of the Spiritual Philosophy. Pricc $1.00 ; postage 16 ceats.
SOCIAL EVILS : Their Causes and Curb. Being a
brief Discussion of the Social Status, with reference to
Methods of Reform. Pricc 25 cents ; postage free.

THE SPIRITUAL PHILOSOPHY VS. DIABOLISM. In
two Lectures. Pricc 25 ccnts ; postage free.
WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM ? and SHALL SPIRITUA_L25 cents;
ists have A creed ? In two Lectures. Pricc

postage free.
GOD THE FATHER, AND MAN THE IMAGE OF GOD.
In two Lectures. Price 25 cents; postage free.
(THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN, and what follows from
it. In two Lectures. Pricc 25 cents; postage free4

*** For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philo

sophicalPublishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

OF THB

BBAIN AND NERVES,
Developing the Origin and Philosophy of

MANIA, INSANITY, AND CRIME,
With, full directions and prescriptions for theii
treatment and cure
By Andrew Jackson' Davis, authoi of Twenty volumes
On the HARNONIAL PHILOSOPHY, etc.

Price $1.50; postage 20 cents.
Address Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, ISfi
Fourth Avenue," Chicago.

C. I

j.

James' ]F*oexxis.

Permeated by the liberal spirit of the social, political
and religious reformation of the nineteenth century,
these poems may be considered the epitome of the Spir
itualistic movement.
THE COURT OF HYMEN
In particular has received the discerning commendation
of our ablest critics, as the most vigorous, picturesque
and dr matic exposition of the enormities of our social
state ever put in verse. Unlike too many of his predecessors, the author writes less to destroy orthodox errors
than to express the in-piration of that sublime belief
which form8 the essence of modern radicalism.
For sale by C. L. James, Alma, Wis. Postpaid for 50

cents. [vI2nl7tf]

DELINEATIONS OF CHARACter, diagnosis of disease, cause and remedy, from the
handwriting, photograph or lock of hair. Better satisfaction is generally secured where the age and sex of the
subject is given, if unaccompanied by a photograph.
TERMS:—Delineation of character, with hints in regard to occupation and health, $2.00; diagnosis of disease, with advice and prescription, $2.00; delineation,
diagnosis and prescription—worth more than its cost to
any one in health or sickness, $3.00 and two three-cent

PSYCHOMETRIC

stamps.

Fifteen years of varied and successful experienceand
practice as a medium, healer and psychometrist is the
warrant for this announcement. Address
DR. M M. TOUSEY,
vl2nl6mf> Angola,Erie County, N. >

STMANG-E VISITORS.:
A Series of Original Papers,
EMBRACING

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, GOVERNMENT, RELIGION*
POETRY, ART, FICTION, SATIRE, HUMOR,
NARRATIVE, AND PROPHECY.
BY THE

SPIRITS OF IRVING, WILLIS, BRONTE, RICHTER.,
THACKERAY, BYRON, HUMBOLDT, WESLEY

HAWTHORNE, BROWNING,
AND OTHERS

Now Dwelling in the Spirit-World.
These wonderful articles were dictated through a clair
voyant, while in a trance state, and are of the most
intensely interesting and enthralling nature.
The sale of this extraordinary work has been of th#v
most unprecedented nature.
Elegantly bound in cloth.
Price, $1.50. postage, 20 cents.
»»*For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philo sophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

